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ABSTRACT
Jackson, Jennifer Ann. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. August 2012. Cindy
Sheehan‟s Confrontational Iraq War Protests: A Case Study in Contentious Rhetoric.
Major Professor: Sandra J. Sarkela, Ph.D.
This dissertation examines Cindy Sheehan‟s Iraq War protests from November
2004 to May 2007 as a case study of contentious rhetoric. The notion of contentious
rhetoric is based on the concept of contentious politics developed by sociologist and
political scientist Charles Tilly, sociologist Doug McAdam, and political scientist Sidney
Tarrow. This new conceptualization acts as a guide to understanding how Sheehan
navigates the dichotomy between women and war and how she uses her own motherhood
as validation for her protests. I selected a cross section of Sheehan‟s speeches and online
blogs for this analysis and, through a close reading of these texts, looked for themes to
emerge that align Sheehan within this context of contentious rhetoric. The cross section
of speeches and blogs were selected to demonstrate that Sheehan‟s use of both online and
offline protest approaches work together, even though they are different media, to create
a larger repertoire of contentious rhetoric against the Iraq War. Through this framework,
the analysis shows that Sheehan is not part of an isolated anti-war social movement, but
is actually extending the women‟s peace movement that has existed over the past century
in the United States. By developing this concept of contentious rhetoric, this project
creates an opening for studying the rhetoric that exists before a social movement occurs
or fails.
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Chapter One
Introduction: War, Society, and Me
I was admittedly neutral to the topic of war before September 11, 2001. On this
day I began to question whether or not war was necessary in modern society. I remember
so many details of that day from sitting in my apartment eating breakfast before class,
flipping through the television channels, witnessing the second tower being hit live, to
struggling to get a cell phone connection for several hours to be able to call my parents to
talk about the events that were unfolding. Most striking of these memories was seeing a
friend who was returning to our college campus for a visit after completing his basic
training for the Marines. He was giving me a hug when his cell phone rang. The phone
call was from his commanding officer telling him his unit had been called to active duty
and what time he had to be at the airport to catch his flight that night. He had made the
choice to stop on campus on his way to see his family, but was called back so quickly
that he never made it to his parents‟ “Welcome Home Party” that evening.
When my cousin was sent off to his Iraq deployment I realized that I did not
understand why violent conflict was ever necessary to solve problems. In addition to
going to Iraq, my cousin has also spent part of his military service standing guard at the
North and South Korean border among other locations. Each of these assignments were
in locations known or designated as dangerous and always led to my family being
worried daily about his safety and fearing the worst when we would not hear from him as
often as we would have liked. I began to wonder why he even had to be at risk. I have
since begun to question how it is that we have evolved in so many ways since the
beginning of civilization, but we have yet to find ourselves in a world without the
intentional violence of military combat.
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Through this observation, I began to question why our leaders could not
communicate better with leaders of other countries to prevent such combat, and I began
reading as many articles and books as I could find to learn a good reason for needing war.
What I found was that I was not the only person who questioned the necessity for war
and the month before I began graduate school, I watched as Cindy Sheehan sat in a lawn
chair for twenty-six days in August 2005 outside of President Bush‟s private ranch in
Texas to ask that same question. Reading about her protest made me want to learn more
about how we communicate about war as United States citizens.
The events of September 11th, the retaliatory invasion of Afghanistan, then the
subsequent invasion of Iraq in 2003, and my experiences surrounding these events made
me realize how big an effect war can have on society; it shapes how we perceive many
things such as threats, freedoms, security, and leadership. I believe that these effects are
alarming; especially after reading that “war makes the world understandable” (Hedges
10). How can we gain knowledge from this act that causes death, destruction, and
oppression? United States Army Captain Paul K. Chappell cautions that this may be a
result of people only being educated about the effectiveness of war and violence from
television and movies. This lack of understanding the reality of how warfare really
works is what he labels “the war myth – the myth that violence can solve all of our
problems” (107). Additionally, most people are disposed to consider war and warfare as
acceptable as long as they can justify it as necessary (Hedges 10). So, what happens
when somebody, like Cindy Sheehan, does not accept war and begins to voice her dissent
publicly?
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The loss of her child due to war was enough to motivate Sheehan to become an
active and persistent protestor of the war and of the government officials whom she felt
should be held accountable for the violence and fast rising death tolls. Sheehan became
dedicated to the mission of ending the war and also to encouraging society not to accept
war and violence as solutions to problems. It is how she goes about this mission that is
the focus of this study.
Statement of Rhetorical Problem
With the invasion of Iraq in 2003, little in terms of dissent existed because it
appeared to be a secondary response to the September 11th terrorist attacks (the initial
retaliatory response was the invasion of Afghanistan on October 7, 2001). The Iraq
invasion turned into what is known as the Iraq War, which continued until combat troops
were fully withdrawn on December 18, 2011 (Arango and Schmidt A6). This invasion,
under the codename “Operation Iraqi Freedom,” was rationalized to the U.S. public by
the Bush Administration‟s claim that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction that posed a
looming threat to the U.S., as well as the rest of the world, but these assertions have since
been proven to be false (“CIA‟s Final Report”). Additional reasons given include
concerns of terrorism, abusive persons in governmental leadership roles, and issues
involving oil (“CIA‟s Final Report”). Since these reasons for the invasion were made
public, many people called for the withdrawal of U.S. forces and an end to the war.
Cindy Sheehan was one who publicly called for the withdrawal of the United
States troops from occupation and military action in Iraq. Motivated by the death of her
eldest son, Casey, she made it a personal mission to end the Iraq War, bring home the
men and women of the U.S. military, and end George Bush‟s presidency. Since Sheehan
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began to question the “noble cause” her son died for, she has been a public figure
surrounded by controversy because of her views, protests, and methods for expressing her
dismay.
This project examines Sheehan‟s Iraq War protest from November 2004 to May
2007 as a case study of contentious rhetoric. The notion of contentious rhetoric is based
on the concept of contentious politics discussed within social movement scholarship by
sociologist and political scientist Charles Tilly, sociologist Doug McAdam, and political
scientist Sidney Tarrow. In its simplest form, Tarrow explains that “contentious politics
occurs when ordinary people…join forces in confrontations with elites, authorities, and
opponents” (“Power in Movements” 2).
Since this concept of contentious politics has not been explicitly developed within
rhetorical scholarship, I start by defining contentious politics before conceptualizing
contentious rhetoric. This new conceptualization will be used to answer the following
questions: Does Sheehan belong in the study of social movements? How does Sheehan
use her own motherhood as validation for her contentious protests of the war? And how
does Sheehan navigate the dichotomy between women and war through her contentious
rhetoric?
Literature Review: Women and War
Authors Cynthia Enloe and Jean B. Elshtain both explain that the roles women
play within the discourse in and about war are important in the history of social
revolution in the American political system. Elshtain, a political scholar concerned with
parallel development of both genders‟ roles in society who supported the war efforts in
Iraq said “Although women do „not figure in the official reports,‟ their tales should be
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told” (102). Most military history is written as though women do not exist. Enloe, a
scholar of women‟s place in national and international politics, is critical of the United
States‟ military and asserts that histories were written as though the wars depended solely
on men (ix). If society‟s values were based solely on history, then the proper place for a
woman, metaphorically and literally would be in the background (Elshtain 79-80).
Because women have had to fight to gain entrance into the military and have
equal rights within it, it is no wonder that these authors assert that it is important to
include women‟s roles in the history of war; the stories of these military women deserve
just as much attention as the stories about the men. This is especially true because within
most of the stories about war “women are represented as beings laced through and
through with sexual and maternal imagery, including the residues of an everlasting and
often intimate combat and cooperative with men – in war and peace” (Elshtain x). This
happens because of traditional opposition between men and women. Women are seen as
life givers while men are the life takers. An example of this opposition is seen in the
gender labels of the “beautiful souls” and the “just warriors” (Elshtain 4). This
dichotomy makes it convenient to ignore the combined topics of women and war because
war relates to men, not women; but in actuality, women are integral to the discussion of
war. This relationship needs to be recognized and examined.
Enloe says that if women‟s integral role in the history of the military system were
recognized, it would suggest that they have a power role. If women were to vacate their
participation, the emotional support, and even their sexual services to male soldiers; a
ripple effect would ensue that would result in breaking down the military system to the
point of it being ineffective or even unnecessary (xv). In Enloe‟s view, every component
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of a woman‟s being – her body, her mind, her skills, her compassion, etc. – can be
important to the military‟s success and continuation. Without women, the military would
not exist in the same manner as it does currently, but this fact is often overlooked by the
men who run it. This gender struggle itself “is not war in our received triumphal
sense…but it is a fight…that pits the moral voice against the insistencies” (Elshtain 42)
of one‟s mother country. This fight is quite literally a political fight that pits women,
most of them mothers, against men, most of whom are fathers (Elshtain 42-3).
The effects of militarization on women can be explained through one of two
approaches. The first focuses on the military as an economic institution with a huge
budgetary need that allows for a correlation to be made between household items and
military items (Enloe 207). However, this may be inadequate. The second concentrates
on the military as a social institution that contemplates militarism as a force men use to
embody and legitimize violent attitudes and behaviors. This approach allows for the
framing of military actions within a sexist structure of society (Enloe 209) and opens the
door for women to actively protest against such an institution and such sexist actions.
This activism, a “war against the war” can be very peaceful or can be warlike itself
(Elshtain 37).
Whether or not you choose to accept either of these approaches, it has been seen
throughout the history of war that women are normally identified as the obedient and
loyal wife and/or mother. She supports the war like the Spartan women, and believes that
it is a high honor to have a husband or son die for the good of the city-state. This
mentality seems to generally be maintained from ancient time – The Peloponnesian
War – to more recent conflicts such as World War I (Elshtain 102). Many stories show
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the Spartan woman as a mother who believes it is an honor to have a son or sons
sacrificed in the name of the city-state; it is not only an honor, but a duty to which they
perform by being proud to hear her son died for his country. These Spartan women did
not mourn in the contemporary sense, expressions of such emotions would be considered
inconsistent with their civic identity (Elshtain 62).
It appears this historically obedient/loyal woman was the ideal, for the most part,
until the Vietnam War. This was the first time that women appeared to more explicitly
say things such as “If the country were really threatened, the mothers and sons could fight
together. But he isn‟t going there. I won‟t allow it” (Elshtain 40). Though many women
have protested wars throughout U.S. history, what are considered to be the more radical
protests did not begin until the Vietnam War; this change in the woman‟s rhetoric against
war began because of the perception of an apparent lack of justness to the war. The
arguments by women in the 1960s and 70s involved “recognition that all should be
prepared to defend, should it be imperiled, a way of life they cherish; but that none
should be called up on to die in a cause that inspires as much fear and loathing as it does
valor and commitment” (Elshtain 40-1).
Though defending one‟s country during times of potential peril is honorable,
some women during the protests of the Vietnam War, and the more recent Iraq War,
found the lack of an honorable cause the bigger issue – not the prospect of a sacrificial
death, but the lack of honor within the necessity for the war in the first place. This leads
to the question, “if mothers refused to let their sons go, wouldn‟t that stop things”
(Elshtain 41) like war? The simple answer is yes, as long as mothers do not allow their
sons to fight in the war, then war would cease to exist. However, this is too simple a
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response considering the world‟s extensive history of war and violent conflict. The world
without war is a far-fetched reality still today; therefore activism against it has to and will
continue.
Rationale
Wartime is a peculiar time for the United States because we live in a society that
normally rallies around the First Amendment to the Constitution. There are many
liberties tied up in this amendment, but protecting the freedom of speech is the most
notable. The freedom of speech is important to any one person‟s civil liberties, but it
becomes so much more important when one is speaking against the government:
especially protestors actively speaking against military action.
During wartime, it is almost as if citizens in the U.S. feel less attached to this
particular amendment, and instead deem it necessary to be more supportive than divisive.
U.S. citizens want to do what is expected and support the troops – appear more patriotic –
but this approach suppresses the freedom to speak out against the violence of combat.
Upon entering World War I, Senator Hiram Johnson said “The first casualty, when war
comes, is truth” (Hedges 62). Part of that truth that is lost is the voices of dissent. When
Sheehan voiced an opinion that is against the military action, it violated what is expected
in times that seem to require “patriotism”, but it also is a step towards regaining this truth
that Johnson asserts gets lost. Even though the government, the media, and other citizens
might say that being critical of the government during time of war is unpatriotic, if we are
true to the foundations upon which the United States and its constitution were designed it
is our patriotism that requires us to question the government; especially during war time
(Chappell 81). In fact, accepting war without questioning the necessity for such is
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dangerous because of what it might lead to. Since society says it is unpatriotic to do so,
when a person does question the government during times of war the result is contentious
rhetoric. In other words, the result is rhetoric that is considered controversial and
debatable.
Whether you support the government during a war or not, it is important to
understand the rhetorical choices we make when talking about war. According to New
York Times War Correspondent Chris Hedges, “Until there is a common vocabulary and a
shared historical memory there is no peace in any society, only an absence of war” (81);
this idea of no peace is what makes the study of war protest rhetoric necessary; the major
tool the world has to finding an end to war is the ability to communicate with one another
through language instead of aggressive tactics (Chappell 40). This offers an enlightened
approach to conflict resolution (Chappell 33); an approach that leads to compromise and
understanding instead of bombs and guns.
When considering the larger decades‟ long peace movement and Sheehan‟s place
within this movement, it is clear that her rhetoric did not bring an end to the Iraq War
because it was still going strong when she announced her retirement from being the face
of the movement. Though Sheehan‟s rhetoric specifically may not be considered
effective in ending the war, it is part of the shared memory of the nation. It is not the end
of the war that makes this a worthwhile project, for as Plato is credited with saying “Only
the dead have seen the end of war” (Hedges 1). Leland Griffin‟s groundbreaking work
on the rhetoric of social movements explains that scholars should not be focused solely
on the actual change of opinion or policy because within the attempt to create the desired
change, “we should find the rhetorical structure of the lost cause as meaningful as that of
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the cause victorious” (185). It is this rhetoric that is meaningful, and needs to be given
the worthy attention of scholars.
Within Sheehan‟s rhetoric, the image of a mother is not a new persuasive tactic
nor does it seem radical. The image of Sheehan camping outside of Bush‟s ranch home
is new and may be considered to be drastic in measure. It is because of this more striking
image that many do not see Sheehan as the typical “mother”; this leads to the question of
whether Sheehan‟s image of mother is new or a similar image that was used by so many
women that used it long before the Iraq War protests? Either new or similar, this concept
creates what can be called a dichotomy between the masculine concept of war and the
feminine image of motherhood; a dichotomy that should not be left unnoticed.
Approach to Study
This study seeks to show how Sheehan fits within the larger women‟s peace
movement and because she is not an isolated movement; her work should be identified as
contentious rhetoric. I begin by identifying the women involved in the history of antiwar activism that have been used to frame this as a case study. Research and texts are
available to cover World War I, World War II, Vietnam, and Anti-Nuclear protests from
1917-1982. Next I selected examples of Sheehan‟s rhetoric for analysis; I include her
three books of published protest pieces, several online videos of her speeches, and a three
year collection of her online blogs (some of which are also published in her books). I
know from personal communication that Sheehan does not have any transcripts or
records of her own speaking engagements, nor is there any record of how many speeches
she actually gave from November 2004 until May 2007, so there is no way to know if I
have found copies of all of them or not. She even mentioned that some of her blogs were
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lost when various social media sites were shut down or deleted her blogs due to their
controversial nature. Even if I was able to locate all of Sheehan‟s texts, there would be
too many for this project so I narrowed the list down to include twenty one of her texts
that gives an overarching coverage of her rhetoric throughout the entire two and a half
year time period that I have identified including her first piece, a blog titled “An Open
Letter to George W. Bush” and her farewell piece, another blog titled “Good Riddance,
Attention Whore”. Additional texts include: “The Amazing Hypocrites”, “Name
Withheld Pending Notification”, “To Congressmembers: Have you Lost Your Minds?”,
“Why I Must Tell the President and the Congress to Stop the War”, “Warhawk
Republicans and Antiwar Democrats”, “Open Letter to George Bush‟s Mama”, “Open
Letter to President George W. Bush”, “The Opposite of Good is Apathy”, “Matriotism”,
“There are Criminals and then there are Criminals”, “A Mother‟s Pain”, “Hey George”,
“Four Dead in Ohio”, “Kent State 37 Years Later”, “Friends Don‟t Help Friends Commit
War Crimes”. All of these written texts were blogs, some of which were published in her
books. I will also be including the following speech texts: “Not One More Mother‟s
Child”, “Peace Rally Outside Fort Bragg”, “Our Country Has Been Overtaken by
Murderous Thugs”, and “Address to Veterans for Peace Convention”.
With the specific texts selected, I conducted a close reading of each piece to
identify themes that stand out. This close reading is to detail how Sheehan‟s rhetoric
shapes this moment within the larger peace movement, how motherhood is being used as
a rhetorical strategy, and how patriotism is being reframed as a negative attribute.
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Preview of Chapters
Chapter Two: A Rhetorical History of American Women Anti-War Activists
Chapter two begins by giving a historical overview of American women‟s antiwar activism to establish rhetorical themes that are consistent from 1917 when Jane
Addams protested World War I, the protests of Dorothy Day against World War II and
the Vietnam War, Jane Fonda‟s protests of the Vietnam War, and several other women
and women‟s peace organizations that expand the majority of the twentieth century. In
essence, this chapter will explore the women and rhetoric of anti-war and peace activism
from 1917-1982 to fully develop a historical and rhetorical context for Sheehan‟s
emergence as a woman protesting war in 2004. Through this rhetorical history, four
themes are present. These four themes include the use of motherhood as credibility,
attacks on traditional patriarchy and the American political system, cultural preservation,
and total prevention of all wars
Chapter Three: Cindy Sheehan’s Discourse as Contentious Rhetoric: How Public
Address Shapes Social Movements
The first part of chapter three provides a detailed look at Charles Tilly‟s concept
of contentious politics to establish a conceptualization of contentious rhetoric. The
progression from contentious rhetoric, to contentious politics, to a social movement is
explored before Sheehan‟s contention is addressed. This conceptualization is used to
situate Sheehan‟s protests as contentious rhetoric by exploring her blogs: “The Amazing
Hypocrites”; “Name Withheld Pending Notification”; “Why I Must Tell the President
and the Congress to Stop the War”; “Warhawk Republicans and Antiwar Democrats”;
“There are Criminals and then there are Criminals”; and “Friends Don‟t Help Friends
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Commit War Crimes”. In addition, Sheehan‟s contention will be demonstrated through
her speech titled “Our Country Has Been Overtaken by Murderous Thugs”.
In part two of chapter three, I explore what characterizes Sheehan‟s rhetoric as
part of a contemporary peace movement. To attempt to situation Sheehan within a social
movement, I begin with her first blog, “An Open Letter to George W. Bush” and include
the additional blogs: “To Congressmembers: have you Lost Your Minds?”; “Open Letter
to President George W. Bush”; “The opposite of Good is Apathy”; “Hey George”; “Four
Dead in Ohio” and “Kent State 37 Years Later”; and the speeches “Address to Veterans
for Peace Convention”; “Peace Rally Outside Fort Bragg”. Additionally, the physical act
of Sheehan as a lawn chair activist for twenty-six days in Crawford, Texas will be
discussed as a part of her contribution to the contemporary peace movement. This
analysis concludes with her farewell blog “Good Riddance, Attention Whore”.
Within this exploration of Sheehan‟s rhetorical activism, I consider how her online
activism works in conjunction with her offline activism. This includes how Sheehan‟s
use of both online and offline activism strategies work together, how the two strategies
are different and similar, and how each works to create contention. This chapter
concludes that Sheehan does fulfill the three criteria for contentious rhetoric, but her
contention was not sustained long enough to consider it a successful social movement.
Though this is not a social movement, it is still a rhetorical event that deserves attention.
While Sheehan fails to meet the criteria to be considered the leader of her own
movement, she does fulfill the criteria to be considered a part of the later anti-war and
peace movement that spanned the larger part of the twentieth century.
Chapter Four: The Role of Motherhood: Cindy Sheehan’s Motherist Rhetoric
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Chapter four explores the concept of motherhood as it transforms from the
Republican Mother who traditionally supports war efforts to a protective motherist
rhetoric that is fundamentally anti-war. First, I describe the concepts of motherhood and
motherist rhetoric and then I demonstrate how Sheehan incorporates these in her protest
rhetoric. The analysis of Sheehan‟s use of motherhood includes her blogs titled “Open
Letter to George Bush‟s Mama” and “A Mother‟s Pain”, plus her speech titled “Not One
More Mother‟s Child”. Situating Sheehan within the larger women‟s anti-war
movement, the focus of his chapter is on the use of motherhood as credibility, but does
not exclude the three additional themes of women‟s peace movement rhetoric.
Chapter Five: Matriotism: How Sheehan Navigates the Gendered Dichotomy
Chapter five looks closer at the second major theme in women‟s anti-war protests,
attacks on patriarchy and the American political system, while inter-weaving the other
three themes. This chapter demonstrates how public dissent of the government during
wartime tends to diminish at first; it is even more controversial for a woman to question
the need for war. For Sheehan, it is a necessary part of motherhood to want to protect her
children, even though this conflicts directly with the concept of the Republican Mother.
Sheehan does this through her use of the concept matriotism as a direct counter to the
traditional ideal of patriotism. Sheehan attacks the patriarchy of the American political
system by attacking traditional views of patriotism within her rhetoric, specifically her
blog titled “Matriotism.” Along with this blog and the rest of her rhetoric, Sheehan
questions three characteristics of traditional patriotism in these attacks: the acceptance of
blood-loss or sacrifice of life, the blind loyalty or willingness to take the government‟s
word without question, and the patriots‟ willingness to restrict dissent or citizens‟ First
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Amendment rights. The way Sheehan is reframing patriotism in this manner and framing
matriotism to be a counter are examples of how her contentious rhetoric is situated within
the public discussion of war during this time period.
Chapter Six: Conclusions about Cindy Sheehan’s Contentious Anti-Iraq War Rhetoric
Chapter six provides an analysis of the discussion of Sheehan‟s rhetoric found in
chapters three, four, and five. Reconnecting the rhetoric that had been broken down to
show different components, chapter six argues that the breakdown of Sheehan‟s rhetoric
provides a guide to develop the concept of contentious rhetoric to be added to social
movement scholarship. In addition, this chapter argues that even though Sheehan‟s
rhetoric is not directly responsible for ending Bush‟s presidency or ending the war, her
personal fight is clearly a noteworthy example of contentious rhetoric.
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Chapter Two
Activism: Women and War
Protesting war casts doubt on the government‟s decisions about military action
and almost always raises questions of patriotism. Mainstream histories of war do not
include much about the role women have played or the fact that protests have occurred.
This chapter explores the rhetorical history of American women‟s anti-war activism
including war protests, and women‟s peace organizations from 1915-1982. I will begin
with Jane Adams‟s protests of World War I in 1915 and move forward to protests by
other women of World War II, the resulting nuclear arms race (as part of the Cold War),
and the Vietnam War. This historical exploration is a description and analysis of a
selective representation of rhetorical texts used by women including speeches, slogans,
cookbooks and oral histories). The women and organizations that this chapter focuses on
were selected for the prominence of their activist efforts and are limited to those whose
texts have been preserved. Many more women protested war and military efforts, even
long before the 1915 Addams address, but this chapter will develop sufficient historical
rhetorical context for analysis and discussion of Cindy Sheehan‟s emergence as a
protestor of the Iraq War in 2004.
Women‟s activism, a “war against the war” can be very peaceful or can be
warlike itself (Elshtain 37). To fully understand Sheehan‟s battle for an end to the Iraq
War, this chapter begins with a brief timeline of American women‟s war protests,
followed by analysis of representative rhetorical texts along with a discussion of each of
the four noticeable rhetorical themes: motherhood as credibility, attacks on traditional
patriarchy and the American political system, cultural preservation, and total prevention
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of all wars. This will form a foundation for analysis of Sheehan‟s protest rhetoric and my
conceptualization of contentious rhetoric.
An Evolution of American Women’s Anti-War Protest
On April 28, 1915 the International Congress of Women gathered for the first
time; women of different nations came together during a time of conflict and expressed
opposition to war and attempted to find a solution together. This conference took place
in The Hague, Netherlands during World War I as a result of the International Suffrage
Alliance (Bussey and Tims 17). Jane Addams presided over the Congress and brought a
strong American delegation with her. This Congress eventually amended its name to the
Women‟s International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) and elected Addams its
first President (Bussey and Tims 32-33).
Addams is credited with implementing the organization‟s original platform of
peace through social and economic justice (Foster 14). Whether or not Addams was an
influence on him, Martin Luther King, Jr. made the same arguments in the 1960‟s
connecting social and economic justice to peace. It appears that the majority of the
American public has failed to share this ideology, however. In fact, during Addams‟
time, Americans did not typically have strong opinions against the government‟s military
decisions. For example, when President Woodrow Wilson, who initially sympathized
with the antiwar sentiment, eventually gave into pressure and entered the U.S. into World
War I in April 1917, the majority of the population frowned on the idea of protesting war
(Foster 16).
Reform work like Addams‟ is vital to a nation like the United States because
“resistance to power…brings about change” (Shepler and Mattina 153). Without
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someone willing to work toward bringing about change, slavery would still exist, women
would still not be allowed to vote, and Jim Crow laws would remain uncontested.
Addams‟ reasoning for wanting to reform the United States‟ war and military policies
was developed through her own political philosophy; “If peace was about not just the
absence of war but the health of democratic institutions that nurtured life, then war was
about their sickness” (Knight, “Spirit in Action”189). According to historian and
biographer Louise Knight, Addams believed that war caused a government to harm its
citizens more than the sacrifice of life (from being sent to war) and innocence (from
being forced to kill others in war), but also because war results in “redirected tax dollars
from social programs into military expenses and restricted citizens‟ right to free speech”
(“Spirit in Action” 189). Addams felt that these results of war were evidence that war did
not allow the democratic government of the United States to fulfill its essence of “caring
for its citizens” so it could never be acceptable (Knight, “Spirit in Action” 189).
After returning to the U.S. from The Hague, in July 1915, Addams gave an
address at Carnegie Hall titled The Revolt Against War that led to almost immediate
public controversy over her authority to speak on such a topic in the United States
(Shepler and Mattina 151). This speech outlined her opposition to the war in general and
for challenging “the soundness of prevailing political precepts” (Shepler and Mattina
151). Ultimately, Addams questioned the soldier‟s role, notions of nationalism, and the
patriarchal structure of society within this speech – all before the United States even
entered into the war.
Historically, this speech came after Addams attended the international peace
meeting and after the United States had declared itself neutral in the war (Shepler and
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Mattina 154-5). Shepler and Mattina assert that every argument Addams presented on
July 9, 1915 had been given before by other peace activists against various moments of
imminent war or violence, but “the context of the speech is what gave it its power and
allowed for the impact that it achieved” (154). Peace and isolationism had support prior
to the start of World War I in the United States, but the national attitude quickly shifted to
pro-war “preparedness” (Shepler and Mattina 155), so to question the American
government‟s looming decision to join the war effort was considered unpatriotic. The
division between passivism and preparedness (which led to war supporters) created the
full contextual environment for Addams‟ speech.
Though peace activism efforts appeared to fade overall after World War I ended,
Addams continued to promote peace. She gave her life to the cause, and in 1931 she
became the first American woman to receive the Nobel Peace Prize (awarded to the
individual who “has done the most or best work for the brotherhood of nation, the
abolition and reduction of standing armies, and for the formulation of popularization of
peace congresses,”) and was followed by Emily Greene Balch who received it in 1946.
Balch was also an American founder of WILPF, but she was not as well known a public
figure as Addams (Foster 19-20).
About six months after Addams‟ first anti-war speech, another American woman
spoke out against World War I in a speech delivered on January 5, 1916. Helen Keller,
most known for overcoming the obstacles of being both deaf and blind, was a socialist
involved in many causes including anti-war activism (Polner and Woods 140). In her
speech delivered to the Women‟s Peace Party of New York, Keller addressed feelings
about how entering the war would be a detriment to the future of America, entering the
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war was only for the protection of capitalism, and how war is based on exploitation not a
noble cause.
As the American society worked to return to normal after World War I, World
War II loomed on the horizon. During this time, Addams spoke out again against war in
an article titled “Disarm and Have Peace: A Pacifist Plea to End War” that was published
in the magazine Liberty on March 12, 1932 (Polner and Woods 146). Addams took a
direct approach in this article and specifically outlined how to avoid another war after
seeing the effects World War I had had morally, socially, and economically.
The U.S. remained isolated during the beginning of World War II just as it had
during the early stages of World War I. Before the U.S. entered World War II, another
American woman spoke out publicly because she saw her country torn in two by the
escalating situation in Europe. Florence Jaffray Harriman was appointed U.S. Minister to
Norway in 1937 by President Franklin D. Roosevelt (Sarkela, Ross, and Lowe 69). This
position was diplomatic in nature, but Harriman fled Norway three years later due to an
impending Nazi invasion of Norway (Sarkela, Ross, and Lowe 217).
Harriman‟s recognition of what was happening around her in Europe was a
prelude to the U.S.‟s involvement in World War II. On December 8, 1941, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt announced the United States would enter the war in his famous “A
day that will live on in infamy” speech. On that same day, another American woman,
Dorothy Day, voiced her opposition to the U.S. entry into the war in a speech titled
Address to the Liberal-Socialist Alliance. At this particular time, most Americans
believed entering the war was not only justified, but also a necessary retaliatory action
(Mehltretter, “spiritual pacifism” 11). Naturally, Day and the Catholic Workers failed to
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convince Americans that the war was unjust after the attack on Pearl Harbor, but she
continued to spread her message (Mehltretter, “spiritual pacifism” 14). Even with her
personal stance, Day was intuitive enough to understand the situation that the country
was in, and instead of actively and forcefully protesting World War II, she chose to
refrain from overt public dissent. She continued to write about pacifism in the Catholic
Worker newspaper, but did not speak out openly against the United States – seemingly in
hopes of not creating a large disconnect with her American audience which was caught
up in the patriotism of the time.
She even goes as far as to prophetically claim in this speech that “within a decade
– we will have weapons capable of ending this world as we have known it,” (192) an
eerie statement forecasting the eventual use of the atomic bomb on Japan. For a second
time, Day reframes the war for what she believes it really is: “war is hunger, thirst,
blindness, death” (192). This would not be the last time Americans would hear Day‟s
anti-war sentiments, but she restrained and limited herself to just writing about her
perspective until well after World War II had ended. Though Day refrained from
speaking out against World War II after this instance, she continued to write about it in
her newspaper columns. At the same time, several other women were actively speaking
and acting out against the war across the country.
Many of the women who participated in anti-war activities during World War II
remain unknown because the memories and scholarship about this war has focused on the
famous soldiers and combatants, not the women, pacifists, and conscientious objectors
(Goossen 3). Though the only conscientious objectors legally recognized at this time
were men because conscription was only for the men, many women also participated in
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the Civilian Public Service (CPS) as well to demonstrate their anti-war stance alongside
the men forced to work in these camps. The majority of conscientious objectors of this
time were from the traditional peace churches: the Mennonites, Friends, and Brethern
denominations (Goossen 2). Most of the women involved were from these churches, and
most found themselves surrounded by other pacifists including their families, friends, and
community members (Goossen 6).
These conscientious objectors (men and women alike) found themselves detached
from most of the country (Goossen 11). CPS was considered nonconformity because
World War II was seen as a “just war” to the majority of Americans. Though it may have
felt like it, conscientious objectors were not alone. In 1940, after regaining her seat in
Congress, U.S. Congresswoman Jeannette Rankin of Montana cast the only vote against
the U.S.‟s entry into World War II (Goossen 4). The reason why so many objected to the
war that was seen as “justified” was simple: Harriman explained it best in a speech she
gave on December 9, 1944 when she said “we have suffered in common with the other
nations of the world, the agony of losing brothers, husbands, and sons on the battlefield”
(“American-Soviet Friendship” 219). Even though the U.S. was forced to “acknowledge
that our burden has been the lightest” compared to the European countries that housed the
fighting, the sacrifices of losing loved ones was still felt (Harriman, “American-Soviet
Friendship” 219).
With the development and use of the atomic bomb by the United States on Japan
in 1945, conflict became integrated into everyday society. In fact, with this action, the
U.S. saw many more threats than it had seen before entering World War II because of the
nuclear arms race. This time period is intertwined with the history of the Cold War; as
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the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. continued to build and test nuclear weapons, neither holding
back out of fear of the other gaining the upper hand. Even though other international
conflicts were also taking place, domestic political actions were more prevalent (like the
Civil Rights Movement) during this time in the U.S. This does not mean there was a
complete absence, but that there was a decline in war protests.
It was during this decline that Congresswoman Rankin, the first woman to be
elected to the U.S. Congress, published an essay in Liberation magazine, March 1958. In
this essay, Rankin reflects on her decision to vote against United States involvement in
World War I and World War II while she was in office (Polner and Woods 162). Rankin
discusses how when she was campaigning in 1914 on an anti-war platform, she was
questioned by the media about “how presumptuous and shocking it was for an unmarried
woman to consider herself competent to discuss such matters” (163). This journalist was
using Rankin‟s gender and marital status as reasons enough for denouncing her
comments and views on war (or anti-war sentiments). Rankin goes on to recount how
when she voted against World War II in 1941, she was the only vote against the war. She
admits to her readers that it was “more difficult” than it had been in 1917, but “if I had
done otherwise, I do not think I could have faced the remaining days in Congress” (167).
She felt that there was no other option but to vote no for entry into the war because of her
convictions and knew she could not face herself or the other members of congress if she
was not true to herself.
Also during this decline in war conflict, there were still women who considered
themselves peace activists who were trying to end other militaristic actions, such as the
nuclear arms race. Women stepped up opposition to the development of nuclear weapons
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because they worried about the risks the nuclear weapons posed for their children, future
generations, and the future of the United States (Yaszek 71). As the nuclear arms race
heated up following the end of World War II, it created debates in the U.S. about whether
World War III was inevitable or not. Those who saw another war as inevitable believed
in a militaristic model of preparation to maintain social order, but those who believed
World War III was not inevitable began to build alliances with the various peace
organizations and started to identify themselves as conscientious objectors to all war
preparations; including the continued building of nuclear arms (Yaszek 72). Those who
aligned with the peace organizations believed that through education, Americans would
realize that the best way to prepare for nuclear war was to prevent it from ever happening
and organizations of this time recognized to prevent war from occurring, they had a need
to recruit more women to participate in their activism against the building of nuclear
arms.
The women in this post-World War II era found many ways to protest the nuclear
arms race that created the long-standing Cold War that went beyond the traditional
marches and letter writing. Judith Merril used her ability to write science fiction, a space
most would say was reserved for men, to protest the development of nuclear weapons
(Yaszek 91). This unique approach allowed Merril to reach an audience that went
outside the typical audience, including many who were not already supportive of her propeace perspective (Yaszek 91). The male-dominated audience of Merril‟s writing may
not have been peace advocates or mothers, but they would have “passionately interested
in…Merril‟s nuclear holocaust stories” that delivered a scientifically based reason for
desiring peace (Yaszek 91) going beyond the maternal politics of WSP and WILPF.
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On November 1, 1961 thousands of women who had traditionally been
housewives and mothers in America “went on strike”. It is estimated that over 50,000
women from all over the United States “walked out of their kitchens and off their jobs in
a one-day women‟s strike for peace” (Swerdlow, “Ladies‟ Day at the Capitol” 493).
These women came together to protest the fact that the Soviets had resumed nuclear
testing – and that the U.S. had declared it would begin its own testing to retaliate. The
women who gathered in Washington D.C. that day were mostly white, middle-class,
educated women. At this time the “public image of women was domestic and maternal
rather than political, and passive rather than active” (Swerdlow, “Women Strike for
Peace” 1). This group was known as the Women Strike for Peace (WSP) and had
appeared out of apparent thin air to stage the largest women‟s peace action in U.S. history
(Swerdlow, “Ladies‟ Day at the Capitol” 494). WSP would continue its endeavors
through the Vietnam War, and some chapters continued to organize into the late 1980s.
At the same time in the 1960‟s, the U.S. branch of WILPF found it difficult to
continue its fight for disarmament because of more pressing issues and immediate threats
at home. The civil rights movement had already taken off before antiwar sentiments
arose in the U.S. in relation to Vietnam, but since the group took social justice seriously,
carloads of WILPF women traveled south to participate in the march in Alabama from
Selma to Montgomery in 1965, and had a member serving full time on the Poor People‟s
Campaign (Foster 38-9).
WILPF did not identify itself as a women‟s organization but as a peace
organization, and with limited number of younger members it was not at the forefront of
this surge in anti-war activity. While WILPF did not identify itself as a feminist
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organization, it was still linked to some of the concerns from that movement with their
own work because the organization regarded international violence just as bad as
domestic violence (Foster 40-1). Rape and battering of women had become a prime
concern for feminists, but it was also a concern for the peace organizations. Because of
international peace concerns, women were therefore stretched thin in the 1960‟s.
However, political and social unrest were not limited to the U.S., but were an
international phenomenon instead (Foster 48).
The Vietnam War remains a controversial topic in American history for a variety
of reasons. The United States began its war campaign by providing training to the South
Vietnamese army as early as January 1955. By 1964 “one out of every four Americans
still did not even know that the U.S. was involved in the fight,” (Mehltretter,
“Moderation” 7). With the war in Vietnam growing during July 1965, President Lyndon
B. Johnson issued an executive order to reinstate the draft, but no major anti-draft or antiwar protests really occurred until much later in the decade (Mehltretter, “Moderation” 9).
One protest, however, was originally planned for October of that year in New York
City‟s Union Square. It was decided that the protest should be pushed back to give
coordinators more time to raise publicity and better organize the events expected to take
place. This decision turned out to be an effective one; not only did the rally attract
several journalists and a large number of participants; it also attracted counter-protesters
to give the media even more reason to cover the event in the news. It was estimated that
approximately 2,000 hostile to the event turned up and surrounded the 500 or so
protesters, including the speakers‟ platform (Mehltretter, “Moderation” 10). It is here
that activist Dorothy Day returned to public debate with her anti-war stance that was as
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strong as it had been two decades prior to this address. Even though Day did not
necessarily enjoy public speaking and clearly had an adverse audience to deliver this
speech to, she delivered a powerful, yet short address pushing for young men in the
country to burn their draft cards rather than go to war.
As the war in Vietnam continued, so did the protests against the war in the United
States. On January 15, 1968, at Arlington Cemetery, an actual burial of traditional
womanhood took place. On this day, a coalition of various women‟s peace groups
traveled to Washington D.C. to peacefully march and stage a rally that called for the U.S.
to immediately withdraw troops from Vietnam. The rally included Women Strike for
Peace (WSP) and the Women‟s International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF),
along with groups of more radical feminists who were deemed more rebellious and
controversial (Rosen 233).
The radical feminists were responsible for the burial of traditional womanhood
and planned it because they disagreed with women demonstrating through traditional
female roles of wives, mothers, mourners, tearful and passive reactors to men. These
women wanted to change the definition of femininity and did so with the slogan “Don‟t
Cry: Resist!” Kathie Amatniek (who later renounced her last name and renamed herself
Kathie Sarachild), from the New York group of radical feminists, gave an address titled,
“Funeral Oration for the Burial of Traditional Womanhood”. In this speech she critiques
the “feminine mystique” of the 1950s and shows the determination of radicals like her to
avoid the domestication of their mother‟s generations. This group of protestors wanted to
demonstrate how similar women were to men to avoid being singled out as different, and
therefore weaker (Rosen 234-5).
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This particular day, January 15, 1968, saw a clash of the two main ideologies of
American women protestors of the time. On one hand, WSP and WILPF wanted to use
their roles as wives and mothers as their main source of credibility. These women
believed that being a woman, with a womb, gave them the role of creator of life, and
naturally they would be against the annihilation of such created life. These women were
normally housewives and mothers, who in between planning meetings were at home
taking care of their children, cooking, cleaning, and doing laundry (Rosen 238-9). On the
other hand, the radical feminists resisted any conformation to a traditional woman‟s role
and usually never married or had children. These radical women had jobs, and were
trying to break the glass ceiling that their mothers had identified and encountered in the
1950s at the beginning of the women‟s liberation movement (Rosen 237-8).
In mid 1969, WILPF began its weekly “Tuesdays in Washington” series that
involved women performing symbolic acts such as dramatizing the war dead by a
procession of coffins with actual dead soldier names on them. “Even though the
participants were small in number, the dramatic nature of the Washington actions made
the press eager to report them” (Foster 51). It was during this time and through the
1970‟s that the U.S. government began to take the anti-war movement seriously. The
government began harassing and infiltrating organizations involved in the movement; this
harassment included subpoenas sent to WSP members in 1962, leading many public and
private attacks for WILPF (Foster 51-2).
The Los Angeles chapter of WSP, known as La WISP (Women‟s International
Strike for Peace), took an alternative mode for promoting their cause and recruiting new
members in 1969 with the creation and sales of a two volume international cookbook.
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Recipes were collected from La WISP members and put together into a cookbook that
“emphasized effortless recipes to allow women the opportunity to cook, while also
channeling their energies toward direct political action such as writing letters, hosting
events for the movement, and attending protests (West 360); the proceeds from sales of
these cookbooks were used to fund La WISP protest endeavors. These cookbooks
encouraged activism starting with the image found on the cover. Instead of a women in
front of a prepared meal, there was a stick person drawing of women “marching in a line
holding placards that spell out the cookbook‟s title: Peace de Resistance” (West 368).
The oppositional rhetoric towards the war in Vietnam continued for several years
beyond 1969. In 1972, arguably the most famous woman to protest the Vietnam War,
Jane Fonda who was often called Hanoi Jane, delivered a radio address on August 22nd
from her hotel in Hanoi, Vietnam. In this address, Fonda covered many issues such as
the diversity of Vietnam, the destroyed culture, and the civilian attacks, but she also
addressed how the women responded to the violence of war.
In 1982, the women of WILPF began a new campaign in the midst of the Cold
War. This protest, titled STAR (Stop the Arms Race) launched on March 8 of that year,
also referred to as International Women‟s Day. On that same day, WILPF unveiled the
new slogan “One million women can stop the arms race. Be one in a million.” This
campaigned demanded the “halt to any new nuclear missiles in Europe; the issue of the
cruise and Pershing missiles formed the centerpiece of the STAR campaign” (Foster 86).
As in the period from 1945 until the 1960s, there was a decline in public dissent
of military action from the early 1980s until the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003. This does
not mean that conflict was eliminated from society, just that the anti-war efforts were not
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as prevalent as they had been during times of heavy military conflict. In 2004, motivated
by the death of her eldest son, Cindy Sheehan made it a personal mission to find a way to
end the Iraq War, bring home the men and women servicing the U.S. military, and find a
way to end George W. Bush‟s presidency. Sheehan became a public figure surrounded
by controversy because of her views, protests, and methods for expressing her dismay. It
really is not surprising given the fact that so many women have protested war in the
United Sates that another woman, another mother, would break into the public sphere
against war again.
This exploration of anti-war protests by American women since Jane Addams‟
speech in 1915 reveals four themes in the philosophies and rhetoric of these protestors
that are consistent through time. These themes are motherhood, attacks on patriarchy
(and the American political system), cultural preservation, and total prevention of all war.
Beginning with motherhood, I will demonstrate the prevalence of these four themes
through examples from the rhetoric of the many women highlighted in this history of war
protests. Once these themes are clear, I will then turn my attention to Sheehan and
discuss how these themes play a role in her rhetoric.
Rhetorical Theme: Motherhood
The most prevalent theme is motherhood, seen in various forms starting with
Addams‟ speech in 1915. Women who have protested war use the fact that they have the
ability to create life to argue that they should not want to destroy it through war and
conflict. Women are mothers and every nation has mothers, so this puts an international
flair into the goals of ending war – to protect all mothers‟ children. Motherhood is being
used as a means for authority to speak out against war.
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Turning to Addams‟ speech, Shepler and Mattina point out that Addams takes the
time to “address the relationship between women and war. While recognizing that
gender does not determine attitude toward war, she claims that women have a unique
perspective because of their ability to bear children,” (156). This is a common
perspective for women who protest war, but Addams was never a mother, therefore, to
use the mother argument raises a few questions: First, does it actually take giving birth to
understand motherhood? If not, can the woman who never had children still use
motherhood as a national argument against military action? Do any contradictions exist
within this perspective? Since these questions are for pondering, it is only important to
note that “Addams emphasizes the multinational tone of this perspective” because
mothers exist within every nation (Shepler and Mattina 156). Because a woman is a
creator of life which creates a unique perspective on war is not only universal, it is also
complex because there are many different ways in which this can be interpreted. For
example, does it mean that women should be inherently against war because of the childbirthing ability? Or does it mean that women should make the final decision about a
country‟s decision to enter into or not enter into war efforts? Or does it just simply mean
that women view things differently than men solely because of different anatomy?
Addams did not go into enough detail in this address to answer these questions, so these
questions must linger for now.
Addams went a step further in her stance by not only speaking against the war,
but by speaking out against the war and using her gender as a credibility booster in that
protest. Addams “held that as nurturers, women have a stronger sense of moral
obligation than men and that, therefore, there must be equal participation by women in all
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levels of society for social justice ever to be realized” (Foster 16). This led many WILPF
members to believe that if women participated more in public life, their nurturing nature
could bring about an end to all wars.
After discussing the lack of a need for war, Addams concludes this article by
calling one specific potential audience to action: mothers. She claims that mothers have
historically protested the sacrifice of their children: “Women rebelled against the waste of
the life they had nurtured. I should like to see the women of civilization rebel against the
senseless wholesale human sacrifice of warfare,” (148). Addams is again arguing that
mothers nurture, and do not want to see their children harmed by warfare so they
naturally should want to ban together to protest wars and the consequential sacrifice of
human life.
Historian Rachel Waltner Goossen details Margaret Calbeck Neal‟s memory of
how her upbringing affected her war position because even though her father was a
World War I vet, when her brothers were called up to duty during World War II her
mother criticized such forced service by saying “I didn‟t raise my boys to kill or be
killed” (5). It was her mother‟s pacifist mindset that influenced her own pacifist stance.
And it is this pacifist stance that is based on the gender dichotomy that because women
give birth to the children, they do so without wanting to see those children sacrificed in
war.
In their recruitment efforts, organizations like WILFP purposefully connected
motherhood with civic duty; it was a woman‟s duty to protest war, including the Cold
War and the nuclear arms race (Yaszek 74). These women based their credibility on
speaking on this sort of topic through their gender. One member, Edith Ballantyne
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explained, “We should understand that every woman‟s issue is political. One cannot
seriously discuss questions of health, education, employment, development, and all others
without considering each in its political and economic realities and possibilities. Peace is
a political issue above all and it is a woman‟s issue” (Foster 96).
The slogan used by the WSP in the 1960‟s was “End the Arms Race – Not the
Human Race.” Mothers used their gender to create a political rhetoric using the prevalent
image of women as housewives. What really made a difference for these women and
their credibility was their appearance. Most of these women were middle-class women
who stayed at home with their children and when they appeared in public at these
peaceful demonstrations asking for world peace, they were dressed impeccably from head
to toe, including their white gloves and even some of their younger children in tow. This
appearance made them more welcoming to the public (Swerdlow, “Women Strike for
Peace” 73) because these women were feminine.
As WSP celebrated its first anniversary and began to plan an escalation of their
protests, plans were halted the first week of December 1962 when the House Committee
on Un-American Activities (HUAC) sent subpoenas to thirteen women, most of whom
were affiliated with WSP, including Dagmar Wilson, the WSP national spokesperson
(Swerdlow, “Ladies‟ Day at the Capitol” 497). WSP responded to the subpoenas with an
anti-HUAC statement that spoke to a maternal desire to protect the future generations;
WSP also appealed to this same maternal desire with its anti-war and anti-nuclear
weapon campaigns. The statement stated that “With the fate of humanity resting on a
push button, the quest for peace has become the highest form of patriotism…we [WSP]
do not ask an oath of loyalty to any set of beliefs. Instead we ask loyalty to the race of
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man,” (qtd. in Swerdlow, “Ladies‟ Day at the Capitol” 500). WSP member and historian
Amy Swerdlow argues that this anti-HUAC statement was a way for the women involved
to say that the HUAC and its cold war politics were outdated now that the world was
entering the nuclear age (Swerdlow, “Ladies‟ Day at the Capitol” 500-1); it is also
establishing WSP‟s desire to protect the human race from a potential nuclear war.
The hearings for these thirteen women began on December 11, 1962 and though
the main focus of the meeting was to clear the names of the women subpoenaed, each
woman called to testify used it as an opportunity to proclaim her loyalty to protecting the
human race. The first woman called to testify was Blanche Posner, a retired
schoolteacher and volunteer office manager at the New York WSP office. She is quoted
in the hearing transcripts as stating that the women were “inspired and motivated by
mothers‟ love for children…They feared for the health and life of their children. That is
the only motivation” (qtd. in Swerdlow, “Ladies‟ Day at the Capitol” 502). Discussing
the women‟s responses and how the men on the committee treated these women, the
press coverage played on an image of “mothers being attacked”. This media coverage
included a political cartoon in The Washington Post of three aging and baffled committee
members. In the cartoon one turns to the others and says, “I Came in Late, Which Was It
That Was Un-American – Women or Peace” (Swerdlow, “Ladies‟ Day at the Capitol”
505)?
What these hearings did for WSP was give them the positive national media
coverage needed to reassure them that what they had started was worth the fight and reenergize them in time for the swelling conflict in Vietnam. It took an increase of nuclear
testing in the U.S. and the USSR after World War II for these women to realize that there
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was a need for moral activism on behalf of humanity and the interest of life preservation.
Various international and national events convinced the founding WSP members that
there was an urgent need and the possibility for a political movement against the violence
of military action. Once they began, “the women found their moral outrage, their real
fear for their children‟s future, and their determination never to be pushed back into the
non-political domestic sphere” made them unafraid of the HUAC hearings that so many
Americans feared (Swerdlow, “Ladies‟ Day at the Capitol” 514). This composure came
from the mindset that motherhood was a means to contribute to society and it was a
responsibility to defend the children of the world; it was based out of a “maternal
consciousness”; these women used their femininity and motherhood to create space for
political influence during this time period (Swerdlow, “Ladies‟ Day at the Capitol” 515).
Many WSP members argued that their international goal should be to protect all mothers‟
children here and everywhere, including in Vietnam. These women did not want to lose
their sons to the war, but also did not want to put any woman through the agony of losing
a child prematurely. These women used the fact that they are the means of “creating life”
to declare their responsibility and right to protect those lives as well (Swerdlow, “Women
Strike for Peace” 1-2). The women of WSP used the traditional roles of women as tools
in their efforts to gain political influence about war and the development of nuclear
weapons.
Another example of how motherhood was used in activism is La WISP‟s 1969
fundraising cookbooks. Beyond fundraising, these cookbooks worked as tools of
activism based on the idea of La WISP members attempting to influence political
decisions while maintaining their roles as mothers. Cooking is obviously intertwined
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with motherhood because of the mother‟s responsibility to prepare meals and feed her
family. La WISP‟s cookbook was designed to “encourage users to ponder the
connections between their cooking habits, their familial responsibilities, and their desire
for activism” (West 364); and encouraged a belief that the family dinner would not be
replaced or changed because of protests. Because of this maternal connection the national
WSP focused its attention on nuclear weapon testing because it was viewed as a natural
addition to the women‟s caretaking duties (West 366); ending nuclear weapon testing
directly aids in the preservation of the future for their children. The end result was a
portrayal of the mothers involved as “engaged citizens with legitimate grievances”
instead of images of as inactive spectators to the politics going on around them (West
367-8).
In addition to the cover, the cookbooks included a letter from the creators to the
women who purchased the books that explained how the group had gathered the recipes
by exchanging theirs with other women at various protests and international conferences
they had attended. This highlighted the multi-cultural nature of the recipes and
demonstrated a connection of mothers around the world who all would prefer to preserve
the human race instead of seeing it come to an end as a result of a nuclear war. La WISP
was specific in stating that the goal of creating and selling this cookbook was to give
women a means to negotiate their overlapping roles as mother, cook, and activist. The
letter states: “Here then are some of those recipes, international and domestic, adapted to
the American kitchen for busy housewives, WSP or otherwise” (qtd. in West 369). This
international approach helped to demonstrate how womanhood is intertwined around the
globe (West 370) and created a space to allow the women in the U.S. to care about the
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children all over the world (West 372); creating an international and world-wide family
unit in need of protection.
Rhetorical Theme: Attack on Traditional Patriarchy
The second theme found in the historical exploration of anti-war rhetoric is the
attacks on patriarchy and the American political system. Addams develops this theme in
1915 as she questions masculinity and the “ideal soldier”, as well as when she questions
the male power roles in the current patriarchal system that is the government of the
United States. This theme is seen again when Dorothy Day blames the American foreign
policy for the attacks on Pearl Harbor. This is another attack on the male power roles and
their decision making processes. This theme is also seen in the radio broadcast Jane
Fonda delivered when she attacks President Nixon. These attacks on the patriarchal
system were used to discredit the male government for being pro-military and enhance
the women‟s stance of anti-war. This theme is seen several times throughout history, and
each time it looks a little bit different so it is important to explore the examples and see
how these women specifically attack patriotism and the American political system.
Addams‟ discussion of the soldiers‟ desires and her charges against militarism,
nationalism and the resulting loss of human life is the first example of these attacks.
Addams‟ discussion of the natural contradiction between civilized governing and military
units implies that while “supporting militarism as a means of coping with conflict, all
other possible means of resolving disputes cannot be considered” (Shepler and Mattina
157). Addams said the major reason she condemned military and military action was
derived from her travels in Europe and being asked routinely to relay messages between
individuals, including the several soldiers, divided by warring country borders. This need
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for a third party to relay messages outraged Addams because of her belief in the
sacredness of each individual life and seeing people torn away from loved ones seemed
irrational. It is because she reframes the desires of soldiers that Addams found herself in
conflict with many “patriotic” Americans; she called into question the concept of an ideal
soldier. By downplaying the nationalist pride of soldiers and the lack of militaristic
mindset within many soldiers, Addams successfully called into question many
commonplace beliefs about what it means to be a soldier and this leads to the questions of
what it means to be a man since many equate soldiers to masculinity.
Another aspect of Addams‟ speech that stands out is her specific attack on the
patriarchal order of society. Essential to Addams‟ discussion of the soldier and
nationalism is the issue of male dominance in power roles. To fully connect these
concepts, Adams actually placed responsibility for war on “the old men” and “identifies
the seat of power in the patriarchal system…the end result was a system that supported
the dominance of „old wise men‟” and “questioned the legitimacy of such a system by
suggesting the war, something advocated by the patriarchal power structure, was not a
moral or ethical response to resolving international conflict” (Shepler and Mattina 160).
Not only does Addams question who is responsible for this war, but she also questions
the rights of the old men to have such power and dominance in this particular argument.
So she has not only attempted to increase the importance of the woman‟s unique
perspective and attempted to damage the image of an ideal soldier, but she is also
questioning the underlying structure of the political and military systems – the patriarchal
power hierarchy within society. Clearly, these arguments would create controversy and
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potentially damage Addams‟ image in the eyes of the American public, at least
temporarily, but she stood behind her words.
Keller‟s thoughts on who loses the most in times of war are woven throughout her
address to the Women‟s Peace Party on January 5, 1916. She aligns her thought that war
is unnecessary with the belief that the democratic society should care for its people and
nurture them, not sacrifice or harm them (similar to Addams‟ political beliefs). Keller
stresses that the “sacrifice would be comprehensible if the things you die for and call
country fed, clothed, housed, and warmed you, educated and cherished your children”
(144), but the reality is the country does not do these things for its citizens. This leads to
the thought that since the country does not provide these needs for its citizens, maybe it is
not a worthy cause to sacrifice one‟s life by entering into war efforts for it.
Keller goes on to say that “the few who profit from the labor of the masses want
to organize the workers into an army which will protect the interests of the capitalists”
(140). She continues by telling her audience that “Congress is not preparing to defend
the people of the United States. It is planning to protect the capital of American
speculators and investors,” (141). Keller wants her audience to think about the burden of
war on the average working man and/or woman by revealing how it enhances the lives
the wealthy and powerful. To Keller, it is those regular people who lose the most from
war. To reassert these beliefs, Keller declares that “Every modern war has had its root in
exploitation,” (142). This approach also leads to the fourth theme of total prevention of
war, but since Keller is specifically criticizing the American political system, it is also an
attack on traditional patriarchy.
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In her Address to the Liberal-Socialist Alliance protest speech, Day explains to
her audience that it is America‟s imperialistic viewpoint that caused Pearl Harbor to be
attacked because if it “were Japan to face us from Cuba what would be our reactions”
(191)? To continue her attempt at reframing the situation itself, she expressed sympathy
for those that perished, but called them “victims, tragic victims, of a blindly mistaken
American foreign policy” (191). Again, it is America‟s policies to blame for the attack; it
was retaliation, not an independent action.
In her 1958 article, Congresswoman Rankin goes through a personal reflection
about how she did as much as she could while in office to educate herself and understand
the foreign affairs going on between the United States and the rest of the world at that
time so that she could be not be questioned as to her competence to discuss matters like
war. In the end, she comes to one conclusion: the United States government keeps too
many secrets from its citizens and even its members. This lack of awareness by a larger
populous of what is going on around the world and within the country‟s borders is the
major problem for Rankin. She asserts that “our being kept in ignorance arouses my
apprehensions today as it did more than forty years ago when World War I burst upon my
world” (169). It is because more citizens and members of Congress are not aware of
moves being authorized that should lead to feelings of trepidation of a potential war
looming in the future; this is clearly a problem with the traditional patriarchal system that
should be protested more adamantly.
Another moment when a woman questioned the system was Day‟s 1965 Union
Square protest speech. In this speech, Day equates draft card burning with freedom of
speech. Attempting to sound less anti-patriotic and more connected to young men who
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were actually drafted or in danger of being drafted, she reframes the situation as a
question of personal freedom and choice as opposed to unpatriotic dissent from the
national government. She is also appealing to the audience‟s belief in the authority of the
nation‟s constitution because if one regards the constitution as the highest power, they
would have to agree that freedom of speech can legally be used as an act of civil
disobedience, not one of anarchy or treason.
A final example of attacks on traditional patriarchy comes from the radio address
delivered by Jane Fonda. In this broadcast, Fonda makes a direct attack on President
Nixon when she states that two weeks before she left the U.S. she heard him telling the
American people that the war efforts were slowing down, but she did not agree. She says
that Nixon‟s words “echoed with sinister (words indistinct) of a true killer” (761) and that
though she believed the war was against Vietnam, “the tragedy is America‟s” (761).
Fonda asserts that “Nixon will never be able to break the spirit of these people; he‟ll
never be able to turn Vietnam, north and south, into a neo-colony of the United States by
bombing, by invading, by attacking in any way” (761). Further, she says that “despite the
bombs, despite the crimes being created – being committed against them by Richard
Nixon, these people own their own land, build their own schools…people have taken
power into their own hands, and they are controlling their own lives” (761). By accusing
Nixon of committing crimes against the local Vietnamese, Fonda is making the
Americans the aggressors and the Vietnamese the victims – all while making the country
of Vietnam united instead of divided by the North and South.
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Rhetorical Theme: Cultural Preservation
The third theme that is woven throughout this history is cultural preservation.
Amnesty International explains that “women have long been attributed the role of
transmitters of culture and symbols of nation or community” (“Rape as a Tool of War”).
Anti-war activist women thus attempt to protect their role as cultural transmitters when
they make arguments for the preservation of culture that can only occur if war ends.
When a country invades another country and begins to demolish its cultural architecture
and establish its authority, it destroys the culture that exists. For example, when the
United States invaded Vietnam, Jane Fonda expresses her dismay over the U.S.
attempting to colonize the Vietnamese. This fear of colonization is based in the idea of
destroying other cultures. Many of the women who have protested war in American
history are against the possibility of cultural destruction. Addams, Fonda, WILPF, and
WSP all demonstrate an international understanding which reflects their desire to
preserve cultures.
Addams learned through her travels in Europe that each country‟s representatives
expressed similar messages to her: “the customs and traditions of each nation were sacred
and must be preserved at all costs. Moves toward negotiating a peaceful settlement of the
conflict could not be undertaken because national pride and patriotism were at stake”
(Shepler and Mattina 157).

It should be apparent how women are affected by war, but

Addams adds the soldiers in her discussion of nationalism because “soldiers were torn
between national loyalties and personal convictions” to deal with the conflict of both
internal positions, “soldiers found means of escaping the reality of war” including drug
use, alcohol, and even suicide instead of having to kill others (Shepler and Mattina 157-8)
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upon orders from those in power. Again, Addams attacking the mindset of an ideal
soldier did not sit well with the national audience. To also call into question the
importance of others‟ national pride would only create uproar to those with strong
patriotic values and beliefs.
In another example, Fonda begins her broadcast by discussing the diversity of the
region. She says that she has had a chance to see many things and “speak to a large
number of people from all walks of life – workers, peasants, students, artists and dancers,
historians, journalists, film actresses, soldiers, militia girls, members of the women‟s
union, writers” (761). She continues by discussing some of these experiences so as to
create an image of this foreign land for the American audience she was speaking to. She
also mentions the civilian targets that she witnessed being destroyed by the U.S. bombing
such as schools, hospitals, and houses.
These attacks on the President are not just about attacking him, but also about
asserting the need to preserve the Vietnamese culture. If, as Fonda asserts, the United
States were to succeed in making the country its colony, the long history of Vietnamese
culture would be at risk of disappearing into American culture. Fonda says that she
doesn‟t believe that “the people of Vietnam are about to compromise in any way, shape
or form about the freedom and independence of their country, and I think Richard Nixon
would do well to read Vietnamese history” (761).
Rhetorical Theme: Total Prevention of War
The fourth theme identified is the theme of prevention. As was demonstrated in
this historical exploration, there were various levels of belief in the “justness” of each
war discussed. Some of the women and organizations included in this exploration do not
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believe any war can be considered “just”. What that type of stance leads to is the mindset
that the best possible way to deal with international conflict is to prevent war from ever
happening, no matter the reason. This theme ties together the motherhood concept of
producing life, protecting the future for children, questioning the male power rules in the
patriarchal government system, and preserving cultures. The only way to truly protect
the future and preserve these things is to prevent war from ever happening. This was the
ultimate goal of the women‟s peace organizations and any mother who wants a safe
future for her child.
Keller wraps her 1916 anti-World War I speech up with a simple call to action for
her audience to follow: “Strike against war, for without you no battles can be fought”
(145). She includes that her audience should strike if asked to manufacture tools for war,
and most importantly “strike against preparedness that means death and misery to
millions of human beings. Be not dumb, obedient slaves in an army of destruction. Be
heroes in an army of construction” (145). This idea of being constructive instead of
destructive is a theme that will be seen many times in anti-war protest rhetoric. It is
based on the same ideas as Addams‟ argument about the essence of democracy and the
many arguments about motherhood as a means to end war: civilization should strive to
build up and nurture people, not make plans to kill each other through violent conflicts
such as wars.
In her 1932 article, Addams gives two necessary steps that must be taken to
prevent additional war: “peaceful methods substituted for war in the settlement of
international disputes should be increased and strengthened” and “peaceful methods
should be given a fair chance invariably to succeed, even in grave crises, by the final
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abolition of armaments” (Polner and Woods 147). Addams continues by discussing how
these methods have been used many times prior to this and have been quite successful
(147), so it leads to the question why would societies chose war when they could chose
peaceful methods of resolution?
In a variation of the prevention of all wars argument, Harriman tells her 1941
anti-World War II audience that there is one thing that women hate more than war and
that is slavery. Women “want to keep their husbands and sons at home, but they want
still more a world in which their children can develop freely and not be molded according
to the wishes and purposes of a dictator” (“Women and War” 218). It appears that she is
making the argument for a “just war” being acceptable by this statement and when she
says that “women of America are prepared for war if it is necessary to preserve a free
America” (“Women and War” 218). Harriman is making an argument for avoided war,
specifically for avoiding letting the war land on U.S. soil, and continues by explaining
how defeating Hitler quickly in Europe will keep the war from entering the U.S.‟s soil.
She acknowledges that Hitler will only be overthrown by force, but her stance is
Americans do not have to fight the war, they instead just need to provide England with
the aid they need to succeed. She states, “We can rely upon the British to use our help
with skill and undaunted courage” (“Women and War” 218). She expresses her
confidence that the end of Hitler‟s reign will end and “Our choice is only between
making it come lingeringly and making it come speedily” (“Women and War” 218). The
reason she says the U.S. should not delay their aid to England is to “drive this war off this
earth” (“Women and War” 218). In this instance, Harriman is using her authority as a
diplomat to discuss the foreign war. She does not let her being a woman or her hating
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war stop her from asserting her position on the escalating situation. She has already
addressed those special circumstances that give women reasons to hate war, but she does
so in this oration without ignoring the fact that World War II was escalading and had to
be acknowledged as an ominous threat. This ability to balance her hatred for war while
recognizing what must be done help is what made Harriman a logical choice for a
diplomatic position, Even so Harriman is still asserting how it is more logical to prevent
all wars.
Even with the overwhelming public support for the U.S. to enter World War II
after the attack on Pearl Harbor, Day rejected all “forms of violent conflict, regardless of
the justification or end result” and was not willing to budge for any cause (Mehltretter,
“spiritual pacifism” 7) not even the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. The argument Day
made in her 1941 speech was simple: “it has become too late in human history to tolerate
wars which none can win” (192).
Day goes on to argue that if the U.S. declared war on Japan, it would be declaring
war on Germany, which inevitably lead to facing a German-Russian alliance. This
domino effect of whom the U.S. would have to fight may not have existed exactly like
that in reality, but Day knows this. She acknowledged that Russia may not side with
Germany, but that caused additional problems. According to Day, “we are faced with a
dilemma: either we go to war against a German-Italian-Russian-Japanese alliance – a
suicidal undertaking – or we become Russia‟s defender – an ideological crime,” (192).
This dilemma is designed for the audience to not want either option, which would
ultimately lead to their choosing the third unspoken option of peace and pacifism.
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To fully assert that power of this third option, Day quotes Pope Pius X, Thoreau,
and Markand. These various appeals to authority were all being used to assert that there
should never be another war. Day moves from here to call her audience to action. She
states “we must affirm that there will be no more war. Never – but never – again” (192).
She follows by addressing a possible objection to her point of view, conceding that some
may think her speaking against war could be considered treason and uses this to reiterate
that it is more important to reject war.
In this particular text, Day‟s argument is that God commanded humans “not to
take the lives of men, women, and children, young and old, by bombs and napalm and all
the other instruments of war” (Day, “Union Square” 1). To fully develop her argument,
Day began with an authority that truly resonated with her: God, since she had converted
to Catholicism. Once she attempts to create an association with the highest spiritual
authority for Christians and Jews, Day states “I speak today as one who is old, and who
must uphold and endorse the courage of the young…I speak as one who is old, and
whose whole lifetime has seen the cruelty and hysteria of war” (Day, “Union Square” 1).
Day then uses the Civil Rights Movement as an example of why the war should be
avoided. “Our own…tens of thousands of the Negroe [sic] people, shown an example to
the world of what a non-violent struggle can achieve…full freedom and for human
dignity which means the right to health, education, and work which is a full development
of man‟s god-given talents” (Day, “Union Square” 1). Not only does Day equate the
Civil Rights Movement to the battle over communism in Vietnam, but she also used a
natural rights argument to drive this point home. If non-violent tactics could aid in
securing the natural rights of health, education, and work for the blacks of America,
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surely it could prevent the communist forces from taking those rights away from the
North Vietnamese.
Day concludes this speech with one more appeal to authority when she uses “the
words of St. Francis, saint of poverty and peace” (Day, “Union Square” 2) and offers a
prayer asking for the saint to make her a catalyst of peace and allow her to spread love
instead of hate. Though this protest did not end the Vietnam War, it is a prime example
of one American woman expressing her dismay at the violent conflict and loss of life.
Conclusion
As we explored the anti-war rhetoric of American women from 1915 through
1982 in this chapter, four major themes emerge. These four themes include the use of
motherhood as credibility, attacks on traditional patriarchy and the American political
system, cultural preservation, and total prevention of all wars. As we followed the
timeline from Jane Addams‟ protest of the U.S.‟s entrance into World War I to the 1982
STAR campaign, examples illustrated how each theme was used in multiple ways by the
various protestors. Many of the women discussed in this chapter used a combination of
the four themes in their fully developed speeches and publications to enhance their
messages and the potential persuasiveness of the protests. Whether or not these women
or their organizations had an impact on ending a specific war is irrelevant. The pertinent
point is that there are four distinctive themes that are consistently used and reused by
American women protesting war in the past century.
All four of these themes will be revisited in the analysis of Sheehan‟s anti-war
rhetoric. It is important to understand what women have done before to fully appreciate
what she is attempting to do with her speeches and blogs. The next chapter will begin
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this discussion by exploring how public address shapes social movements, specifically
looking at how my conceptualization of contentious rhetoric explains what Sheehan is
doing in her more controversial rhetorical pieces.
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Chapter Three
Cindy Sheehan’s Discourse as Contentious Rhetoric:
How Public Address Shapes Social Movements
Within the history of women (and men) protesting war in the United States, there
is discussion about the existence of a peace movement. This movement is “described as a
collection of activities aimed at ending violence and wars” (“Path of World Peace”)
through the use of nonviolent activism. The major problem in studying this topic is that
it is hard to narrow and focus the scope of the movement with so many intertwined issues
and concerns. The ultimate goal of the peace movement within the United States is to
seek change for “more humane and diplomatic” policies in national and international
affairs (“Path of World Peace”). Through the development of the internet, events
involving the violence and mayhem of warfare are known almost as soon as they take
place, which allows for activists involved in the peace movement to be aware of things
happening worldwide. This makes for a larger awareness that leads to the potential
growth of the peace movement and those who desire to participate in its efforts towards
world peace.
When thinking about the peace movement and anti-war protests, my thoughts turn
to social movements and public address and how the two relate to one another. The antiwar protests of the various women that I discussed in the previous chapter are all
components of peace activism whether scholarship has put them there or not. This means
that Sheehan‟s protests of the U.S. involvement in the Iraq War should also be considered
peace activism; whether she was successful or not. But this leads to the question: were
any of these women, Sheehan included, a part of the American peace movement?
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Though Sheehan may not have ended the Iraq War, her rhetoric is about ending the
carnage and killings that are a result of war; which means she lines up with the peace
movement‟s agenda.
The question, then, is this: was Sheehan actually part of this movement or are
Sheehan‟s protests an isolated event? Based on Charles Tilly‟s concept of contentious
politics, Sheehan‟s rhetoric can be defined as contentious rhetoric. As will be discussed
in more detail, contentious politics leads to the potential development of a social
movement, meaning Sheehan could potentially be considered a part of the larger
movement. Therefore, to determine if and how Sheehan fits into the peace movement, I
will first look at the relationship between contentious politics, social movements and the
rhetoric (public address) that is involved. I will then discuss how these concepts explain
what Sheehan is actually doing through an analysis of selected pieces of her rhetoric
including her blogs: “The Amazing Hypocrites”; “Name Withheld Pending Notification”;
“Why I Must Tell the President and the Congress to Stop the War”; “Warhawk
Republicans and Antiwar Democrats”; “There are Criminals and then there are
Criminals”; and “Friends Don‟t Help Friends Commit War Crimes”. In addition,
Sheehan‟s contention will be demonstrated through her speech titled “Our Country Has
Been Overtaken by Murderous Thugs”. Each of these pieces focuses on ending the
violence of the war, making each one consistent with the core concepts of the peace
movement.
Following the discussion of contentious politics and Sheehan‟s contentious
rhetoric, I will describe what is meant by the term social movement, and the role of
leadership within a movement, along with the components of Sheehan‟s rhetoric that
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would characterize Sheehan as part of the contemporary peace movement. This
discussion is supported by her first blog: “An Open Letter to George W. Bush”.
Additional pieces for this analysis include the blog “To Congressmembers: have you Lost
Your Minds?”; the blog “Open Letter to President George W. Bush”; the blog “The
opposite of Good is Apathy”; the blog “Hey George”; “the blogs “Four Dead in Ohio”
and “Kent State 37 Years Later”; the speech “Address to Veterans for Peace
Convention”; the speech “Peace Rally Outside Fort Bragg” and “her farewell blog “Good
Riddance, Attention Whore”. Finally, this analysis will include an exploration of
Sheehan‟s physical act as a lawn chair activist for twenty-six days in Crawford, Texas as
a part of her contribution to the contemporary peace movement including its visual
rhetoric and media coverage of the event. To begin, it is necessary to first understand
what is meant by contentious rhetoric by examining the concept of contentious politics.
Contentious Politics, Social Movements, and Rhetoric: A Literature Review
Research in contentious politics is “meant to broadly expand researchers‟
understanding of collective political action by bringing revolutions and other forms of
collective action closer to research on social movements” (Earl and Kimport 450). For a
social movement to actually result from contentious politics, however, sustained
contention must occur over an extended amount of time (Tarrow, “Power in Movement”
2). The question then arises, what is contentious politics? Contentious politics happen
when regular people act collectively to confront the people in power. Perceived openings
or changes in restrictions to access of political openings give those regular people
motivation to act collectively to gain additional resources (Tarrow, “Power in
Movement” 2; Tilly and Tarrow 4). The actions taken by the collective is always
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dependent upon the changes perceived by the people involved in the contention (Tarrow,
“Power in Movement” 7); the set of actions taken is called a repertoire of contention
(Tilly and Tarrow 16). In practice, these actions are disruptive in nature, designed to
make a political statement.
It is understood that not all contentious collective action results in a social
movement, but all social movements are derived from some form of contentious
collective action because this action is often the only resource ordinary people have
available to use against power and authority (Tarrow, “Power in Movement” 3).
Prolonging contentious collective action is what creates potential for a social movement
to develop (Tarrow, “Power in Movement” 6-7). This entire progression can create even
more political change because “when contention spreads across an entire society, as it
sometimes does, we see a cycle of contention; when such a cycle is organized around
opposed or multiple sovereignties, the outcome is a revolution” (Tarrow, “Power in
Movement” 10). A cycle of contention and revolution can only happen if ordinary
people are triggered into that original moment of contentious politics; the easiest way to
motivate people to participate in contentious politics is by properly using emotions (Lang
245). In the end, contentious politics and the social movements that result from
contention “are part of national struggles for power” (Tarrow, “Power in Movement” 25).
Eyerman and Jamison (1991) state that “all movements construct meanings and
meaning construction is a social movement‟s primary function (qtd. in Tarrow, “Power in
Movement” 17). Part of what is created is the meaning of who the “us” is and who is the
“them” within instances of contentious politics. This meaning is often framed by the
movement organizers, but not all of the framing can be controlled by those organizers
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because the media also deliver messages that may shape and have some bearing on the
creation of those meanings in society (Tarrow, “Power in Movement” 22).
In reality, two people could experience the same event, but have very different
interpretations of that event. These different interpretations create different meanings for
each person, sometimes creating conflict between people; it creates “a world that can be
organized and attended to in an infinite number of ways,” (Cronen, Pearce, and
Changsheng 3). In this world, each person picks which phenomenon he/she names
and/or manipulates through interaction with others; this naming experience is not
individualistic. In communication scholarship, this view of meaning creation is
accomplished by living collectively (in contentious politics and rhetoric, it comes by
acting collectively) and is identified in the coordinated management of meaning theory
(CMM) (Cronen, Pearce, and Changsheng 3); this view of the creation of meaning is a
socially constructed approach to interaction and communication and part of the reason
why I believe the research of contentious politics can be used to develop research in the
communication field on contentious rhetoric. The creation of meaning in contentious
politics is a result of communication – and since contentious politics can lead to social
movements, and social movements‟ function is to create meaning – it should all be
discussed together.
Further, it is my belief that even though not all public address is based within a
social movement, all social movements are grounded in public address. The same is thus
true with contentious politics: all contentious politics are grounded in contentious
rhetoric. Therefore, it is necessary to study contentious politics and rhetoric together to
demonstrate a need for attention to contentious rhetoric. This term has not been used in
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communication research, but it is time to expand the research of the political rhetoric of
social movements and protests to include the study of contentious rhetorical acts because
of the relationship that exists between rhetoric and political action as well as to help
communication scholars be better able to identify the stages of contention leading into
what might be labeled a social movement.
Studying Cindy Sheehan through the lens of contentious politics (including
contentious rhetoric) requires study of the activism she does online in conjunction with
the activism she does offline. In general, it is not clear how much online activism
emulates or departs from offline activism (Earl and Kimport 450). Since Sheehan uses
both modes of protest, this issue will be examined in more detail. Specifically, how do
online protests fit into the study of contentious politics and social movements as the
number of internet protests continue to increase (Earl and Kimport 467)? This is a fairly
new area of scholarly research; scholars have identified a need to study how online
activism connects or departs from offline activism, but the published work to date is
limited. During the thirty month time period being explored, Sheehan‟s work drifted
between the online and offline constantly so it is necessary to address how using multiple
modes of communication may create differences or maintain similarities within
Sheehan‟s rhetoric.
As the internet has become more readily available, it has changed how contention
is communicated and how social movements evolve. Carty (2010) explains that the
internet has allowed for growth in the amount of political information available to
citizens (155). This increased knowledge results in additional options for activism. The
internet is a space that brings hope to a truly democratic society because it allows for all
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voices to be heard. Those who have limited access to power, resources, or the media can
still be influential because they can now use the internet to garner attention (Byerly 281282).
An exploration “of electronic social movement organizations (SMOs) and their
tactics can help refine our understanding of contemporary social movements” (Carty
155). There are two main reasons for exploring the expanded use of the internet in
research on activism. One reason is that the use of online forms of protest is increasing
all the time and second, protest as a strategy has expanded beyond political interests to
include individuals concerned with non-political concerns like “the cancellation of a
television program” (Earl 210).
This form of activism is labeled e-activism, and many SMOs have begun to blend
this with traditional off-line approaches (Carty 156). Carty goes on to explain that online
SMOs like www.MoveOn.org have advanced methods of “sharing, dialogue, and debate
within the political landscape… [and have] uncovered a vast number of frustrated citizens
eager to revitalize democracy” (156). These citizens, as Earl explains, are quick to use eactivism because it is low in cost, time commitment, and has a potential world-wide
audience (212). Therefore, e-activism can be defined “as a new form of participatory
politics in its ability to bypass mainstream and corporate politics and media” (Carty 156).
E-activism rarely makes it difficult for individuals to participate and it usually only takes
a few minutes of one‟s time to get online and sign a petition or sign up to take part in
some type of boycott (Earl 214). Some may argue that this simple and quick form of
activism creates less of a collective identity to the group, but it should also be recognized
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that the online format is attracting a whole new crowd of participants and leaders to the
arena of social activism (Earl 216-17).
Contentious Politics, Social Movements, and Rhetoric: Sheehan’s Contention
Now that I have discussed contentious politics and touched on the role of the
internet, let‟s consider how this will be used in an analysis of the selected pieces of
Sheehan‟s discourse to discuss her contentious rhetoric. This analysis will demonstrate
how Sheehan‟s rhetoric is contentious by looking at three specific characteristics and two
general characteristics that I have developed based on the scholarship of contentious
politics. The three specific characteristics include: a regular person is using rhetoric to
confront those in power, the rhetoric demonstrates some sort of change that creates a
political opening for the regular person to gain support, and the rhetoric makes clear any
restrictions the regular person faces when attempting to gain resources. The remaining
two characteristics are actually the result of the first three: the rhetoric should create a
repertoire of contention (a collection of contentious rhetorical pieces) and the contentious
rhetoric needs to be sustained long enough to create contentious politics which can lead
to a movement. With these characteristics identified, it is now necessary to explore
Sheehan‟s rhetoric as an example of contentious rhetoric before moving on to discuss
whether she should be considered part of the larger peace movement.
The first specific characteristic, a regular person confronting those in power, is
fairly straightforward when it comes to Sheehan. She was a regular citizen until her
protests of the Iraq War thrust her into media coverage and being a more recognized
person; but even after that, she was still just an ordinary person who confronted the
government, and that persona is central to her discourse whether online or off line. There
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are many ways a person might demonstrate their ordinariness rhetorically. Sheehan‟s
include her use of her motherhood and sharing moments of motherhood that would be
considered “everyday moments” or routine. In addition to these two strategies,
Sheehan‟s language choices also signal that she is a regular person participating in the
confrontation of President Bush and the U.S. Congress about the War in Iraq.
The first way to recognize that she is a regular person is through her use of
motherhood. While discussing another rise in the death toll on May 8, 2005 in her blog
titled “Name Withheld Pending Notification”, Sheehan refers to the mothers of those
soldiers who were killed
In the end, and at that moment, the mom is not going to care about politics or
about reasons for invasion and occupation. She won‟t care if her child died for
freedom and democracy, or to make some people wealthier and more powerful.
All she will see is the Grim Reaper in a uniform standing at her door before she
collapses on the floor screaming for her child and pleading with the Grim Reaper
to take her with him (Sheehan, “Not One More” 20-21).
She is describing this scene for the mothers of those soldiers who were just killed in
action, by recreating her own reaction when she was notified of her son‟s death while
serving in Iraq. She references her son, Casey, and how his death changed her family‟s
lives repeatedly throughout her rhetoric. In her piece titled “Why I Must Tell the
President and the Congress to Stop the War” she says “I will never, ever forget the night
of April 4, 2004, when I found out that my son Casey had been killed in Iraq” (Sheehan,
“Not One More” 187). She continues this memory and tells her readers that “I will also
never forget the day when we buried my sweet boy, my oldest son…I will never forget
when the general handed me the folded flag that had lain on Casey‟s coffin” (Sheehan,
“Not One More” 187).
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Just before announcing she was “retiring” from being the “face” of the anti-war
movement, she revisited the moments leading up to Casey‟s death and the last phone call
he made home to talk to his family: “…eight days before Casey was killed…I received a
phone call from him…He talked about the heat; about heading to Baghdad the following
week; he was on his way to mass; he told me about stopping in Shannon Airport, Ireland”
(Sheehan, “Friends Don‟t Help Friends Commit War Crimes”). These moments that
Sheehan references are simple moments in the lives of everyday people, though it may be
an awful moment to learn of your child‟s death, the phone call from a son who is away
from home is still something that can happen to any parent in the world, showing just
how ordinary a person Sheehan was before she confronted those in power.
In addition to her motherhood and those everyday moments showing how
ordinary Sheehan was before the confrontation, one other factor in her writings and
speeches that demonstrates that she is a regular person is the language choices she makes.
In politics, there is a certain decorum that is expected of those who participate and
Sheehan has inserted herself into the political arena with her protests. Decorum requires
speakers to modify their message according to the circumstances (Fantham 124; Leff
121). For those involved in a political debate, it is expected that they will have a certain
level of educated eloquence and argumentation within their rhetoric. An example of
these societal norms suggest that those in power are addressed by their titles (i.e. “Mr.
President”) and have a certain level of education and decorum that would not allow for
the use of certain terms that Sheehan uses repeatedly. Political leaders typically will refer
to each other publicly by their titles out of respect and with the help of speechwriters they
work to make sure their language choices are exact and purposeful.
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For Sheehan, her language choices may be purposeful, but she violates these
expected norms. These violations demonstrate that she is ordinary because she is using
pedestrian language that does not align with the expected style of a political leader.
Sheehan‟s arguments against war begin with her personal story, asking what is going on
with the war and why it is happening in the first place. While personal and emotional,
her story does not hold enough power independently, so Sheehan uses her language
choices to connect her story to a larger audience. To connect to an audience of regular
people, Sheehan includes words that are politically charged and that create a different
image of the entire situation (i.e. framing war as murder instead of a matter of national
security). This leads to a rhetoric that violates what is expected of political leaders, but it
is not from a political leader; it is from an angry, grieving mother.
While name-calling has been a more common feature of American politics,
writing an entire essay titled “The Amazing Hypocrites” is different. In this particular
piece, Sheehan is calling the politicians in Washington D.C. hypocrites for rushing to
pass the Terry Schiavo Emergency Relief Act to protect one human‟s life, but also “voted
to give George Bush the authority to go to war and who voted to give George Bush more
money to waste in Iraq” (Sheehan, “Not One More” 19). She is questioning Congress‟s
decision to attempt to protect Terry Schiavo‟s life, while continuing to send more soldiers
to war where many have inevitably been killed in the line of duty.
Another demonstration of her ordinariness is where she is again criticizing the
priorities the men and women in congress have taken. In this particular speech, she is
voicing her negative views of the new electronic vote-counting systems that prohibit
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recounts as a step for personal gain by those in office instead of considering what they are
doing to others when she says:
Our country has been overtaken by murderous thugs, gangsters who lust after
fortunes and powers; never caring that their addictions are at the expense of our
loved ones and the blood of innocent people near and far. We‟ve watched these
thugs parade themselves before the whole world as if they are courageous
advocates for Christian moral values and the spread of democracy…Our loved
ones have been buried in early graves even as these arrogant thugs parade
themselves before the entire world, insisting that democracy is worth dying for,
killing for, and destroying entire cities for (Sheehan, “Not One More” 57).
In this statement, she calls Bush and those in Congress murderous thugs, gangsters,
addicts, arrogant, and guilty (since they are not the “innocent people near and far”). That
is a lot more name calling than just referring to politicians as untrustworthy or as liars. In
March, 2006 Sheehan continues with the name-calling by referring to the “Bush Crime
Family” and “that Congress is spineless” as she details one of her many arrests for her
protests and the “cockroach and feces-decorated jail” she spent a night in (Sheehan,
“There are Criminals and then there are CRIMINALS”). Sheehan violates the decorum
of public political discourse in these examples and goes beyond the expected. In doing so
she demonstrates she is an average citizen; she is simply a mother.
While Sheehan demonstrates her ordinariness throughout all of her rhetoric, it is
necessary to discuss how this rhetoric meets the second characteristic: there must an
opening for creating political change. Historically, the opening for change in this specific
moment comes from the revelation that the claims that Iraq had weapons of mass
destruction, making them an imminent threat, were found false (“CIA‟s Final Report”).
Practically, the opening for Sheehan comes from the convenience of the internet. While
she may not have drawn much attention without her language and other choices, like
sitting outside President Bush‟s vacation home, Sheehan would not have had such easy
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access to a larger audience if it were not for the internet as a tool to express her dissent.
Rhetorically, Sheehan not only discusses this revelation as an opening for dialogue, but
also the 2004 election results, and what she perceives (and many might agree) as
inconsistencies by those in power, including the media – who are in control of what
information is dispersed to the public.
Beginning with Congress, Sheehan says point blank, “Our Congress cheerfully
relinquished their constitutional responsibility to declare war. If they had any courage or
honor, they would claim that right back and end this travesty,” (Sheehan, “Not One
More” 22). She continues in this same piece by discussing the media‟s role: “Our media
was, and still is, a willing shill for the administration and has never told the American
public the truth” (Sheehan, “Not One More” 22). These inconsistencies are her opening
for speaking out, the fact that Congress is not upholding its responsibilities and that the
media has not given American public the entire truth are reasons for the regular people to
speak out against those in power.
In her speech on April 4, 2005, Sheehan not only mentioned it was this day a year
ago that her son was killed, but also that it was the same day that Martin Luther King, Jr.
was killed in 1968. Her speech demonstrates the connection with the location of the
speech also, at the Riverside Church in New York City where King gave his “Beyond
Vietnam” speech voicing opposition to the Vietnam War (Sunnemark 187). Sheehan
continues this speech by discussing other ironies through a lesson of history that she
gives her audience, a lesson that brings to light some ironies that lead to inconsistencies
and hypocrisies in the government that should raise red flags about various elected
officials like the current Vice President, Dick Cheney. She explains that Dick Cheney
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was the Chief of Staff in 1975 while Gerald Ford was president and Donald Rumsfeld
was the Secretary of Defense. Both of these positions have roles within national security.
The irony of this is simple to Sheehan:
In 1975, my son had not yet been born. Today he is in his grave. Dick Cheney,
on the other hand, is now vice president of the United States, and he is materially
wealthy beyond what any of us would ever pray to be. This is the same Dick
Cheney who, during the months leading up to the invasion of Iraq, said that
Saddam Hussein not only has stockpiles of weapons of mass destruction …He
now…rather than speak of weapons of mass destruction, he now uses the word
“democracy” a lot (Sheehan, “Not One More” 54).
Sheehan continues this speech by asking if anybody, after thirty years of witnessing his
motives, would still question Cheney‟s real goal of wealth and power. She discusses how
he would do whatever it took to acquire these assets and drops the trigger words of the
time period by using the terms “Halliburton” and “torture” among others.
She then turns her attention to Rumsfeld and the role he has played in this war: “Is
there anyone in American who cannot yet see that Donald Rumsfeld is a liar, that he will
say anything as long as he thinks it will help shape the world to his own liking” (Sheehan,
“Not One More” 55)? Sheehan is explaining to her audience in this speech that Rumsfeld
was more than knowledgeable about the lack of WMDs in Iraq and should never have
advised President Bush, as the Secretary of Defense, to go forward with the invasion.
She continues by asking, “Is there even one sane adult among us who cannot see that
Donald Rumsfeld is a threat to our nation‟s security and to peace on our beloved earth”
(Sheehan, “Not One More” 55)?
This is the same speech in which Sheehan called the U.S.‟s leaders “murderous
thugs, gangsters” (Sheehan, “Not One More” 57) and Sheehan‟s point is still the same, it
is time to recognize that these leaders are just after money and power, which should be
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reason enough to question the current situation and their leadership skills. To encourage
her audience to agree with her, Sheehan continues by asserting that “the U.S. government
is now ruled by murderous hypocrites – criminals who should be arrested, charged
appropriately, confined behind bars, and then tried in a court of law” (Sheehan, “Not One
More” 57). All of Sheehan‟s accusations against various government officials created an
opening for political change that her contentious rhetoric is building towards; the
government has been lying to the citizens in the U.S. and it is time to call them out on
their immoral motivations for a war, it is time for a change.
Part of this opening for political change is seen in Sheehan‟s rhetoric about the
hypocrisy of the government‟s priorities and actions. One of those hypocrisies
previously mentioned, was the emergency legislation President Bush and Congress
discussed to save Terry Schiavo. Sheehan questions this hypocrisy “I do have one
question for Congress and for George (“When in doubt, it is always better to err on the
side of life” – March 22, 2005) Bush, though: Why does Terry Schiavo deserve to live
more than my son, Spc. Casey Austin Sheehan, did” (Sheehan, “Not One More” 17)?
She continues on this path by saying that “Casey was sent to Iraq to be killed by the same
pack of cowards and murderers who so “valiantly” and tirelessly fought for the right for
Ms. Schiavo to live” (Sheehan, “Not One More” 17). Sheehan‟s ability to point out the
hypocrisy in the “err on the side of life” quote of Bush while thousands were being killed
due to his declaration of war, as well as, continually calling Bush and the other leaders
cowards and murderers are all examples of the political opening. If the audience believes
in these labels they should desire a change in leadership or at least in the leader‟s
decisions.
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Sheehan gets very specific about where this political opening exists when she
states in her blog “Warhawk Republicans and Antiwar Democrats” on October 4, 2005
that “The Bush administration exploited 9/11, and our national anxiety about possible
future attacks, in order to invade a country that had nothing to do with the attacks…Now,
in the aftermath of those lies…innocent Iraqi civilians are dead, along with 2,000 of our
brave young men and women,” (Sheehan, “Dear President Bush” 52). She is making it
very clear to her readers that if the Bush administration had not exploited American‟s fear
after the hijacked planes created so much destruction on September 11, 2001, these
deaths of Iraqi civilians and U.S. soldiers would not have been necessary nor would they
have occurred.
Sheehan continues this direct attack on the responses to September 11th in many
of her blogs and speeches, including the blog titled “Why I Must Tell the President and
the Congress to Stop the War”. In this blog, she brings up how:
The September 11 Commission Report concluded there was no link between Iraq
and the September 11, 2001, attacks. The weapons inspectors gave up searching
for weapons of mass destruction and wrote in the Duelfer report that there were
none to be found. From the Downing Street Memo, we learned that the Bush
administration “fixed” intelligence to justify the Iraq invasion (Sheehan, “Not
One More” 188).
Sheehan is demonstrating to her audience that there was not just one instance of the Bush
administration misleading the citizens, but that intelligence information and reports were
either altered or “fixed” many times so that U.S. people would support the war. Knowing
that these things were not reported accurately, or even changed to make things more
damning, is the change in the status quo that Sheehan needs for a political opening to
allow for her contentious rhetoric to exist. Knowledge of the leadership misleading them
into war is a reason to make a change and get out of the war.
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Sheehan takes these accusations even further in March 2006 when she reasserts
these lies and other misleading information, concluding that they should be labeled as
crimes similar to using the term “murderers” in earlier texts. Here Sheehan is more
specific about these labels when she says that “A book could be written about the felonies
of the Bush Crime Family and their mafia-style buddies…Bush has committed crimes
against humanity and high crimes and misdemeanors…knowing that Congress is
spineless and he won‟t be impeached” (Sheehan, “There are Criminals and then there are
CRIMINALS”). In this same blog, Sheehan explains why these leaders have done so
much to mislead the citizens when she says that they “operate on the standard of having
all the money and all the power and they don‟t care for anyone who they victimize on
their way to obtaining their obscene and ill-gotten gains” (Sheehan, “There are Criminals
and then there are CRIMINALS”). What else could garner support other than telling her
audience that they are being lied to, and the lies are all for financial gains? Sheehan is
using these triggers of lies and greed to demonstrate that there is a change in perceptions
of the government officials and their reasons for this war, and that change in perception
has created a situation in which more people want answers to why this war even
happened.
This all leads Sheehan to make a specific call to action in a blog in March 2007,
where she writes, “Now is the time for the governments of the world to band
together…and put political and economic pressure on the USA until they end the illegal
and immoral occupation of Iraq” (Sheehan, “Friends Don‟t Help Friends Commit War
Crimes”). She ends this blog by asking the leaders of the world to begin leading by
example and live by the “mantra” of “People Before Profit” (Sheehan, “Friends Don‟t
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Help Friends Commit War Crimes”). This not only expresses her beliefs about the
wrong-doings of the U.S. leaders, but also puts pressure on the entire world for allowing
these wrong-doings to occur without attempting to stop them. Seeing a wrong-doing and
not attempting to stop it is just as victimizing to those who were wronged. As was
mentioned, the historical moment that was the political opening comes from the
revelation that the claim that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction was false. This
political opening is identified in Sheehan‟s rhetoric whenever she brings to light
inconsistencies, lies and those who aided these lies and misgivings including other
leaders and the media‟s role.
Now that I have explored the first two specific characteristics of contentious
rhetoric, I will consider the final trait which is that there must be restrictions on the
regular person‟s ability to gain resources necessary to create change within the power
structure. As an ordinary person Sheehan faced many obstacles to change the U.S. stance
on war. There are the obvious restrictions on her ability to gain resources such as the fact
that she could not call for the end of war herself, she could not impeach President Bush,
and she could only influence a few leaders who had the power and resources to make the
changes she sought with her protests. Within her rhetoric, Sheehan discusses these
restrictions while calling for those with power to reevaluate how they exert their power
within the system, by discussing how other citizens should get more involved, and how
she would do things if she was in power.
One of the first apparent restrictions on Sheehan is the limitation on whom she
can communicate with and how. In her blog, “Why I Must Tell the President and the
Congress to Stop the War”, for example, she states “I waited outside President Bush‟s
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ranch in Crawford, Texas, for nearly a month, determined to meet with him” (Sheehan,
“Not One More” 187). In this instance, Sheehan is referencing her famous camp-out
outside of Bush‟s ranch for twenty-six days in 2005 (Coates A-14). Sheehan stayed
outside the ranch in hopes of communicating with the president to question the need for
her son‟s death, along with so many others. She wanted to know why the U.S. was at war
to understand the justification for losing her son, but Bush would not meet with her. This
is a huge limitation in creating change when the leader of the country will not lend an ear
to discuss the topic in question.
It is necessary to note that even though Sheehan created this moment by asserting
she was going to wait until President Bush agreed to meet with her, it was not realistic of
her to assume he would agree. Sheehan‟s apparent belief that he would eventually agree
to speak with her and answer her questions based on the fact that she was a citizen of the
United States and he was the elected leader is flawed in practicality and lacks a potential
for her to gain access to him based on the necessary security surrounding the president.
However, even though it may not have been realistic, this month-long event did draw
attention of the media, counter-protestors, and supporters of her cause which led it to
become a notable moment within this time period. Even though this was not a realistic or
even practical action, Sheehan defends her decision to camp outside the president‟s
vacation home.
Sheehan continues by explaining exactly why she waited for almost a month to
speak to the president. She tells her blog readers that she wanted to explain to President
Bush that she felt his actions were reckless and “endangered the life of my son by
sending our troops to attack and occupy a country that was not an imminent threat”
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(Sheehan, “Not One More” 187). It is that word “imminent” that should stand out in this
explanation. It shows that Sheehan is not ignorant to the ideas of the military and what
her son signed up for when he enlisted, but that she had expectations that his life (along
with many others) would not be put at risk without a looming threat over the country.
Her expectation was that the military would only be sent to fight if it was absolutely
necessary, and the fact that she does not understand the reasons for this particular military
action leads her to question the reason for it to even exist. Seeking an explanation from
the president on this matter was not simply an emotional outburst, but an information
seeking mission. Though she is seeking information, Sheehan found out just how
restricted she was in what she can obtain because the president did not grant her a
meeting.
Sheehan ends this blog addressing this restriction one more time by explaining
why she would like an opportunity to meet with president: “it will be…for all of the
mothers and fathers and husbands and wives who are grieving and who want to tell the
president to end this devastating war. No one else – not one more mom – should have to
lose her son in Iraq” (Sheehan, “Not One More” 189). She is seeking to end the war to
end the suffering of additional families who might lose a loved one in action, but she is
unable to make that happen since she does not have the resources or the power to do so.
She is seeking an opportunity to meet with the one person who could really make the
changes, the President, but is restricted in her ability to have such a meeting.
In her blog “There are Criminals and then there are CRIMINALS”, Sheehan
details another type of restriction placed upon her ability to create the changes she
desires; she explains how she was a victim of police brutality for protesting. She
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describes how the three women arrested along side her were all picked up, but she “was
dragged across the pavement and treated very, very roughly – having both arms wrenched
out from beneath me. I looked to my doctor as if I had been beaten” (Sheehan, “There
are Criminals and then there are CRIMINALS”). She questions why she was the one
targeted for the brutality after she described what happened when she asks: “Is it revenge
for my work at exposing the ties of BushCo [sic]…Or is it to discourage other activists
from taking the same path I have taken: demanding an end to the illegal and immoral
occupation of Iraq, and demanding that our freedoms be returned to us” (Sheehan, “There
are Criminals and then there are CRIMINALS”)? The restrictions of power that are
result of police brutality were placed on her after she became known for her protests of
the war; some people might not desire to keep protesting after being physically harmed
like she was. Sheehan was targeted for police brutality because she spoke out against the
president and the president‟s decision to go to war. The brutality was a way to not only
punish what she had already done, but also to try to prevent others from following her
lead.
Throughout this blog, Sheehan describes her experiences from that day and her
stay in jail that night. She describes the sub-standard conditions she and her companions
were kept in, but also how they were lucky because they would only spend one night in
jail and be bailed out by their lawyers the next morning. She describes the guilt she feels
as she leaves that so many other people will be kept in this condition for minor
infractions like petty theft, but this description is not just for historical reference. She is
describing what happened to her, how she was treated, and how so many others will be
mistreated for petty crimes to enhance the impact of then accusing Bush and his
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supporters of war crimes. She calls attention to the fact that such harsh transgressions
going unpunished while petty criminals are being held in roach infested jails. She
explains to her readers that “These people operate on the standard of having all the
money and all the power and they don‟t care for anyone who they victimize on their way
to obtaining their obscene and ill-gotten gains” (Sheehan, “There are Criminals and then
there are CRIMINALS”). This is not just describing President Bush, but all of those who
are profiting from the war. (In this piece, she specifically mentions President Bush, the
executives of the Halliburton Corporation, John Bolton, and L. Paul Bremer.) She
explains why recognizing and exposing these “obscene” gains is necessary when she says
it is “why we need to stand up to the neo-fascists and take our humanity back. While we
are still able. I will stand up to them again and again” (Sheehan, “There are Criminals
and then there are CRIMINALS”). She is expressing these views to assert her stance in
protesting the war situation, but also to demonstrate her limited ability to create change
compared to those with power and resources as a result of the Iraq War; this limit in her
power and resources is an example of one type of restriction that Sheehan faces.
The restrictions that limit Sheehan‟s ability to create the change she desires are
even evident in her rhetoric when she discusses having an opportunity to meet with
various lawmakers in the capital and still finding she does not have the power or
resources necessary. While in Washington D.C., Sheehan was able to meet with Senators
Elizabeth Dole (R-NC), John McCain (R-AZ) and Representative Marilyn Musgrave (RCO). While meeting with Senator Dole, Sheehan asked about the end of the occupation
in Iraq and “she was incredulous that I would even think of Iraq as an occupation: she
sees it as a liberation” (Sheehan, “Dear President Bush” 52). If the elected officials do
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not view the conflict in the same terms as Sheehan, those same officials are not going to
help her achieve her goals. Senator Dole was resistant in sharing any information
Sheehan requested during their meeting, this included not answering Sheehan‟s questions
about how Saddam Hussein gained weapons of mass destruction. Sheehan asserts that
Dole and other elected officials would not answer such a question because “He got them
from the U.S.A.” (Sheehan, “Dear President Bush” 52). Sheehan explains that she is
restricted from acquiring this information because it puts a black mark on the country and
the country‟s leadership for aiding such a “bad guy”.
Sheehan‟s description of her meeting with Representative Musgrave was not any
better than her meeting with Senator Dole because Musgrave was “openly hostile”
especially when asked about her son who was serving in the military. Sheehan explains
that she thought the connection between two military mothers would help open the lines
of communication, but when she questioned which branch Musgrave‟s son served in,
“she basically said it wasn‟t any of my business” (Sheehan, “Dear President Bush” 53).
Sheehan describes several examples of meetings with elected officials of both political
parties and did not find any allies willing to publically support her mission to end the
war; even the anti-war democrats said it was too early to just withdraw troops (Sheehan,
“Dear President Bush” 54).
Throughout this exploration of Sheehan‟s contentious rhetoric, I have moved
between speeches and blogs as if they are the same type of rhetoric. This brings up the
question, is there is a difference between Sheehan‟s blogs and her speeches? There are
two main places Sheehan‟s blogs and speeches could be different: the audience and the
rhetorical strategies she uses. While some might use two different outlines, on and off
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line, to have a variety in their repertoire, Sheehan uses them in the same way. Sheehan‟s
speeches and blogs incorporate the same rhetorical strategies, language choices, and
arguments showing consistency. However, her audiences may different for the two
different media.
Although I cannot identify the exact audiences for Sheehan‟s blogs and speeches,
I argue that Sheehan‟s intended audiences were the same. Sheehan wrote and spoke to
the same core audiences in all of her pieces throughout this thirty month time period.
Sheehan is attempting to gain the attention of the president and congress for much of her
rhetoric, but she is also attempting to reach the citizens of the United States and garner
support for her anti-Iraq War and anti-President Bush stance. Sheehan is obviously able
to reach a much larger audience with her online activism than with her speeches, but she
does not adjust her rhetoric. In sum, there are many speeches and blogs to look at within
Sheehan‟s rhetorical repertoire, but she does not change her strategies or arguments;
Sheehan‟s rhetoric is consistent whether she is speaking publicly or blogging online.
The one specific event that should highlighted as an example of contention is
when Sheehan physically camped outside President Bush‟s Crawford, Texas vacation
ranch to try to get his attention. This campout lasted for twenty-six days in August 2005
and is an archetypal example of contentious politics in action. This event did get some
media attention and led to Sheehan being identified as the “face” or “figurehead” of antiIraq War protests (Edwards and Brozana 79). The act of camping out and invading the
personal space of the President‟ s private home is what really gained the attention
Sheehan needed to become the leader of the anti-war faction. While Sheehan and her
supporters stood their ground in Crawford, the Bush administration attempted to divert
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attention away from the protests. Sheehan‟s stance gained the edge after an emotional
ceremony covered on live national television August 25, 2005. “Sheehan was presented
with the boots worn by her son before he was killed” (Coates A14). At the end of her
month long campout, Sheehan acknowledged that she understood that Bush had no
intentions of granting her or any other protestor a meeting, but there were other
accomplishments gained from the act; “We‟ve started people talking about the war again”
(Coates A14).
The visual rhetoric of this event and the actions that occurred are what make this
event an archetypal example of contention in action. Sheehan was clearly the ordinary
person in this face-off with a make-shift campsite, lawn chairs, and her regular
appearance and clothing; after all, she did not have a makeup crew, wardrobe team, or
dressing room to get dolled up in. She was literally camping in a tent. On the other hand,
President Bush was behind a gated entrance, with a security system and Secret Service
team. He had a nice house to go into when he wanted to get out of the Texas heat and all
the luxuries of modern amenities including indoor plumbing. While she blogged and
publically spoke before this campout, Sheehan really found the event garnered media
attention that allowed a political opening for potentially gaining additional supporters. At
the same time, President Bush had always had the power of the media to share his
perspective on the war. The fact that Sheehan needed to find an opening to the media to
gain attention and the president did not demonstrates the restrictions on a regular person
gaining resources, even the resources of the national media.
Even with the visual rhetoric emphasizing the stark differences in appearance and
housing between Sheehan and Bush, the one fact that makes this contentious is Sheehan‟s
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purposeful intention to be disruptive by strategically stationing herself outside the
President‟s private home and remaining there for almost an entire month. Sheehan and
her supporters lined the road leading to his home at the beginning and eventually took up
space on private land that was made available to them across the street (Coates A14).
The mainstream media did not recognize a coordinated national anti-Iraq War movement
(Cappuccio 3; Edwards and Brozana 80), but the fact that it picked up on this campout
and covered it nationally gave Sheehan the recognition needed to become the face of the
anti-war sentiment. Without the attention that came from this contentious event, Sheehan
would not have been able to gain access to the mainstream media because of her limited
status as an ordinary person. Even though she was able to gain access to the media
during this event, her access to such a resource was still limited in comparison to those in
power. This event successfully focused attention on the anti-war stance on Iraq and is an
archetypal example of the concept of contentious rhetoric through visuals.
This selection of Sheehan‟s blogs and speeches along with her August 2005
campout demonstrate how Sheehan‟s rhetoric upholds the three specific characteristics of
contentious rhetoric: first, there must be a regular person confronting power; second,
there must be a political opening resulting from the desired change; and third there must
be restrictions on the regular person‟s ability to gain power and resources. As was
discussed in the contentious rhetoric conceptualization, there are also two broader
characteristics: the contention results in rhetorical repertoire and it must be sustained long
enough to create contentious politics, which can potentially lead to a social movement. If
the contention is sustained long enough a repertoire would be inevitable, but does
Sheehan sustain her contention long enough to create an anti-war movement in the
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United States? To better answer this question, it is important to define social movement,
explain what role Sheehan might have in her potential movement, and how her rhetoric is
all that is needed to determine these factors.
Social Movements, Rhetoric, and Leadership: A Literature Review
The next step in this discussion is to determine what a social movement is and
then explore the interplay with public address so that it can be determined if Sheehan is
actually a part of a movement or an isolated rhetorical event. A social movement can be
conceptualized as “an uninstitutionalized [sic] collectivity that mobilizes for action”
(Simons 36). In other words, a social movement is a group of people working together
outside the traditional governing system to garner supporters to participate in the action
to change something within that system (whether the action called for is a march, boycott,
or some other form of engagement). The collective action is the result of a call to action
by someone; somebody or a group of people had to speak out publicly to garner the
collective to gather and participate.
The conclusion that not all public address comes from within a social movement,
but all social movements are grounded in public address is supported by Morris and
Browne. They explain that social movements are rhetorical because they rely on the
leader‟s speeches to seek change through the use of argumentation and appeals (1).
Additional scholarship supports this position. Next, using the work of Charles Tilly, the
leading scholar on contentious politics, I will consider how a movement comes into
being. I will use that foundation to incorporate communication scholarship on rhetoric
within social movements, beginning with Leland Griffin‟s conceptualization of how a
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rhetorical scholar should study a social movement, and finally I will look at the leader of
a movement and his or her importance within the study of the rhetoric of each movement.
In From Mobilization to Revolution, Tilly explains that social movements are
really about power and politics in society. A movement can lead to questions about what
is right or wrong and what is justice or injustice (Tilly 5). These questions lead to
judgments about who has the right to act upon a wrong or injustice and what good it
really does to act. Of course, there is always resistance to a social movement. This
resistance usually comes from the government and is usually in the form of repression of
those involved in the movement (Tilly 106). The scale of that repression depends on the
relative power of the groups involved because members of the polity have more power
and experience less repression than challengers of the polity would have. This can be a
changing variable because challengers can become members of the polity through the
collective action that can result in a social movement (Tilly 115). If challengers do
become members, the repression does not end immediately because the members of the
polity will continue to defend against any loss of power that may result (Tilly 133) from
the change. For the collective action to mobilize and become a social movement, two
conditions are needed: challengers must be oppressed in some way and the opportunity
for change must exist (Tilly 189).
Tilly is cautious and asserts that these are all only theoretical claims because as
the world changes, so does its collective action (242). Scholars of social movements
should be aware of these changes and not judge a movement beyond its own time period.
Tilly states that there is only one constant in all movements that he has explored, and that
is the need for strong leadership with quality skills in communicating with the other
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challengers (204). It takes an ability to successfully use rhetoric to be able to reduce
competing claims and adjust to the changing levels of satisfaction among group members
to ensure the longevity that may be needed for a movement to mobilize fully and finally
succeed.
In 1952 Leland Griffin produced groundbreaking work on how rhetorical scholars
should study a social movement. In this work, he explains that a student of rhetoric
should explore a social movement in its entirety to be able to gain insight and
appreciation for the public address within the movement. He says that all too often a
scholar of rhetoric will focus on only one orator, but it is time to realize that there is a
unique process involved in exploring the multiple speakers, speeches, audiences, and
occasions of a complete movement (184). This may seem like an overwhelming task to a
rhetoric student, but Griffin details how to focus such a study. To reduce feelings of
being overwhelmed, you should be concerned only with attempts to create change
through the force of persuasion by isolating the rhetorical movement within the larger
social movement and its context (Griffin 184). Scholars should be interested in all
attempts to create change, not just the successful ones (Griffin 185). Unsuccessful
movements are important to study because they can lead to greater understanding of the
central problem of the orators within a movement of any cause: you must have the ability
“to move the public to the desired action before the point of alienation is reached” and
reactions against the social movement develop fully (Griffin 185). To observe all of this
in a social movement, scholars should approach the reading and analysis of discourse in a
chronological order to be able to clearly identify the effective and ineffective persuasive
techniques throughout the entire movement (Griffin186).
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Once the scholar has completed studying a rhetorical movement within a social
movement the scholar should begin his or her study with an introduction to the historical
and rhetorical background, but the body of the study should be “devoted to the
description, analysis, and criticism” of the rhetoric itself (Griffin 188). This type of study
should be concluded with a summary of any rhetorical pattern found and any other
significant findings worth noting. The end result should develop a “transcript” of the
social movement within its historical time that demonstrates how the role of rhetoric truly
has a vital function in society (Griffin 188).
While it is not possible to determine the specific intention(s) of a speaker and the
actual effects the messages have on the audience (Simons 35), rhetorical research of
social movements has grown since Griffin‟s article in 1952. One area of focus in the
available rhetorical scholarship on social movements is the role of the leader. Since
Cindy Sheehan is considered the “face” of the anti-Iraq War movement, it is appropriate
to explore the role of the leader.
If we take a step back and think about everything that Tilly and Griffin have given
as guides to studying social movements, it should begin to emerge that studying social
movement theory can help us understand and appreciate the role of public address
because it can help us begin to see the actual power that rhetoric can have on society.
The rhetoric used in protest is most often directed at those who are actually in power
(Gregg 46). Instead of using guns, bombs, and other forms of violence to create change,
we can see that public discourse can create desired changes in policies if the messages
gain support from enough dissenters to pressure those in power to recognize that the
change is necessary for a peaceful society. These changes have the power to raise
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questions of injustices, reduce repressions, and open doors for those kept outside the
polity.
When thinking about the role a leader plays within a collective seeking change,
Simons explains that there are three main criteria a leader must meet. First, “attract,
maintain, and mold workers (i.e. followers) into an efficiently organized unit” (37). The
most loyal of those followers will be willing to suffer any consequences for their actions
within the movement including, but not limited to, jail time if they break the law (Haiman
17); sometimes it is necessary to break local laws in order to obey higher civil laws and
many times when movement members are willing to suffer for those high civil laws it
sends a powerful message to the public and polity that the change is worth those
consequences (Haiman 18). Once the leader has obtained loyal people willing to work
for the movement‟s cause, the second requirement is to get the established structure to
adopt the movement‟s ideology into its ideals to create a harmonious living that includes
the desired changes. Finally, the third requirement for a leader of a social movement is to
be prepared to deal with any resistance that the existing structure and leadership might
display (Simons 37).
For leaders to be successful in maintaining a movement, they must be able to
adapt their messages to many audiences simultaneously (Simons 39). The concept of
multiple audiences has expanded and evolved as types of media have expanded and
evolved. The media can be viewed as a source for the movement‟s voice, and also a
potential effect of the movement (Morris and Browne 9). This is simply because the
media coverage may be giving the messages of the movement (and its leader) a larger
audience, but the media coverage may only occur if the movement‟s actions are
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newsworthy. This coverage of members‟ actions could be represented in either a positive
or negative light so this effect could be a benefit or a pitfall of the growing media
coverage available to the movement.
The media coverage may be a result of the type of rhetorical expression the
leadership of the movement and its members chose to utilize. Haiman explains that there
are three broad areas of criticism towards these rhetorical expressions of a social
movement (15). The first criticism is that the rhetorical expression breaks the law and
creates an atmosphere of anarchy. This perception of the movement‟s rhetorical
expression believes that the protestors take the laws into their own hands which could put
everybody‟s rights being in jeopardy. The second criticism is that the rhetorical
expression violates expectations of “an orderly society” (Haiman 15). According to this
criticism of rhetorical expressions in contemporary social movements, there is an
expectation of decorum by adhering to “rules” of time and place. The most unjustified of
which happens when the privacy of others has been violated by the protests (Haiman 15).
The third criticism Haiman discusses is the belief that the rhetoric of social movements
goes beyond rational discourse and becomes what is labeled as coercion (16). This
criticism takes the stance that the intention of movement leaders is not to communicate,
but to forcefully create the changes they demand (Haiman 17). While the risk of coercion
to create change is an obvious tactic used by unethical leaders of “movements”, more
often leaders and members use confrontation as a tactic to create change.
Scott and Smith explain that when confrontation is used, it is as a tactic to garner
attention, but without using proper decorum for the situation (33). This can lead to the
public having less trust in the movement so they are more likely to side with the status
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quo because they see the dissent as an inconvenience (Haiman 21). Often, when the
movement is not trusted by the public it is because coercion and confrontation create the
appearance that the group is only out to gain power for power sake, and not to better
society as a whole (Simons 38). If the “leader” expects to have any success within a
movement, he/she must be prepared to address these three main criticisms in some way;
usually through their rhetorical expressions and their actions. It is in the context of
movements that we must recognize that the actions can be rhetorical as well because the
act can be considered a form of discourse (Scott and Smith 33).
The leader is tapped to deal with the issue of reaching multiple audiences and
adapting, one of those audiences results from what is called an “ego-function” in being
the principle person of a movement (Gregg 47). Gregg asserts that the ego-function
results from one‟s self being his or her primary audience allowing for other audience
members to “identify with the rhetoric insofar as they share similar ego-concerns” (47);
so the leader‟s rhetoric is meant to develop and reaffirm his or her self-hood through
rhetorical expression and leads to identification with non-self audience members. The
references to selfhood are more evident in contemporary protest rhetoric, and normally
have one of three themes when in the protestor‟s rhetoric: proclaiming one‟s ego is
disenfranchised or even ignored, exaggeration of the ego‟s strengths and virtues, and
through attacks of the “enemy‟s” ignorance (Gregg 48).
These three ego-function characteristics tie into the characteristics of a social
movement‟s rhetoric and the characteristics found in the rhetoric of a movement‟s leader
once things are explored in detail. The exaggeration of the ego‟s strengths and virtues
aligns well with the leader establishing a movement‟s ideology, reducing competing
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claims to becoming a movement, and the leader exhibiting he or she is prepared for any
resistance that may occur. Finally, the third ego-function of attacking the enemy also
connects to reducing competing claims and being prepared for resistance. The enemy
attacks function also can be evident within rhetoric that exposes the movement‟s rhetoric
about opportunities for change and the leader‟s rhetoric used to attract members; to
convince audiences to become movement followers and to believe in what the movement
can do, the rhetoric must be able to tear down the opposition – the “enemy” is attacked.
As Morris and Browne explain, students who study the rhetoric of social
movements “understand that words are deeds, that language has force and effect in the
world” (1). The leaders of the movements are the ones responsible for those words being
used. While leaders should not expect high levels of control over the members of the
movements, they should expect the highest levels of resistance from outside the
movement (Simons 37). It may not always be evident that the outside forces are as
resistant just because force and violence are not being used; “civility and decorum serve
as masks for the preservation for injustice” (Scott and Smith 33).
In sum, if Sheehan is part of a movement, Sheehan‟s rhetoric must demonstrate
that she (and the collective) is oppressed in some way and there is an opportunity for
change. Sheehan‟s rhetoric must also be able to reduce competing claims to her stance
on the war and President Bush. The reason these traits should be evident in Sheehan‟s
rhetoric is that she is the movement leader. This also means her rhetoric should garner
support (it should be recruiting members to the movement), establish the movement‟s
ideological structure, and demonstrate preparation for the resistance she and the
movement will meet. If this is a movement and Sheehan is the leader, her rhetoric will
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achieve all these traits by adapting to many audiences, resisting criticism, taking
responsibility for the messages, and demonstrating the ego-function necessary to instill
identification with non-self audience members.
Social Movements, Rhetoric, and Leadership: Sheehan and the Peace Movement
To explore Sheehan‟s rhetoric through the lens of a social movement and her
leadership, I will consider the first and the last blogs she posted as the “face” of the antiIraq war protests. Her first blog, titled “An Open Letter to George W. Bush” was posted
on November 4, 2004; exactly seven months after the death of her son. Her farewell
piece, “Good Riddance Attention Whore” posted on May 28, 2007, Memorial Day.
Additional pieces that directly deal with movement concerns that have been selected for
this analysis include: “The Opposite of Good is Apathy”, “Open Letter to President
George W. Bush”, “Have You Lost Your Minds?”, “Hey George”, “Four Dead in Ohio”,
“Kent State 37 Years Later” (speech transcript), and the speech titled “Address to
Veterans for Peace Convention”. This analysis will begin by looking closely at her first
blog, then a thematic analysis of the movement rhetoric and Sheehan‟s leadership
rhetoric, and then finally a close look at her farewell blog.
In her first blog, the first open letter she wrote to President Bush, Sheehan is not
only questioning the president‟s leadership qualities and asserting her anti-war position,
but she is also introducing herself to the American public (and media). This act of
surfacing was the beginning of her public activism and what led to her being established
as the “face” of the protests. Since this blog is an open-letter to the president, it starts
with Sheehan addressing the “recipient”, but quickly moves into a discussion of the
burden Sheehan feels since losing her son in the war. The emotional, mental, and
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corresponding physical toll of losing her child is the first half of Sheehan‟s oppression.
The second part of the oppression that Sheehan expresses is about President Bush
abusing his power as president and not being held accountable. An example of this
oppression comes early in this blog when Sheehan asserts “It has been two days since
your dishonest campaign stole another election…You hardly had to get the Supreme
Court of the United States involved at all this week” (“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 3).
This statement is referencing Bush‟s controversial re-election in 2004 that mirrored the
controversy of his original election in 2000. Sheehan describes the controversial election
in 2000 in terms of theft by saying Bush “stole” the election.
Sheehan uses the controversies behind the elections as a foundation for expressing
how her oppression is not exclusively hers. There are many who have been harmed by
Bush‟s policies; in addition, since the war and Bush‟s election are both illegally gained, it
is necessary to take action. The opportunity is available should the U.S. citizens choose
to seize it. When it comes to that opportunity, Sheehan is first to admit that she doesn‟t
“have a Karl Rove to plan my strategy. But I do have a big mouth and a righteous cause,
which still mean something in this country, I hope” (“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 4).
After warning Bush that she was going to come after him, Sheehan gives more
explanation as to why she is going to fight him. She talks about watching her eldest child
go off to war, worrying about him while he was deployed, and then having military
officers coming to her door to confirm that her child is dead. She talks about Casey‟s
funeral, holding her other three children while they watch their older brother‟s coffin
lowered into the ground. She admits that this is all hard, but it is even harder because it is
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apparent that her son died because the elected leaders of the country lied to the citizens to
gain the necessary support to go to war in the first place.
At this point, Sheehan has attempted to demonstrate that oppression exists and
that there is an opportunity for change (votes being recounted, activism to change the
country‟s stance on war, and her additional goal of impeachment). The third requirement
for movement rhetoric is to reduce the effectiveness of competing claims. One of the
ways Sheehan addresses the competing claims in this inaugural piece is by stating that
she knows her goals are not easily obtained, but that she is willing to put forth the effort
to realize each of those goals. She states:
We are going to do everything in our power to have you impeached for
misleading the American people into a disastrous war and for misusing your
power as commander-in-chief. We are going to scream until our last breath to
bring the rest of our babies home from this quagmire of a war that you have
gotten our country into, before too many more families learn the true meaning of
hard work. We know it is going to be an uphill battle …we‟re not afraid of hard
work at all (“Not One More Mother‟s Child 5).
In this passage, Sheehan addresses many counter claims that might arise. These claims
include why we are at war; while many may say the U.S. invaded Iraq to defend
ourselves from WMDs, it was learned later that this was a misleading claim used to
ensure enough support for the initial invasion. Also, Sheehan is quick to say she is
aware of the challenges, but she and those who agree with her are not deterred by the
expected hardships and adversity ahead of them. She is refuting any competing claims
that she cannot handle the adversity that will be thrust upon her by addressing those
claims before they are made. Sheehan‟s efforts have addressed the three criteria of a
movement in her original blog posting. It is necessary to explore more to see if this is
sustained long enough for a movement to develop.
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As in the first piece, Sheehan demonstrates that there is oppression by describing
the burden of the emotional, mental, and physical troubles caused by the war and by
describing how those in power are abusing their authority and causing harm to society.
One example is when Sheehan brings up the hypocrisy of Bush and his administration
taking drastic measures to save the life of Terry Shiavo, but that they do not show the
same concern or compassion for those involved in the warfare. She asks her audience
“why does Terry Schiavo deserve life more than my son and the Iraqi people and the
other people that this war has killed” (“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 65) in an attempt
to show there is a blatant difference in how the soldiers‟ and Iraqis‟ families are treated
compared to that of Schiavo‟s family. Sheehan talks about the death tolls several times,
and always with the same point as in her comparison to Schiavo: how can one death ever
be considered worth it? She tells Bush and her audience of the tears she has shed, the
pain she has felt, and the lack of understanding as to why she (or any other mother) has to
go through this because Bush refuses to discuss the war‟s purpose with her. She tells
Bush in another open-letter that “I am spending the day crying on a plane on my way to
Crawford, coming again to ask for a meeting” (“Dear President Bush” 85). Not only is
the fact that she and other families have gone through the strife of losing a loved one, but
another part to this oppression is that there are people who should be held accountable in
these deaths but have avoided prosecution because of their authority or position. While
speaking at Kent State Sheehan proclaims that “no one was ever punished for the crimes
against humanity that were perpetrated here …wearing a uniform, badge, or a fivethousand dollar suit does not give a person the right or authority to kill another human
being” (“Kent State 37 Years Later”). She is showing that when others are responsible
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for the death of anybody, they should be held accountable. The fact that there are
examples of leaders and those who are working for the leaders who have gotten away
with what she calls “murder” and “crimes against humanity” demonstrates that ordinary
citizens are being oppressed by those in power.
Another example of oppression is her inability to gain access to Bush in the first
place. It is because of this that she decided to camp out in Crawford, Texas for an entire
month: “when they say he‟s not coming out, I‟m going to set up my tent there until he
comes out to talk to me. I have the whole month of August off, just like him. It‟s just the
way it worked out” (“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 67). Sheehan waited for 26 days in
the August heat in hopes of speaking with the president, but was denied access. She was
treated with an unjust cruelty when all she wanted was a chance to speak with the
president and was repeatedly denied. She was treated like a second class citizen by the
highest level elected public servant in the country, the president. Sheehan realizes these
limits on her ability, and takes to her speeches and blogs to express what she would like
to say to the president and reassure her audience that she is not oblivious to these
restrictions that have oppressed her. She says “we don‟t have the firepower that they do
and we have no soldiers or generals…we need to forge a non-violent resolution for peace
and struggle…so eventually we will prevail” (“Kent State 37 Years Later”). She cannot
gain access to the president because of her stance on the war, and she knows she does not
have the ability to literally go to war with the president and his administration because of
her limitations as an ordinary citizen; but to Sheehan, that is no reason to stop fighting for
liberty from these restraints placed upon her to reach the goal of peace in society.
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One thing to note in Sheehan‟s demonstration of oppression is her ability to take
on a fully maternal approach to her son, all other soldiers, and the Iraqis as well. In a
third open-letter to Bush, she asks “how could we allow you to demonize the Iraqi and
Afghani children in order to make Americans feel safer,” (“Hey George”)? This
statement calls them all children, but the children were not used in the demonization to
make the Americans feel safer. Sheehan‟s assertion not only redefines the people of
these country as children, but she redefines them all as victims of Bush‟s policies and
actions which means they were not able to stand up for themselves because they have
been oppressed by the aggressors. This maternal perspective comes out multiple times in
defining the oppression that has taken place under Bush‟s leadership; Sheehan goes so far
as to say that this one president‟s actions have put her children and any unborn
grandchildren she may have in danger because Americans now have new enemies. She
even claims her great-grandchildren will be repaying the debt the invasion of Iraq has
caused (“Hey George”).
The final example of how Sheehan demonstrates that there is oppression is an
abstract concept. Sheehan spoke at Kent State at the commemoration of the Kent State
Massacre on May 4, 2007; 37 years after the four students were killed by National
Guardsmen during an anti-Vietnam war protest. This particular oppression is that of
hatred. Sheehan tells us that we are indoctrinated into hating “enemies” each time an
unjust war like the ones in Iraq or Vietnam occurred and it is time to release that anger
and begin to live in peace. She tells her audience at Kent State that:
[T]his force is hatred fueled by ignorance; hatred exploited by the corporate war
machine and hatred perpetuated by the corporate prostitutes that run our
government. Hatred that is systemic and endemic in our society because we don‟t
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see the other side as human – or we see our “enemies” as less human ourselves
(“Kent State 37 Years Later”).
She explains as this speech goes on that this hatred is fed by greed by those who earn
financial gains by continuing the war efforts, but that these financial gains should not be
considered more important that protecting the lives of “our children” (“Kent State 37
Years Later”). Returning to the maternal perspective, Sheehan wants her audience to see
that each person should be angered that their lives are altered by the death of a loved one
in a war while the people responsible for the war are financially rewarded, not held
accountable, and feeding the citizens the myth of the “enemy” to maintain the support
necessary to continue the war. This anger being taught by keeping the “enemy” faceless
is oppressing the American people because it is a burden to speak out against such a
widely held belief that has consequences for denying (it equates to the Red Scare, the fear
of communism during the Cold War, where people were punished for being accused of
having communist ties).
The second requirement for Sheehan‟s efforts to be considered a movement is that
an opportunity for change must exist. The most obvious opportunity for change in a
democratic society is through the election process, but Sheehan expands on that obvious
opportunity by asserting additional opportunities available to citizens. One of her
shortest blogs addresses one example of an opening in an open-letter she wrote to
members of congress in 2005. She asks these elected officials: “When are you all going
to take back your constitutional authority from the maniac in the White House? If you all
won‟t protect us, who will” (“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 48)? She continues along
this same line when she says “You in fact are complicit in stealing our freedoms by
extending the unconstitutional and unpatriotic Patriot Act. Have you all lost your minds”
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(“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 48)? In this particular piece, the opportunity for
change is directly in the hands of the members of congress and whether they are willing
to stand up against the president. Part of the assertion is to persuade those in congress to
take this opportunity and do something with it, but another part of this assertion is to
make voters aware that congress has not only removed some of the citizens‟ civil liberties
with the Patriot Act, but that they have the power to bring humanity back to our
leadership if they are willing to take it.
Making the voters aware of these things is a means to pressure congress because
those voters could vote not to re-elect any of its representatives and so those in office
should take more time to listen to his or her constituents before making any more
decisions. This approach is also evident in other examples of Sheehan‟s rhetoric
including her blog “Hey George” where she asserts:
I hope Congress wakes up and finally does the right thing by impeaching you and
the rest of the liars in your administration. The world can‟t wait much longer for
justice. If Congress won‟t do the right thing, then I hope my fellow citizens
whom you have also endangered by your callous and careless mis-leadership
wake up and overwhelmingly fire Congress and replace them with a new
Congress that will do what we hire them to do: uphold the Constitution and
protect our rights (“Hey George”).
Sheehan is asking the members of Congress to act in favor of her position, and if they are
not willing for voters to change who is actually in office through the power of election.
While she regularly calls out the elected officials, it is only with her goals in mind. She
tells the members of congress that “it is time that people on both sides of the aisle stop
playing their bloody games” (“Four Dead in Ohio”); there is an opportunity for members
of congress to take action and work together to correct the issues with the war, Bush, and
his administration if they can just cross party-lines and work together in unison. The
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main opportunities available to create change are through these two means, and Sheehan
is tapping into it through her rhetoric.
Beyond these two means of change, Sheehan also addresses one more opening
that creates an opportunity for change if her audience is willing to hear what she is
saying. This opening is the apathy that exists within each person who may not want to
speak up or act out because of fear of retribution by those in favor of the status quo.
When Sheehan addresses this opportunity for change, it is not always directly stated. In
one blog, she states that “the longer we let the administration of Cheney and Bush to
continue, the more our collective humanity is damaged…candlelight vigils do very little
to stop …the war criminals in D.C.” (“Dear President Bush” 108). She is not directly
telling her audience that there is an opportunity for change, but it is implied in her point
that there is an opportunity to quit being apathetic to the situation and speak out against
the government and its war policies. Sheehan repeats this theme several times in her
rhetoric when she calls her audience to action, asking them to seek out the opportunities
for change within themselves as much as the opportunities to change society as a whole.
The third trait required for this to be a part of a potential social movement is the
necessary use of rhetoric to reduce or counter competing claims. The two most common
competing claims made to an anti-war stance are that we should not question our
government officials and that the war is for a worthy cause. Reacting to comments
President Bush made in a televised interview, Sheehan tells her readers that “I don‟t want
to see one more flag draped coffin…He/she did not die to protect me and I don‟t want to
be safe if it means the death of one of our precious commodities: a part of the future of
our country” (“Hey George”). Sheehan is not only questioning what the president has
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said, but also is countering it by expressing her opinions about the sacrifices and reasons
why the violent conflict exists.
Sheehan cites Bush saying that a group of marines “died for a noble cause” and
that completing the outlined mission in Iraq is necessary to “honor the sacrifices of the
ones who have fallen” (“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 65). She counters by saying that
the only way to honor her son and other fallen soldiers is to bring the rest of them home
instead of risking more lives. Sheehan‟s rebuttal to the honor of completing the mission
is very clear, “I don‟t want him using my son‟s death or my family‟s sacrifice to continue
the killings…They sent these honorable people to die and are so dishonorable
themselves” (“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 65).
Another component of the counter arguments that the war was being fought for a
noble cause goes back to the attacks on September 11th. Many who would counter
Sheehan claim that the invasion and war in Iraq was to retaliate for the hijacked planes
used as weapons on the U.S.‟s soil. Sheehan quickly deals with this competing claim by
asking a simple question, “were any of the people who flew planes into the World Trade
Center from Iraq” (“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 68). Posed as a rhetorical question,
the answer is implied: No. The terrorists that hijacked the planes were not Iraqis, so why
was the U.S. invading, occupying, and fighting a war in Iraq?
In these examples other traits are drawn out as well. Sheehan was labeled by the
media and society as the “face” of the protests and it is necessary to explore her rhetoric
to see if she fulfills the characteristics of the conceptualization of the leader that was
discussed in the literature. Those three characteristics include being able to attract and
maintain members, establish and adopt the movement‟s ideology, and be prepared for
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resistance. Some of the examples already given demonstrate these qualities in Sheehan‟s
rhetoric and will be discussed in this analysis, but there are also additional components of
Sheehan‟s rhetoric that specifically demonstrate the traits of a movement‟s leader.
When it comes to Sheehan actively recruiting and maintaining members the call
to actions already discussed are the first examples, but there are many more examples
within this selection of pieces. In 2005, Sheehan is direct when she says that “We have
to get the people of this country off their butts” (“Not One More Mother‟s Child” 68).
Sheehan‟s words state that she wants more citizens to stand up and speak out or do
something to demonstrate their own anger with the Iraq War. When discussing this same
notion in a 2006 blog, Sheehan is again direct when she states, “If we don‟t get off our
collective apathetic and complacent backsides to stop the barbaric killing in Iraq, when
will the next candlelight vigil be?” (“Dear President Bush” 108). She goes on in this blog
to give her readers reasons to join her efforts that include the more than 30,000 who have
died, the need to use the war money to care for those in need in the U.S., and the loss of
civil liberties to Americans as the war progresses (Sheehan, “Dear President Bush” 109).
Thematically, the majority of Sheehan‟s efforts to recruit more people to join in the
protests stem from not wanting to remain apathetic, to prevent additional deaths, to
protect their own rights, and to hold Bush responsible for his lies and actions causing this
war.
The establishment of an ideological structure means establishing the goals, aims,
and expectations so everybody involved can get on the same page. It is obvious the main
goals of the movement are to achieve peace (end the war) and impeach Bush. Sheehan
demonstrates this ideological structure in many of the passages already discussed; she
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calls for an end to the war, end to violent military action, and an end to Bush‟s presidency
because she deliberately and without hesitation blames him for the entire situation –
including the death of her son. One additional aspect of the ideology, possibly the most
polarizing, is Sheehan‟s desire to hold those she feels are responsible for the war and the
deaths accountable by trying them for committing war crimes against humanity. Sheehan
tells her Kent State audience in 2007 that she is “not only in favor of impeaching George
Bush and Dick Cheney, but of trying them for war crimes and locking them both up”
(“Kent State 37 Years Later”). While many might agree that war is wrong or that they do
not like a particular president, it is an unprecedented claim that the president should be
charged with crimes against humanity for declaring war.
Sheehan continues in this speech to further establish her expectations for their
efforts when she says:
...an “anti-war movement” is basically a self-destructive movement, because
when our objectives are achieved, the movement is over…we must call ourselves
a “peace” movement so our movement will never end. There will always be a
need for people who commit their lives to peace (“Kent State 37 Years Later”).
Though it is necessary to end the war, Sheehan wants the members she is recruiting to
view what they are doing as part of the peace movement instead of the anti-war
movement so that there is a reason to exist after the Iraq War ends; being specific in the
chosen terminology creates an opportunity for their work to continue after the war ends
because there is always a need for continued peace.
Finally, Sheehan‟s rhetoric must demonstrate a preparedness to handle resistance.
Much of this was demonstrated in Sheehan‟s responses to counter claims, but additional
resistance exists beyond competing claims and Sheehan addresses these concerns at
various points in her rhetoric. One example of the other forms of resistance includes her
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many arrests while protesting, “as MoveOn.org was holding candlelight vigils…I and
two dozen others were being arrested in front of the White house while protesting”
(“Dear President Bush” 107). Being arrested for protesting is just one of these other
forms of resistance that a leader has to be prepared to deal with. Sheehan addresses such
resistance clearly when she tells her audiences that “We will not stop until the war does”
(“Dear President Bush” 110). Sheehan recognizes the resistance that she may endure
attempting to achieve her goals while protesting, but she appears willing to deal with
such resistance as it develops because she believes in the necessity of her mission.
Sheehan announced her retirement from the protest life on May 28, 2007 in an
open letter titled “Good Riddance, Attention Whore”. This is a clear and natural stopping
point to studying Sheehan‟s rhetoric as it pertains to the existence of a movement. Even
though she continues to tour and speak, she is no longer actively protesting the Iraq War
(which has officially ended) or President Bush (who is no longer in office). This piece
can be viewed as a culmination of everything Sheehan went through since November
2004 when she began speaking out against the war including the personal losses, name
calling, the vindictive media coverage of her activities and motives, and her final
condemnation of the entire American political system and American citizens for not
doing more to end the war. This is a condemnation that truly embraces her entire protest
“career” and is a final emotional response to the situation that has surrounded her. While
her first blog established her goals and mission and previewed what was to come, this
blog expresses her disappointment in the lack of success; Sheehan not only bids farewell,
but takes the time to condemn those who hindered the progress she strove to make.
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Instead of asserting her preparation for any resistance she may face, Sheehan
opens this blog by discussing the actual resistance she faced and the damage it caused her
and her family. She states that “I have endured a lot of smear and hatred since Casey was
killed and especially since I became the so-called “Face” of the American anti-war
movement” (“Good Riddance Attention Whore”). Not only does she revert back to the
terms anti-war instead of peace while talking about the movement, but she continues by
giving detailed description of being trashed, the name calling, and eventually how the
entire experience since Casey‟s death has affected her family.
Sheehan continues detailing the situation when she explains that she was finally
willing to voice a decision she made after a year-long deliberation. The decision includes
some “heartbreaking conclusions”. The first of Sheehan‟s conclusions is that she
believed that there was a political opening for change through the Democratic Party if “I
limited my protests to George Bush and the Republican Party…However, when I started
to hold the Democratic Party to the same standards …support for my cause started to
erode and the “left” stated labeling with the same slurs that the right used” (“Good
Riddance Attention Whore”). Sheehan felt that with no opportunity for change, she had
no choice but to “retire”.
She even expresses disappointment in the lack of understanding from politicians
about what she was fighting for, asserting “no one paid attention to me when I said that
the issue of peace and people dying for no reason is not a matter or „right or left‟, but
„right and wrong”” (“Good Riddance Attention Whore”). This statement makes it clear
that there was not only less opportunity for change than what might have been believed
during those two and a half years she was protesting, but also that the ideology of the
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movement was lost in the partisan bickering that appeared to be taking place with
Sheehan being used as a pawn by both parties to create more competing claims than she
was able to refute publicly.
After detailing more of the competing claims and resistance that were used
against her, Sheehan expresses that her second conclusion in all of this is that “if I am
doing what I am doing because I am an „attention whore‟ then I really need to be
committed” (“Good Riddance Attention Whore”). She talks about just how much she
invested in trying to mobilize against the war, the president, and against future military
action by detailing how she spent all the money she had during this time, how her
marriage came to an end because of conflicts over her protests, how the lifestyle
deteriorated her health, and all the death threats and names that were thrown at her.
While thinking about all that she had put herself through and feeling that the
country was ungrateful, she details her “most devastating conclusion” about the entire
situation:
Casey did indeed die for nothing…killed by his own country…Casey died for a
country which cares more about who will be the next American Idol than how
many people will be killed in the next few months while Democrats and
Republicans play politics with human lives. It is so painful to me to know that I
bought into this system for so many years and Casey paid the price for that
allegiance. I failed my boy and that hurts the most (“Good Riddance Attention
Whore”).
Sheehan is describing very personal emotions in this particular moment because she feels
she not only failed to achieve her goals of ending the war, but she also feels she failed her
son and cost him his life. This is her last attempt to counter the claims of the “noble
cause” that the U.S. military was fighting for in Iraq. She admitted defeat by
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acknowledging that there is no such cause and there is no leadership in the country taking
responsibility.
Sheehan wraps up this retirement blog by addressing the members of the
movement she worked so hard to recruit; those people who were necessary to help put
pressure on the elected officials to change the status quo. Sheehan not only releases them
from the movement, but she makes an attack on their lack of ability to work as a unit.
She explains that she “tried to work within a peace movement that often puts personal
egos above peace and human life…It is hard to work for peace when the very movement
that is named after it has so many divisions” (“Good Riddance Attention Whore”).
Sheehan realizes that it has become impossible to achieve the goals of the movement if
the people within it are not willing to compromise and work together.
Sheehan‟s announcement of the decision she made was simple, but perfectly
clear. She tells her readers that “I am going to take whatever I have left and go
home…This is my resignation letter as the “face” of the American anti-war movement”
(“Good Riddance Attention Whore”). She does not say that she is done protesting, but
does explain that she is going to move on from the movement. She closes by bidding
farewell and saying “Good-bye America…you are not the country that I love and I finally
realized no matter how much I sacrifice, I can‟t make you be that country unless you
want it. It‟s up to you now” (“Good Riddance Attention Whore”). Sheehan‟s entire blog
is her means to communicate her disappointment in how things have worked out over the
thirty months she actively protested the war and President Bush. She expresses her
exasperation with the resistance she encountered from the elected politicians, the people
who protested with her, and with those who remained apathetic to the cause. She
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expresses sorrow for feeling as though she failed her own child because she was unable
to avenge his death and bring home the rest of the troops. Most strikingly, Sheehan
conveys a description of the experience that opens up the question of whether or not this
was ever successful enough to be called a social movement with all the unfortunate
experiences of failure she describes.
Conclusion
While Sheehan‟s protests fulfill the criteria for this to be considered contentious
rhetoric, questions still remain whether or not this can be considered a social movement.
This chapter started with a discussion of contentious politics and contentious rhetoric, but
has yet to answer the question of whether or not Sheehan‟s contentious rhetoric was
sustained long enough to develop a repertoire and create contentious politics which could
eventually lead to a social movement. There is no defined or set number of rhetorical
pieces necessary to create a repertoire, but Sheehan was actively protesting for her
defined goals and aims from November 4, 2004 until May 28, 2007. She blogged, spoke
publicly, published books, gave interviews, and protested on a daily basis for over two
and a half years. Though not all of her speeches were recorded or transcribed, it is
possible that she created over nine hundred pieces in that time period. I would argue that
this number is certainly large enough to call it a repertoire. I would also argue that her
contentious rhetoric did develop into contentious politics simply by the fact she
developed a repertoire of contentious rhetoric and because activist organizations resulted
from her initial efforts including the twenty-six day campout that turned into Camp
Casey, the Gold Star Families for Peace, and the Bring Them Home Now Tour.
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The question that remains is whether or not Sheehan was leading a social
movement. Even though Sheehan asks her supporters to redefine what they are doing as
part of a peace movement instead of an anti-war movement that does not mean that a
movement actually existed. After studying the literature and reading and analyzing
Sheehan‟s rhetoric, I have come to three separate, yet related, conclusions. First, because
of Sheehan‟s self-announced retirement in May 2007, the dissent was not maintained
long enough to result in a successful social movement. Though she may have called it a
movement and believed it was one, it cannot be considered a stand-alone social
movement. There are a few reasons I argue that this is not a movement starting with two
glaring concerns.

First, because she did not gain enough support to force me to include

rhetoric by other activists to understand the full situation this fails to meet the criteria for
a social movement. Griffin explains that it is necessary to study multiple speakers and
participants to study a social movement (184). Even though Sheehan‟s rhetoric can be
isolated so it can be identified as a rhetorical movement, it cannot be joined with any
other notable protesters to provide for an independent movement. My second reason why
this cannot be called a movement is that it fails to meet any of Sheehan‟s stated goals
during the two and a half years she actively protested. Had this activism resulted in some
success I might conclude differently, but based on the historical facts and rhetoric
involved, this is not a social movement.
With this conclusion in mind, I reflect back on Griffin‟s groundbreaking work on
how a student of rhetoric should study a social movement. Griffin tells his readers that it
is just as important to study failed movements, but in either case, the student should
isolate the rhetorical movement within the larger context and explore multiple speakers
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within the attempted social movement (184). With these ideas from Griffin, studying
Sheehan remains important because she did attempt a rhetorical movement, although it
did not succeed.
My third conclusion from these analyses may seem contradictory to my assertion
that this is not a movement. While I believe that Sheehan has enough of a personal
repertoire to constitute a rhetorical movement but failed to drum up enough support and
success to have created a social movement, I would also argue that Sheehan‟s work could
be placed within the already existing peace movement because her message aligns with
so many who have come before her. The campout in Crawford, Texas did attract media
attention to Sheehan and combined with her rhetorical repertoire does make Sheehan
worth a rhetorical study, but there are limits to what was achieved. This event did lead to
a shift in public opinion, polls showed Americans felt Sheehan should be granted her
request for a meeting with President Bush, and it is described as the moment when the
“antiwar movement had been restored in the public eye, not as a group of chronic
complainers, but as an instrument to interrogate the powerful with a persistent question –
What noble cause” – to which there was no answer (Hayden 151). The observation that
this was a moment for the movement to be “restored” supports my conclusion that this
was not a stand-alone movement, but part of a larger event in the history of the United
States. A peace movement has existed in the United States for many generations; I have
previously outlined how numerous women have aligned with its ideals since at least
World War I when Jane Addams spoke out against the U.S.‟s entrance into combat
efforts.
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Tracing women‟s peace activism since 1915 demonstrated that the rhetoric of
these women include four themes including the use of motherhood as credibility, attacks
on traditional patriarchy and the American political system, cultural preservation, and
total prevention of all wars. While this exploration of Sheehan‟s rhetoric through the lens
of contentious rhetoric and social movement discourse has begun to highlight her use of
these themes without directly discussing them at this point, the following chapters will
consider the use of these themes in more detail, starting first with her use of motherhood
as her credibility for making arguments against the war.
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Chapter 4
The Role of Motherhood: Cindy Sheehan’s Motherist Rhetoric
Every person has a mother and every person needs to be mothered (Tonn 15).
“There is a commonly held ideal of what a mother should be and how a mother should
act” (Cappuccio 4). A mother is “loving, gentle, tender, self-sacrificing, devoted, limited
in interests to creating a haven for her family” (Bernard 12). This commonly held image
is based on the traditional view of a woman‟s role, the role of child-bearer. The image of
a childless adult woman is unthinkable (Stearney 148) so women are seen as bearers
instead. The role of child-bearer transitions naturally into child-raiser and as a person
raising the children, a mother has three demands that she must meet. These demands are
“for preservation, growth, and social acceptability…to be a mother is to be committed to
meeting these demands by works of preservation love, nurturance, and training”
(Ruddick 17).
Before the United States was an independent country, the colonists used the role
of mother to advance political ideology. The role of mother having a function in the
political culture and in the promotion of that ideology is not silly (Kerber 204). It should
be viewed as real and as a potentially powerful tool in American society. The manner in
which the woman was defined reflected the ancient “Spartan Mother who raised sons
prepared to sacrifice themselves to the good of the polis” (Kerber 188). Women were
expected to represent and symbolize the values of the republican government and
influence their children and husbands by exemplifying such ideals; in essence, the
republican mother existed within an ideology that naturally combined the private and
public spheres (List 67). Since “women have long been attributed the role of transmitters
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of culture and symbols of nation or community” (Amnesty International USA), this
influence could be vital for the spreading of patriotism and nationalism.
In the conceptualization of the republican mother, motherhood itself is necessary
to gain support for war efforts (Cappuccio 4). In contrast to the republican mother who
supports the republic‟s war efforts, early women activists used their natural maternal
roles to develop ethos for their protests (Tonn 2). Both sides of the country‟s military
agenda, pro and anti-war, use the universal concepts of mother and motherhood to
advance their position. This dual image of mother has the potential to create controversy
in each of its uses depending on how the audience constructs the role of mother; both
uses of motherhood have their theoretical basis for existing and need to be examined
more closely.
I concluded already that Sheehan‟s protests did not equate to her own movement,
but that she could and should be considered a part of a larger women‟s peace movement.
This conclusion can be supported by observing how her rhetoric aligns with the protests
of women during past wars. Since her protests started in 2004, Sheehan‟s rhetoric has
regularly been consistent with the four themes of American women‟s anti-war activism
that include: the use of motherhood, attacks on patriarchy (and the American political
system as a whole), preservation of all cultures, and total prevention of all war. While
these themes have already started to become noticeable in the rhetoric that was examined
to determine Sheehan‟s position within a social movement, her contention through these
themes needs to be explored more closely.
Each of these four themes works in conjunction with the others. However, the use
of motherhood as an anti-war argument stands slightly outside the lines. Attacking the
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political system, arguing to preserve other cultures, and fighting for the prevention of all
war are directly damaging to the war and war decision maker by focusing on the reasons
we are at war, the effects war has on the world, and how war should be stopped in its
entirety. In contrast, the argument of motherhood is more indirect. The activists are
arguing that because they are able to bear children, they are given the authority and
responsibility to protect those children which would mean the mother would be against
the potential dangers of sending those children to war. In the end, this argument is not
about the politics, the effects, or directly about the war itself; this is about the children
and preserving their lives.
For women, the motherhood argument becomes a primary argument out of the
four themes in anti-war protest rhetoric. It becomes the foundation in such a way that I
would contend that the argument of motherhood can be seen as part of each of the three
remaining themes. This chapter will explore the concept of motherhood as it transforms
from traditionally supporting war efforts to a motherist rhetoric that is fundamentally
anti-war. First, I will describe the concepts of motherhood and motherist rhetoric and
then I will explore how Sheehan incorporates these in her protest rhetoric. This analysis
of Sheehan‟s use of motherhood will focus on her blogs titled “Open Letter to George
Bush‟s Mama” and “A Mother‟s Pain”, plus her speech titled “Not One More Mother‟s
Child”. Examples from her other pieces will also be used as necessary to show how
Sheehan uses motherhood as an argument. This analysis will also explore how the use of
motherhood is a primary argument, but does not exclude uses of the three additional
themes of women‟s peace movement rhetoric.
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Motherhood and Motherist Rhetoric: A Literature Review
Stemming from the Revolutionary War, an evolving version the republican
mother has been used by the U.S. government, the U.S. media, and the U.S. military to
generate support for various war efforts. The ideology of the republican mother
illustrates one juncture in the acquisition of political roles for women in American history
(Kerber 203). In order for this to succeed, the military must be constructed through
gendered terms. “The woman traditionally stays home; the man is at war…these
gendered constructions are so commonplace they seem unnoticeable to the general
public” (Cappuccino 4). This notion reinforces the social construction of gender and
maintains men‟s roles of warrior which is masculine, and women‟s femininity that results
in what the male warrior is fighting for (Howard and Prividera, “Rescuing Patriarchy”
89). The man is masculine and goes to war to protect the feminine woman, an image
that has endured and has been reinforced throughout the history of war (Nantais and Lee
1889). This dyad requires both gendered roles to impact the war efforts and the
militarization of the country; the masculine male soldier and the feminine wife and/or
mother waiting at home needing the protection of that soldier (Cappuccio 4). From this
perspective, the entire military system relies on the women of the country obliging these
roles at home and supporting the system (Sjoberg and Via 233).
When the military constructed in gendered terms is combined with the universal
image of the ideal mother, the outcome is the ideal wartime mother. The militarized role
placed on women during wartime is that of wife and/or mother “waiting for the return of
their beloved soldier/hero” (Cappuccio 4). Often, the media constructs maternal images
that have the potential to evoke emotions to gain support for the war; they are presented
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as images of patriotism or symbolism of support, but some view them as “the militarized
government and politicians exploit the link between motherhood and militarism”
(Cappuccio 5). Others would argue that it is the military and government‟s recognition
of the impact the traditional family has on society because these gendered roles give the
soldiers something worth fighting for (Sjoberg and Via 232); their doting mothers at
home. While Cappuccio calls this exploitation, Kerber argues this is more about
developing a role for women in politics. Even if women were not considered equal
citizens to men, they could be a part of the system by raising a patriotic son to serve in
the military (Kerber 204-5).
According to Cappuccio, the wartime republican mother is categorized in two
ways; as the supporter/caregiver or as the representative/proud mother (6). The
supporter/caregiver is aligned with Howard and Prividera‟s caretaker archetype; the
caretaker “encourages patriarchal militarism by promoting women to serve in the roles
that support the military mission” (“Rescuing Patriarchy” 90). The caregiver/supporter
mother is able to improve morale through emotional support for the soldier-sons
(Cappuccio 7); this is her way of supporting the military. Kaplan argues that “Women‟s
psychological development prepares them to be connected caretakers” (123). DeGroot
explains that it is a widely held belief that women are “genetically programmed” to be
caregivers (23), making this a natural role for women in society and as a republican
mother.
The representative/proud mother is constructed through the mother‟s own
storytelling of her soldier-son. “Often the mother as reasoner [sic] explains her soldierchild‟s service…even posthumously” (Cappuccio 7). Women are not traditionally
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perceived as being physically and mentally capable of being good soldiers because they
are weaker than men; women are viewed as being unable to summon the aggression
necessary to be warrior hero (DeGroot 23). Since the woman is unable to be the soldier,
she must be patriotic and supportive in other ways like the proud mother who recounts
her son‟s actions without any shame. The proud/representative mother attempts to justify
the war efforts and give evidence to the child‟s love of country by providing the
reasoning, stories, and testimony that is needed (Cappuccio 7). In either role, the mother
is supporting the soldiers and the war from her home, she is the republican mother.
As previously mentioned, there are three maternal goals for the mother: to keep
the child alive, promote positive development, and create a group identity the child
becomes socially responsible for (Ruddick 17). After discussing the basic
conceptualization of the republican mother, a clear contradiction exists. According to
Tonn, the mother‟s primary matter is to preserve her child‟s life (5); so how can a mother
willingly support the idea of her sons going off to war and protect her children at the
same time?
If the maternal person seeks to ensure these goals, she is considered nurturing.
Because of their biological connection to motherhood, women are seen as maternal which
means they are kind, vulnerable, and naturally nurturing (Howard and Prividera,
“Rescuing Patriarchy” 90). The maternal also has a love for her child that involves a
“fierce protection of children, often at any cost” (Tonn 3). A woman‟s motherhood is
after all, exemplified by her distinctive ability to care for and nurture children (Stearney
145). This natural need for the maternal to nurture results in a need to protect that can be
most often discernible when the physical and/or psychological survival of children is
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threatened. It is when these circumstances arise that the maternal persona, normally
nurturing, is likely to become confrontational; this confrontational nurturing persona has
been labeled militant motherhood (Tonn 3).
According to Tonn, militant motherhood “is grounded both in physical care and
protection and in a feminine rhetorical style that is at once affirming and confrontational”
(3); a balance between being a nurturer and an activist. The stylistic devices of a militant
mother‟s rhetoric include personal experience and provocation, narratives, familiar terms
of addressing others, ad hominem attacks, empathy, shaming, and the use of audience
ratification (Tonn 3). These factors create a paradox of maternal thinking. This paradox
exists because the ideal mother usually leans towards a “politics of peace,” but the
protective maternal goal causes the mother to be “militaristic” (Ruddick 136).
In reality, this idea of a militant mother violates the conceptualization of the ideal
mother because it means the mother has participated in masculine activities by being
confrontational and militaristic (Howard and Prividera, “Rescuing Patriarchy” 90). The
militant mother, unlike the republican mother, dissents from the dominant patriarchal
society and her form of motherhood maintains resistance against anything that may
threaten her children. “Militant protective love, then, necessarily broadens the maternal
„ethic of care‟ beyond its genteel moorings to include aggressive confrontation and
occasional bodily risk” (Tonn 5). This act of protection reverses the conventional roles
where the mother was at home in need of protection. She is now the one who is doing the
protecting. In an added element of protection, militant mothers would “not only confront
their children‟s enemy, but must also train their children to do likewise if the threat they
face is ongoing and systematic” (Tonn 5). The mother is not only protecting her children,
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but she is also preparing them to battle their enemies when needed. This is a clear
violation of the feminine gender role for women who should be waiting at home in need
of protection from their soldier-sons.
With two drastically different conceptualizations of motherhood, it is no wonder
that this is a contentious argument for women to use. The socially constructed version of
mother is that of the republican mother. She is supportive of the republic, in this case of
the United States‟ patriarchal system. She supports war efforts by willingly and
expectedly sending her sons off to be soldiers with their lives in potential danger. She
prepares these sons for this service by embodying the republic‟s form of patriotism so as
to teach her sons by example. This version of mother, however, contradicts the goals of
motherhood, specifically the goal of keeping the children alive. This theoretically
developed role of mother and her focus on protection creates the opportunity for the
militant mother to arise. This militant mother is one who must learn the art of balancing
between the feminine maternal roles of child-bearer and child-raiser with the militant
roles of protection, contention, dissent, and activism.
As these two versions are clearly in conflict with one another, they are also
evidence of how the acceptable role of woman has evolved throughout history. It is only
natural that women would want to encompass the power of the mother in the arguments
they make, both pro and anti-war. In the anti-war protests of American women, the use
of motherhood is only one of four major themes identified in a historical look at their
rhetoric. While these four themes are all necessary, the use of motherhood is the primary
argument and needs to be examined in Sheehan‟s rhetoric more closely. While the focus
is motherhood, it will be seen in this analysis that these four themes work in conjunction
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with one another. While Sheehan is using her own motherhood as her argument for
ending the Iraq War, she is simultaneously attacking the political system, arguing to
preserve other cultures, and fighting for the prevention of all war.
Sheehan’s Use of Motherhood and Motherist Rhetoric: A Rhetorical Analysis
Sheehan‟s rhetoric is that of a mother. More specifically, Sheehan‟s rhetoric
illustrates Tonn‟s concept of militant motherhood in that Sheehan‟s rhetoric is focused
around “physical care and protection in a feminine rhetorical style” (Tonn 3). This
approach allows a woman to adopt a nurturing stance toward children while adopting a
confrontational stance toward outside threats at the same time. Tonn asserts that the
rhetoric of militant motherhood may include a combination of “personal experience and
personal provocation, narrative and inductive structures, intimate and familial terms of
address and ad hominem attacks, empathy and shaming” (Tonn 3).
The fact that Sheehan did not begin her activism against the Iraq War until after
her son‟s death created an opening for her to use Casey as a catapult into public
deliberation about the war. Examples of her many references to Casey can be seen in any
of her blogs or speeches; She describes her loss, her family, and her motherhood
repeatedly throughout. A quick exploration of her complete repertoire of protest pieces
demonstrates Sheehan‟s consistency in referencing her own motherhood. In addition to
her references to personal experience and familial terms, Sheehan‟s rhetoric clearly
attacks the person (President Bush, various senators, supporters of the war, and the
former First Lady Barbara Bush).
Sheehan mentions her deceased son Casey in almost every one of her protest
pieces. This is because his death was the catapult that launched her into activism when
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she needed to better understand why he was killed – to better understand why American
soldiers were put into a situation that might bring them harm or death. Sheehan brings
this up several times when she says to President Bush in her first open letter that “It has
been seven months since your ignorant and arrogant lack of planning for the peace
murdered my oldest child” (“Not One More” 3). This is only one of the several moments
in this particular piece where Sheehan brings up Casey, as she is closing this letter she
tells President Bush that “My son was a man who had high moral values and true
courage” (“Not One More” 6). A year later, in another open letter to President Bush,
Sheehan again references her son and says “My family is spending our second
Thanksgiving without Casey thanks to you and your lies” (“Dear President Bush” 85). In
this letter, she is again looking for a justification to Casey‟s death and asks the president
what that was. “How many deaths do you think will be necessary before Casey‟s is
“justified”? 58,000? One was too many” (“Dear President Bush” 89).
Justification for Casey‟s death is a major cause Sheehan goes after. She feels that
if the government, especially the president and his advisors, had been honest from the
beginning the secondary invasion into Iraq in 2003 would not have been approved and
supported with lies. Sheehan asserts “Casey was misused and abused by his commanderin-chief and executive branch that boldly lied to the American public and the less gullible
citizens of other countries about the reasons for the invasion of Iraq (“Not One More”
17). She continues with this line of arguments by telling her blog readers that the
officials responsible are “cowards” and “murderers” for doing this to the American
public, citizens of other countries, and the military forces who were put into harm‟s way
needlessly.
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Sheehan also uses her motherhood and experiences as a soldier‟s mother to call
for an end to the war. Her grief is her reason, because another mother should not go
through what she has gone through in terms of burying her son for a war she does not see
a justification for; Sheehan is displaying her empathy for other mothers who might suffer
the same type of loss. Sheehan talks about the added emotional backlash that is a result
of well-meaning people who try to offer condolences, but they are words that just build
further anguish inside her. In one blog, she tells her readers about the clichés used by
other people to make her feel better like, “Casey died doing what he loved doing” or
“Casey died defending his country” (“Not One More” 21), but explains to her readers that
if “ever in the situation facing a mom who had her son brutally murdered…what does
help: hugs…make sure she eats, make sure she drinks plenty of water…Leave your tired
and impotent clichés at the door” (“Not One More” 21). The use of the word “murder” is
important to note. He was not killed in action, deceased, or any other form of death; he
was murdered. In Sheehan‟s use of the word, he was murdered by his own country‟s
leaders and their decisions that were based on lies, so he was murdered. The term murder
is part of why Sheehan is seeking more explanations for the reasons her son and other
mothers‟ sons were sent to this war and why the president felt it was justified to lie to the
American people.
In her blog, “Why I Must Tell the President and the Congress to Stop the War,”
Sheehan references Casey, her grief, and being a parent over fifteen times. She uses what
she went through as reason enough to prevent another parent from ever experiencing the
same thing when she says that “No one else – not one more mom – should have to lose
her son in Iraq” (“Not One More” 189). This use of her motherhood as a reason why she
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is determined to protect other mothers from the pain she felt was also apparent in many of
Sheehan‟s blogs and speeches. She talks about Casey‟s death in many different ways, but
while speaking at the commemoration of the Kent State Massacre in 2007 (thirty-seven
years after four students were killed by the National Guard on Kent State‟s campus
during a protest of the Vietnam War) she talks about how “Casey‟s brain collided with an
insurgent‟s bullet, taking his life by the same shapeless and dark entity that stole
the…lives of the young people here thirty-seven years ago” (“Kent State”). This history
of young people being killed because of war (whether involved as a soldier or killed
during a protest) is reason enough for Sheehan. She tells this audience at Kent State that
“We must not allow our nation to forget the sacrifices of Casey…and the lessons of Iraq
and the criminal Bush regime as we apparently forgot the lessons of Kent State, Vietnam,
and the criminal Nixon regime” (“Kent State”). The grief that the mothers of the Kent
State Four felt on May 5, 1970 should have been enough, but since it did not prevent
other wars, maybe their grief alongside Sheehan‟s and the other mothers who have lost
loved ones to war fatalities might make a difference this time.
Her final blog, Good Riddance Attention Whore, combined these two uses of
Casey‟s death to garner her final argument as to why the war should be ended and future
wars should be prevented. Over half of this blog talks about what she has endured “since
Casey was killed” (“Good Riddance Attention Whore”); she tells her readers about how
Casey‟s death launched her into this world of activism which resulted in her spending a
lot of time away from Casey‟s siblings, another tragedy of the war. She then admits she
has come to the conclusion that “Casey did indeed die for nothing…It is so painful to me
to know that I bought into this system for so many years and Casey paid the price for that
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allegiance. I failed my boy and that hurts the most” (“Good Riddance Attention
Whore”). This emotion that she is feeling and hoping to use to prevent other mothers
from feeling, all comes around to the fact that there was no justified reason for his death
in the first place. She even tells her readers that this was “the journey that I was forced
into when Casey died” (“Good Riddance Attention Whore”). She felt she had to speak
up because there were other mothers with sons in harm‟s way.
Beyond a quick glance at her entire repertoire, Sheehan also has a few select
pieces that are specifically designed around being a protective mother. These pieces, her
speech titled “Not One More Mother‟s Child”, in addition to her blogs “Open Letter to
George Bush‟s Mama” and “A Mother‟s Pain” all specifically incorporate her
motherhood as the reason for arguing against war. A closer look at each one of these
examples shows how the argument of motherhood establishes a reason for her not only to
discuss the war, but also to call for an end to the war in its entirety.
In the speech, “Not One More Mother‟s Child”, Sheehan is speaking to a live
audience estimated to be over 300,000 who showed up for a three day anti-war event in
Washington D.C., September 24-26, 2005. While her speech was rather short for the
length of the entire event, she was able to make several arguments against the war. She
begins this piece by asserting that the country needs a movement to end the war on their
terms, not the governments‟. Sheehan tells her audience that the media, Congress, and
President Bush are not doing their jobs, so American citizens need to step up. She
discusses how several people at this event had been coming up to her and thanking her
for being there and doing what she was doing to try to end the war, but asserts to her
audience that they are the ones who need to be thanked. “It it weren‟t for the thousands
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and thousands of people who came to Camp Casey and the millions of people who
supported us, I would still be sitting in that ditch” (“Not One More” 179). Sheehan
continues from this into her motherist argument when she tells the audience it is time to
ask Congress, “How many more of other people‟s children are you willing to sacrifice for
the lies” (“Not One More” 179)? Sheehan answers this question based on her own
experience when she exclaims, “Not one person should have died. Not one more should
die. Can you scream that to the White House? Not one more! Not one more! Not one
more,” (“Not One More” 179). Sheehan knows that her son died in a war he was sent
into based on lies told by the government to the citizens, which means all of the people
who had been killed in this war died based on lies. Sheehan does not want any other
mother to go through the grief she has been put through based on illegitimate claims
made to justify the war in the first place.
This is just one instance where Sheehan uses her motherhood to protest the war.
In her blog, “Open Letter to George Bush‟s Mama”, Sheehan uses her motherhood as an
argument against possible mistakes Former First Lady Barbara Bush might have made
while raising President George W. Bush. There are two important features of this
approach. First, Sheehan is making a very aggressive personal attack on another mother.
Pediatrician and mother of two, Wendy Sue Swanson explains that while mothers can be
sources of valuable experience and advice for one another, they are also quick to judge
each other‟s mothering choices (Szabo). These attacks from other mothers can be much
more hurtful than criticisms about any other aspect of a woman‟s life because mothers
tend to invest themselves fully into their parenting (Szabo).
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Sheehan is not only attacking another woman‟s motherhood, but she is also
specifically attacking the president‟s mother who happens to be a former First Lady.
Therefore, Sheehan is making this attack at a great risk because her target in this attack,
Barbara Bush, is a public figure that may result in further dividing herself from those who
support the Bush family. Not only could those who support the Bush family find
themselves more opposed to Sheehan, she could possibly offend many other people who
oppose the war also. Because women take attacks on their motherhood more personally
that other criticisms, anti-war mothers may find themselves more ready to defend Barbara
Bush in this instance than they want to support Sheehan because they may find her
attacks on the former First Lady offensive.
The second feature of this is the way Sheehan is attacking Barbara Bush. She is
actually creating an argument for a protective, nurturing mother in favor of the republican
mother. The republican mother was expected to symbolize the values of the republican
government and influence their children by exemplifying such ideals (List 67). Sheehan
is arguing in this piece that Barbara Bush has succeeded to symbolize the republic how
she raised George W. Bush. At the same time Sheehan is making this argument, she is
also criticizing this approach to motherhood by comparing it to her own methods of
mothering; Sheehan also asks the former First Lady to make corrections now to the
mistakes made with parenting George as a child. In this scenario, Bush is an example of
the republican mother even if Sheehan does not call her one directly, but by attacking her
motherhood, Sheehan is also making an aggressive personal attack.
Sheehan claims that maybe the way George W. Bush was raised by Barbara Bush
led him to be the kind of leader that she is fighting against. To make these arguments,
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Sheehan uses terminology to instill a mother-child relationship repeatedly; starting at the
very beginning. She begins by stating: “Dear Barbara, On April 4, 2004, your oldest
child, George W. Bush, killed my oldest child, Casey Austin Sheehan” (“Dear President
Bush” 77). By wording the opening this way, Sheehan opens the door to compare how
the Former First Lady‟s motherhood was integrated into the resulting adulthood of the
president.
To establish a separation from the other mother and to further her arguments
against President Bush, Sheehan continues this blog by creating a dichotomy between the
two children. “Unlike your oldest child, my son was a marvelous person who joined the
military to serve his country and to try and make the world a better place…Your son went
AWOL from a glamour unit” (“Dear President Bush” 77). Here she demonstrates the
striking difference between her son and Barbara‟s son when it comes to their service time
in the military. Sheehan‟s son, Casey, served his unit in hopes of creating a positive
outcome while Barbara‟s son, George was actually found to avoid deployment when his
unit was called up.
Sheehan continues to focus on her son‟s military service by informing the Former
First Lady that “Casey joined the Army before your son became commander-in-chief.
We all know that your son was thinking of invading Iraq as early as 1999. Casey was a
dead man before George even became president and before he even joined the Army in
May 2000” (“Dear President Bush” 77). At this point, Sheehan is just giving some
historical background for her motherist arguments to come. She wants Barbara to know
that even though Casey‟s enlistment came before George was elected to president; the
evidence shows that George was going to find an excuse to invade Iraq no matter what if
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he was elected. While the logic within Sheehan‟s argument may be flawed, she is
building up a foundation for her over-arching argument in this particular blog that George
is the way he is because of how he was raised, which means he is not the only one to
blame for Casey‟s death.
How is this argument by Sheehan flawed? It begins with the statement that “we
all know” the president was planning on an Iraq invasion four years before the actual
invasion, and before he was even elected president for that matter. Bush was not elected
until 2000, so how can it be that everybody knew he planned on invaded Iraq as early at
1999? In addition, the flawed logic continues with the statement that “Casey was a dead
man” prior to his enlistment in 2000 and Bush‟s election win later that same year.
I argue that these logical flaws really do not matter in terms of the acceptability of
Sheehan‟s arguments by her audience. Sheehan‟s arguments are purposefully
provocative to assert her point of view; she is just asserting her point in a disruptive
manner. I previously stated that the easiest way to motivate people to participate in
contentious politics is by properly using emotions (Lang 245) and Sheehan is clearly
creating an emotional appeal by criticizing the president‟s mother. While in the political
arena this would not be considered acceptable decorum, criticism of others‟ parenting is
something women do participate in often (Szabo) in private settings. Sheehan is taking
this normally private, ordinary action and confronting the power structure with it – it is
another example of her contentious rhetoric within these anti-war protest pieces.
To make her point that George is the way he is because of how he was raised,
Sheehan begins to describe how she raised Casey and his siblings as a way to
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demonstrate what wasn‟t done correctly by the Former First Lady in raising the president.
Sheehan elaborates by explaining:
I raised Casey and my other children to use their words to solve problems and
conflicts…Did you teach George to use his words and not his violence to solve
problems? It doesn‟t appear so. Did you teach him that killing other people for
profits and oil is always wrong? Obviously you did not. I also used to wash my
children‟s mouths out with soap on the rare occasion that they lied. Did you do
that to George? Can you do it now? He has lied and he is still lying (“Dear
President Bush” 78).
In this section of her blog, Sheehan is not only concerned with the use of violence to
solve problems, but also the behavioral reinforcement techniques Barbara used while
mothering her children. Teaching a child to use his words instead of his fists to solve
problems is the first behavior Sheehan questions, but quickly turns this into a follow-up
question. When the child uses his words to lie, what does Barbara do to reinforce telling
the truth? Both behaviors Sheehan is pin-pointing are about her accusations of the
current situation: Bush sent the troops into war without trying to solve the problem with
diplomatic relations and when he justified the war to the citizens he lied about the reasons
for such action.
To provide further discussion about the two sons, Sheehan says the president said
the Americans were fighting for a “noble cause” on August 3, 2005, “Well, Barbara,
mother to mother, that angered me…I don‟t think invading a country, killing its innocent
citizens, and ruining its infrastructure while your family and your family‟s warprofiteering friends become rich is a noble cause” (“Dear President Bush” 78). Sheehan
explains that this comment that “angered” her was the cause of her trip to Crawford,
Texas for the month of August to wait for a chance to ask for more specifics as to what
that noble cause was. Sheehan‟s description of her trip to Crawford also includes another
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argument for the behavioral reinforcement techniques of Barbara Bush because she went
to ask him a question, but “He wouldn‟t speak with me. I think that showed incredibly
bad manners. Do you think a president, even if it is your son, should be so inaccessible
to his employers? Especially a boss whose life he has devastated so completely?” (“Dear
President Bush 78-79). At this point, Sheehan has not only questioned if President Bush
was raised to use his words instead of his fists and if he was punished to teach him not to
lie, but also if he was taught good manners. To question so many factors of how a child
is raised by his mother can only mean that Sheehan does not believe Barbara raised
George properly.
To add to the contention in this piece, Sheehan not only questions how the
president was raised growing up as a child but then turns her attention to how much
influence the Former First Lady might still have over her son. Sheehan asks:
Do you think you can call him and ask him to do the right thing and bring the
troops home from the illegal and immoral war he carelessly started? I hear you
are one of the few people he still talks to…If you won‟t tell him to bring the
troops home, can you at least urge him to meet with me? (“Dear President Bush”
79).
While at first glance this can be concluded as a sincere request from Sheehan to Barbara
Bush, a deeper exploration leads me to conclude that Sheehan is blogging with a sarcastic
tone implying that Barbara has little to no influence over the president because she did
not create the proper mother-child bond when George was younger. My mention of this
tone here is because it can be misleading. If Sheehan is asking in a sincere manner, then
this would reflect she believes Barbara has the maternal influence over her child that
Sheehan deems appropriate; since the rest of this text and others imply she believes
President Bush is carelessly out of control with power, a simple conversation with his
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mother would not be enough to correct the problem. Sheehan is attempting to imply that
the president‟s mother has failed to be a successful mother to the president because he
has turned out to be a violent and dishonest grownup.
Sheehan then turns her attention to Barbara Bush as a person and recounts hearing
her give an interview on Good Morning America and hearing her say that she didn‟t want
to waste thoughts on body bags and death. This is an opening for Sheehan to
reemphasize what she went through as a mother dealing with the loss of a child because
she wants the former First Lady to understand that while she describes thinking about
death and body bags as a waste of time, those bags represent somebody else‟s mother‟s
child being killed. Sheehan states that “On April 4, 2004, three Army officers came to
my house to tell me that Casey had been killed in Iraq. I fell on the floor screaming and
begging the cruel Angel of Death to take me too. But, the Angel of Death that took my
son is your son” (“Dear President Bush” 79). Sheehan‟s imagery within this anecdote is
designed to allow for those who are reading this blog to really understand and feel the
feelings she had that moment she found out about Casey‟s death. This has the potential
to be especially emotional if Barbara Bush takes a moment to rethink what she is quoted
as saying on the morning show because a story like this would result in making her feel
guilty for being insensitive to other mothers like Sheehan who lost a child in the war.
Sheehan continues with the vivid story of those first moments after Casey was
killed in Iraq by explaining that he did come home, but it was inside a flag-draped coffin.
The importance of telling the president‟s mother about this experience is then explained.
Sheehan tells her that her thoughts are “filled with the image of his beautiful body in his
casket and memories of burying my brave and honest boy before his life really began.
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Casey‟s beautiful mind was ended by an insurgent‟s bullet to his brain, but your son
might as well have pulled the trigger” (“Dear President Bush” 79-80). To not only
continue the guilt-inducing anecdote about why Barbara Bush should be concerned about
body bags and death, Sheehan also asserts that she believes the real villain in her son‟s
untimely death is the president. Saying that he “might as well have pulled the trigger” is
putting pressure on the president‟s mother to run interference with his behavior and to
begin to assert her maternal authority over her son and demand an end to these needless
deaths so body bags do not have to be discussed any more.
Sheehan goes on, “Besides encouraging your son to have some honesty and
courage and to finally do the right thing, don‟t you think you owe me, and every other
Gold Star parent, an apology for the cruel and careless remark you made?,” (“Dear
President Bush 80). With this anecdote setting the tone for Barbara to feel guilty for
being so disconnected in ending the war that was killing other mothers‟ children, Sheehan
goes back to question her about her son and her lack of conscience within those
comments she made on the morning show. In addition to asking for an apology,
Sheehan is questioning how Barbara mothers her child by questioning the child‟s honesty
and moral code. While it might be viewed as appropriate to question how a friend or a
relative is raising their child if the relationship between the two mothers has established
this as acceptable, to question the elected president‟s mother for his decisions in terms of
national security seems to be beyond that reach. It is hard enough to find a relationship
between two women in that questioning one‟s mothering skills is acceptable, much less to
question a woman whose husband was president and now her son is leading the country
in that same position. To this end, Sheehan is not only using her own motherhood as a
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reason to question the war, but she is actually using her motherhood as an authoritative
position to question the president‟s mother‟s motherhood.
Sheehan‟s final statements in this blog are more direct attacks on the war itself,
while continuing this approach of questioning the president‟s mother. Sheehan asserts to
Barbara that “Your son‟s amazingly ignorant, arrogant, and reckless policies in Iraq are
responsible for so much sorrow and trouble in this world. Can you make him stop? Do it
before more mothers‟ lives are needlessly and cruelly harmed. It has happened too many
times already” (“Dear President Bush 80). By again questioning what influence Barbara
may have on her son, Sheehan is questioning the role her motherhood played in
developing the person who is responsible for such policies during war. Sheehan is using
the fact that her children are not responsible for such policies, that she fulfilled her
maternal role and raised her children correctly. But since George W. Bush is responsible
for such policies, his mother must have failed as a mother. To make up for such failings,
Sheehan asks Barbara to do her job now during his adult life to protect other mothers
from going through the loss of a child as a result of these policies.
By using her own motherhood as a reason for questioning Barbara Bush‟s
motherhood, Sheehan‟s contention takes a different approach than just questioning the
president‟s leadership and decision making. She is now taking aim at how the president
was raised and whether or not that may be a factor in how he became the person he is as
an adult. This is not an approach that every woman in the world would choose to take,
but to place further attention on the lies that establish the reason for her son‟s death is a
good enough reason for Sheehan to be willing to question former First Lady Bush.
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I argue that Sheehan is able to make this bold attack on Barbara Bush because of
the internet medium she is using to spread this message. Sheehan uses the internet as a
space for her very aggressive and insulting language without typical fear of repercussions
because she is not face-to-face with her audience. Byerly asserts that dissenters are using
the internet to demand some form of accountability from elected officials for their actions
(282) and that is exactly what Sheehan was doing, in this case by blaming the mother.
There is a general perception that women are more passive than men (Byerly 291), but
the internet is an open space for Sheehan to be less passive and much more direct. It is
my belief that this type of aggressive attack on Barbara Bush, or any other public mother,
would not be accepted in mainstream media but in her blogging Sheehan was able to
make this type of attack on what she believed to be failed motherhood.
This leaves me wondering if the use of motherhood to attack motherhood actually
works persuasively. In order to answer this question, we need to figure out what
Sheehan‟s intended purpose may have been in writing such a piece. Did she believe this
piece would end the war? Did she write it to gain support from more citizens, from more
mothers? Was Sheehan‟s purpose for this piece something entirely different? I find it
hard to believe that Sheehan believed this would end the war. I do believe she was
trying to create a contentious moment by the way she was attacking the president‟s
mother and her motherhood in this piece. Does it work? This piece does not work to
end the war or even to gain additional supporters, but it was not meant to do these things.
This piece does work in that it is contentious; it is designed to be disruptive to make a
political point. Sheehan is just an ordinary person, who is limited in her access to power
and resources, so she is making arguments that may garner attention to open access to
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resources like media attention. She is using the easy access to internet in the United
States to reach as many people as she can, and when she starts to make personal attacks
on the motherhood of the wife of a former president it is going to gain attention,
especially when that woman is also the mother of the current president. I believe that the
attacks on Barbara Bush are a disguise for furthering Sheehan‟s anti-war political agenda,
but it is a disguise that is provocative and should be acknowledged when discussing the
rhetorical use of motherhood. Since this piece may not be appreciated by all audiences,
especially other mothers, some of whom might find it offensive, Sheehan uses her
motherhood in others ways in her other blogs.
Less than a year after posting the open letter to Barbara Bush, Sheehan returned to
her motherhood in the blog titled “A Mother‟s Pain.” In this blog, Sheehan writes about
her own motherhood, and uses such knowledge and experience to make another anti-war
argument, but without attacking other mothers‟ motherhood. While the open letter blog
provocatively attacked the former First Lady‟s motherhood, “A Mother‟s Pain” appears
to be more like a personal journal entry from a woman just reminiscing about her
children‟s childhoods. This particular blog is a very personal blog where Sheehan details
how she always wanted to be a mom and raise a family. She details the emotions of
finding out she was pregnant with Casey and her instant unconditional love of that child
when he was first born. She gives insight into her second child‟s birth, but only to detail
how being pregnant again caused her to wonder “how I could fit more love in my heart
for another child” because of how much she already loved Casey (“A Mother‟s Pain”).
As Sheehan continues through this personal reflection of the early moments of her
motherhood, she turns her attention to Casey‟s death as the real reason she is writing this
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particular piece. “When Casey was killed in George‟s illegal and immoral war our
family was torn apart…I am the mother of four, not three; and Carly, Andy, and Janey
had a big brother, that was always a part of their lives, murdered for lies” (“A Mother‟s
Pain”). While discussing the unnatural reality of losing one of her four children, Sheehan
is attacking Bush‟s decisions as the president. It is because of his war in Iraq that Casey
was put in harms‟ way unnecessarily; now that Casey has been killed, Sheehan‟s life has
been altered in a way that cannot be consoled because the grief is not natural. The idea of
burying a child is unthinkable to a parent, and to think that she now has three children is
just not right to Sheehan. To describe it as their family being torn apart by Bush‟s
decision is another vivid description that should elicit emotional reactions from her
readers who can only image what she has gone through since Casey‟s death.
To help her readers feel those emotions even more fully, Sheehan describes those
moments that a mother would feel pain in comparison to each other. She says:
The pain of childbirth and the pain I am in right now, though, is nothing
compared to the pain that I felt on April 4, 2004 when I found out that my oldest
had been shot in the back of the head in an ambush by Iraqi resistance fighters
who wanted him and the USA out of their country. I will never fully recover from
the pain of child death (“A Mother‟s Pain”).
A mother is in pain when giving birth, but that pain becomes worth it when they are able
to hold the baby at the end. In contrast, Sheehan explains that she will never find the pain
of losing a child worth it; she will always feel that pain. The description of the three
different moments of pain Sheehan experienced as a mother, the moment she is writing
this blog, the pain from childbirth, and the pain from finding out her oldest child had been
killed at war are very personal and should motivate anybody who is a mother or has a
mother to want to prevent that emotional pain from happening to them by working to end
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the war, therefore ending the risk of another mother losing her child for such a needless
reason.
Sheehan closes this blog by continuing these emotional, personal thoughts about
losing her son. She explains to her readers what was implied before now: “Even if it is
not for lies, it is not natural or normal to bury a child” (“A Mother‟s Pain”). She is pointblank, “it is not natural or normal” to go through the experiences she has gone through
and the emotions she has been forced to feel as a result of the war. She continues this
directness when she states that “I want a meeting with George to demand that he bring
our other children home from the nightmare of Iraq even while they are activating more
Marines to go and stop-lossing [sic] other troops who just want to come home” (“A
Mother‟s Pain”). She wants a chance to speak with the president, something he has
denied for almost two years at the point this blog was written, to insist that he end the war
and bring the troops home instead of sending more troops there. Instead of calling the
troops soldiers or troops, however, Sheehan refers to them as “our other children.” She is
taking on the maternal role of all of those who are serving the country in this war because
she wants to protect their actual mothers from going through what she is has already gone
through, but also to demonstrate that she has an emotional attachment to these men and
women as if she has given birth to all of them – a connection that was built out of her
maternal instinct to protect them after witnessing what the dangers of war can actually
result in. Having lost her son, having found out her son died in a war started because of
lies, and having gone through so much as an activist, Sheehan wants to do what she can
to prevent other mothers from going through all of this.
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Continuing her discussion about wanting to meet with the president, Sheehan‟s
final assertion in this piece is that “I want the meeting because I don‟t want another
mother to feel such unnecessary and unrelenting pain” (“A Mother‟s Pain”). This
culminating statement brings everything from her entire repertoire of maternal rhetoric
together; she does not want any other mother to feel the pain she has already been forced
to feel with the loss of a child. Sheehan has made this argument several times before, and
she will continue to make it long after this blog. But no matter how many other times she
insinuates this argument, this is as point-blank as she could be; “I don‟t want another
mother to feel such unnecessary and unrelenting pain.” This not only makes another
request for Bush to agree to a meeting with her, but also an argument for ending the war,
and it makes an argument for the authenticity of motherist rhetoric. Sheehan had to
experience the loss of Casey in the Iraq War to be able to make this argument. Had she
not lost him, or lost him to any other cause except an “unnecessary” war, she could not
claim to want to protect others from feeling the same way she is feeling. This is a
necessary component to Sheehan‟s arguments; she had to have gone through the loss of
her son to be able to make the claims of feeling a mother‟s pain. This really bodes well
for enhancing Sheehan‟s credibility as it builds up her believability. Only someone who
had her experiences could be so authentic and matter-of-fact about this emotional
justification for an end to war.
Conclusion
Even though the historical exploration shows that mothers used to be tools in
propagating war efforts in the United States, there is an alternative use of motherhood
that rejects violent conflict and Sheehan is a part of that alternative. By defining mother
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and motherhood a basic understanding that the goals of a mother‟s motherhood begin
with preserving the physical life of the child which calls for the mother to protect her
children. Sheehan‟s efforts to protect her children move her away from the Republican
Mother tradition toward someone closer to Tonn‟s description of the militant mother. To
put her children in harms‟ way by sending them to an unnecessary war would be
counterproductive to a mother‟s primary goal; Sheehan is able to extend this argument
into her anti-war rhetoric by framing around not wanting any other mothers to go through
the loss she has endured. She is fighting to end the war to protect all the other children
who are involved in the military conflict, in an ultimate act of motherhood – an attempt to
protect all children from the harms of war.
So how did Sheehan use motherhood in her rhetoric? First, Sheehan repeatedly
used an argument that she was trying to prevent other mothers‟ children from dying, so
she argued through her maternal desire to preserve life. She called for an end to the war
so no more of “our children” have to die. This use of “our” makes her more intimately
connected to the soldiers who are still involved in the conflict since her only child
enlisted in the military had been killed. Sheehan is using her maternal responsibility and
authority to protect the country‟s children, even though she is not the biological mother
of all of them.
In addition to taking on the responsibility of motherhood over all those in danger
in the war, Sheehan also uses her motherhood to question the motherhood of former First
Lady Barbara Bush. Sheehan compares how she raised her own four children and
specifically what she taught Casey, to how she envisions Barbara raised President Bush.
While Sheehan words the blog written to Barbara Bush as a sincere question whether or
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not she will step in and stop the president from continuing the war, Sheehan is really
suggesting that former First Lady Bush did not raise the president properly and that is to
blame for his leadership. Sheehan is actually blaming President Bush‟s mother for his
lying about the war rationale and for actually starting a war instead of using diplomatic
efforts to solve for the conflict in Iraq. Sheehan‟s argument here is that had Barbara
Bush used her mothering techniques and reinforced the proper behaviors (telling the truth
and not using his fists) she could have prevented the tragedy that Sheehan‟s family
endured with the loss of Casey.
To support her motherist arguments of protecting all children and raising children
properly to prevent wars in the first place, Sheehan uses her personal experiences to
garner further support, another characteristic of militant motherhood. Sheehan‟s
descriptions of her personal moments of motherhood, finding out she was pregnant,
finding herself loving her child unconditionally, and then meeting the three Army
officials at her door the day she learned he was killed in action are all private moments
that Sheehan shares with her audience. She uses these vivid anecdotes to create an
opening to discuss how she is fighting to prevent other women from experiencing the
ultimate pain of losing a child to make this a personal fight against the war. Her loss was
very personal to her, so she is using that as a guiding force to bolster her anti-war
arguments; who could understand the pain a mother feels after losing a child more than
one who actually experienced the loss? Knowing she is speaking from a personal and
internal place, it leaves very little opening to dispute her maternal claims.
Every person has a mother who gave birth to him or her, so every person who
ever lived is capable of feeling a connection to Sheehan‟s motherist argument to end the
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War in Iraq. In terms of the larger women‟s peace movement going back to at least Jane
Addams, this use of motherist rhetoric is the first of four themes women have used in
their arguments against war and is integral to the additional three. While attacking the
patriarchal system, preservation of all cultures, and prevention of all war are all themes
more logically related to the politics involved in entering and remaining at war, the
motherhood argument is much more indirect.
Sheehan and the women who were peace activists before her argue that because
they are the child-bearers and child-raisers, they have a natural authority that should be
exerted. This authority is wrapped around the responsibility placed upon mothers to
protect their children, not send them to war with the potential to get killed. In reality, this
argument is not about the politics or the war, but about the children and the mother‟s goal
of preservation. With this being the primary goal for a mother, this argument becomes a
primary argument against war for women in the United States.
I argue that Sheehan and the history of women who have protested war in the
United States illustrate Tonn‟s concept of militant motherhood by making the argument
for protection against harm. Looking specifically at Sheehan, she not only argues for the
protection and physical care for children, but also repeatedly uses many of the
characteristics of militant motherhood rhetoric that Tonn outlined. Sheehan uses personal
experience, she tells personal stories (or narratives), she uses familial terms (such a
mother, father, sister, brother, children), is emphatic to others who might suffer the same
pain as she did losing a child, and she also uses ad hominem attacks and shaming against
those in power for sending the military into the quagmire in Iraq.
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I believe that Tonn‟s concept of militant motherhood is one type of contentious
rhetoric and Sheehan‟s use of the concept‟s characteristics supports this claim. What was
also seen in this chapter‟s analysis is that there is a limit to how militant motherhood can
be used in public deliberation. Sheehan‟s use of militant motherhood as a means to argue
for the protection of children is integral to the rhetoric of women‟s peace activism. Many
of the women discussed earlier used this same type of argument that a mother‟s main role
of protector, but there seems to be a limit in the types of personal attacks the rhetors are
permitted to make through this style of argument.
Sheehan took a risk by posting an open letter to the President‟s mother, and took
an even greater risk when she used that letter to question the mothering of former First
Lady Barbara Bush. This type of attack has too much potential to backfire and while it is
clearly contentious in nature, it also demonstrates a limit to how militant motherhood can
be used effectively. Sheehan can use her militant motherhood to question the war and
protect the life of children, but militant motherhood should not overstep the unwritten
rule and question another mother‟s parenting. As I previously noted, questioning a
mother‟s parenting can be quite hurtful because women take their mothering skills
personally and fully invest themselves in their parenting (Szabo) opening Sheehan, and
any others who might choose to use this approach, up for a negative response. It is one
thing to shame the President for sending the troop to war under false reasoning, but it is
another thing to blame the President‟s mother for such a decision.
With the conclusion that Sheehan‟s contentious rhetoric is also that of a militant
mother, how does this align with the three themes of the women‟s peace rhetoric
established? I conclude that motherhood actually serves as a foundation for women to
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create and deliver arguments revolving around the other three themes of women‟s antiwar rhetoric, and this includes militant motherhood. As Amnesty International USA
explains, women are the source of culture‟s transmission through the generations, so it is
the mother who teaches the cultural heritage to her children. This would explain why the
use of motherhood would be important to the theme of cultural preservation in anti-war
rhetoric. In addition, women‟s anti-war activism uses motherhood to argue against the
patriarchal system of American politics, expressing beliefs that if women were given
more say in the decision making processes of the government, they would choose other
methods of conflict resolution and avoid war. Finally, through the use of motherhood,
women who protest against the patriarchal system and for the preservation of all cultures
are also arguing for an end to all wars in their entirety.
Through description of the concepts of motherhood, militant motherhood, and
motherist rhetoric I have demonstrated how Sheehan incorporates these into her overall
repertoire of contentious protest rhetoric, but specifically in her blogs titled “Open Letter
to George Bush‟s Mama” and “A Mother‟s Pain” and her speech titled “Not One More
Mother‟s Child.” An exploration of motherist rhetoric leads to questions of gender
appropriateness. How does a woman make it acceptable to discuss the topic of war when
she is a woman? To answer this question beyond the use of motherhood, the following
chapter will explore Sheehan‟s use of the second theme of women‟s anti-war protest
rhetoric, attacks on the U.S.‟s patriarchal system. To do this, Sheehan reframes the
traditional concept of patriotism with a negative, masculine connotation while advancing
her feminine interpretation of the unfamiliar concept of matriotism.
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Chapter Five
Matriotism: How Sheehan Navigates the Gendered Dichotomy
Citizens of the United States are really blessed with many freedoms that are
protected by the constitution such as the freedom of speech, peaceful assembly, and
freedom of press. The U.S. Government gives its people the right to vote on
representatives and issues, as well as to actively show disagreement with current policies
or actions. But “raising questions about the wisdom of government actions in wartime,
particularly early in a war, is not easy,” (Baker 78). What happens to these freedoms
during wartime? What happens when those questions that are not being asked have the
ability to alter the course of many lives?
During times of war, discussions and questions about the United States
government actually tend to evaporate. Citizens do not want to be the one “asking the
tough questions about war” while the majority appear to be accepting the government‟s
decision about military action (Barton 18). An example of this occurred when ABC
anchor Peter Jennings “departed from the patriotic consensus” by making decisions to
question the president and highlight the civilian deaths in the Middle East. Jennings was
quickly attacked by other journalists; conservative talk radio host Rush Limbaugh
claimed Jennings was “disloyal” while Fox News‟ Brit Hume directly criticized him on
the air (Baker 78). Another example was when Bill Maher‟s show “Politically Incorrect”
was canceled because of comments he made about the country‟s military actions.
Maher‟s claim was that shooting missiles from 2,000 miles away in retaliation for the
suicide plane hijacking was “cowardly”. While he was simply speaking his opinion
about the situation, during wartime citizens pay “a price for being critics when we didn‟t
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want critics” (Barton 18). Instead of criticizing, citizens are expected to “offer
unquestioning support of our leaders. That is the easy path, the popular path” (Hill 35).
That is why many believe that during war, “the First Amendment is in trouble” (Barton
18).
For Sheehan this accepted silence is unacceptable. From her protests, she
encourages more conversations; conversations that encourage in-depth discussion and
debate about our elected officials and their decisions that may put lives at risk. This
resulted in “a lot of smear and hatred” toward Sheehan (“Good Riddance Attention
Whore”) and public questioning of her patriotism, but it is necessary to note that not
everyone disagreed with her desire to ask for more information. For example, American
Journalist Tom Gutting‟s perspective demonstrates that what Sheehan is doing is nothing
less than being patriotic. In an interview after being fired from the Texas City Sun
newspaper for questioning the leadership of President George W. Bush, he defended what
he (and plenty of others) said when he explained that “Patriotism is more than putting the
flag up and singing „God Bless America‟. Real patriotism in America is debating things
and making America work” (Gutting qtd. in Barton 21). The purpose of Sheehan‟s
protest blogs, speeches, and events is to create a discussion that will attract attention to
her perceptions of what is really going on. Sheehan does not want to be obedient and
simply agree with the government because it is wartime, and she will not return to her
home quietly. Instead, she draws the attention of U.S. citizens and their government by
attacking the government leaders that she feels should be held accountable for their
decisions, including sending the military to war. One of her methods is to attack
traditional views of patriotism that tend to silence dissent during times of war.
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I have already concluded that Sheehan‟s protests did not generate her own
movement, but that she could and should be considered a part of a larger women‟s peace
movement. This conclusion is supported by examining how Sheehan‟s rhetoric aligns
with the protests of women during past wars. Since her protests started in 2004,
Sheehan‟s rhetoric has been consistent with the four themes of American women‟s antiwar activism that include: the use of motherhood, attacks on patriarchy (and the
American political system as a whole), preservation of all cultures, and total prevention
of all war. While these themes were noticeable in the rhetoric that was examined to
determine Sheehan‟s position within a social movement, her contention through these
themes needs to be explored more closely.
Looking at the second theme in women‟s peace rhetoric, this chapter will focus on
Sheehan‟s attacks on patriarchy and the American political system through her use of the
concept matriotism as a direct counter to the traditional ideal of patriotism. Sheehan
attacks the patriarchy of the American political system by attacking traditional views of
patriotism, and while doing so demonstrates evidence of the three other themes of the
women‟s peace movement. These will be explored also, but the focus will be on her
attacks on traditional patriotism within her blog “Matriotism”.
In this chapter, I argue that historical evidence shows that public dissent tends to
evaporate during times of war. During the events leading up to the March 2003 invasion
of Iraq, President Bush used his rhetoric to create a national sentiment that the war was a
retaliatory action to the 9/11 terrorist attacks and that WMDs were being developed to
attack the U.S. again; it is this rhetoric and the post-9/11 morale that helped to
marginalize messages of dissent at this time. Sheehan fought this marginalization
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through her contentious rhetoric by using spaces like the internet and the lawn outside of
Bush‟s vacation home for expressing her opposing opinions. It is through this dissent,
that I argue Sheehan confronts the gender dichotomy of war through contentious rhetoric.
She is an ordinary citizen who is using the changes in society‟s knowledge about the war
(with the release of the Downing Street Memos) and her personal experience (by
including the death of her son in the discussion) as evidence for a change. Sheehan
believes it is time for the politicians to listen to the people and end the war in Iraq
immediately. She confronts this issue by reframing patriotism as a masculine concept,
which idolizes the image of a “warrior hero” while advocating for the feminine concept
of matriotism, which is a peaceful approach to loving one‟s country. In using these terms
as opposing ideologies, Sheehan is attacking the traditional political system of the U.S.
and illustrating the second theme of women‟s anti-war rhetoric.
Sheehan is already in the contentious position of questioning the government
when she protests war, but being a woman adds an additional component. The events of
9/11, the subsequent wars, and any discussion of the military in general are all considered
masculine. It is considered a repetitive theme that anti-war, non-violent discourse is
feminine and war and military conflict are masculine (Byerly 288). This division based
on gender creates a dichotomy that must be recognized when offering a public rhetoric of
dissent, even though there are women involved in the military and government decisionmaking process and men who are opposed to war and seek peace. One complication in
this dichotomy is that while women are aligned with peace in this gendered division, they
must discuss war – the masculine side of the line – to be able to discuss peace in anti-war
protests. Women are traditionally unwelcome “in the masculine institutions of state – the
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government and military” except for “the familiar supporting roles: secretary, lover,
wife” (Howard and Prividera, “Gendered Nationalism” 134). To be involved in the
decision-making of the government and military, women have to address the masculine
politics that led to the war, the masculine military actions during the war, and the
masculine patriarchal system that these masculine concepts exist within. How Sheehan
navigates this dichotomy through the use of matriotism demonstrates her strongest attack
on patriotism, by redefining how citizens should view the country and why they should
reject the patriarchal perspective. Before Sheehan‟s response can be examined it is
necessary to understand the traditional concept of patriotism as it applies to the U.S.‟s
culture and views on the military.
Traditional Patriotism: A Conceptualization
Immediately following the September 11th terrorist attacks, the response by many
Americans was to show one‟s love for the country; for example, more and more people
were seen wearing an American Flag lapel pin on their clothes or hanging flags outside
their homes. The people took the terrorist attacks on the country personally, especially
since it was on American soil, which resulted in emotional reactions (Barton 18). Not
only did these reactions come from regular citizens, but also from the media: “In the
hours and days immediately following the terror attacks, our television screens,
newspapers, and Web sites were filled with red, white and blue colors” (Hill 35).
“Flag-waving is not surprising in the aftermath of a full-scale attack on American
civilians. As individuals, we are all part of a severely traumatized body politic,” (Baker
78). As Hill explains, individuals were reflecting the “sentiments of the nation” (35);
these individual citizens were reflecting the nation‟s emotions that resulted from having
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four planes hijacked and used to create mass casualties on U.S. soil. Other reactions and
evidence of national camaraderie was seen in emergency personnel flocking to ground
zero and non-emergency persons heading to blood drives. These are clearly actions of
people who love their country and want to help their fellow citizens, but are any of these
actions evidence of patriotism? The answer for these individuals would be yes, however
there is more complexity to this question that requires more exploration into the term
patriotism before that answer can be determined.
Though any of these actions can be considered displaying one‟s love and support
for their country, these acts do not symbolize the loyalty and heroic sacrifices that may be
necessary to call it patriotism. Within two weeks of the September 11th attacks, President
George W. Bush called for a more conflict-driven form of response when he outlined the
upcoming wars in Afghanistan and Iraq: “Tonight, we are a country awakened to danger
and called to defend freedom. Our grief has turned to anger and anger to resolution.
Whether we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice to our enemies, justice will be
done,” (Public Address, September 20, 2001). Just knowing that “justice will be done”
was meant to reassure the American audience of the necessity and justness of the
“resolution” that President Bush was planning to execute.
Bush uses the basic human emotions surrounding the events of 9/11 to activate
the call to duty without ever actually expressing the stark realities of war. Whether one
grasps the full meaning of concepts like freedom and justice, or feelings of anger or
resolution that he is discussing, Bush‟s rhetoric gives audiences enough clues to be able
to glean his true meaning: war will emerge in the near future. It was widely accepted at
that moment that the only “action the nation should take was clear” (Murphy 619).
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Bush‟s call for justice resonated with much of the national audience who had all
experienced the attacks as a unified country; it was just generally accepted that this call
for justice should come through any means necessary including war.
According to Barton, it was only expected that “shared feelings of fear, despair,
and a fierce love of country in the days after the twin towers” (18) would exist. Since
these feelings were shared among the masses, it created identification amongst citizens
and promoted this talk of patriotism, and in turn, leads to a discussion of the future role of
the military. Such discussions about the events and potential of military action as
retaliation often articulate the dangers and risks that the nation faces. It is recognized
“we‟ve entered this era of a strange new war. These are dangerous times indeed. Our
troops are spread across the globe. Some are stationed in countries where they are not
entirely welcome. The enemy deeply desires a holy war and missteps on our part could
eventually produce one,” (Hill 35); our troops were about to be put in danger. This
danger puts those in the armed forces in the position to commit the ultimate sacrifice;
these men and women are in hostile environments and are risking their lives in the
defense of their country. It is this act of defense that may lead to sacrifice because
“patriots love, support and defend the interest of their country” (Hill 35). It is this talk of
defense, support, and loyalty that brings up the topics of nation and military.
When discussions arise about the nation and its military, it is an opportunity to
determine roles and accepted norms. One danger, however, is that one‟s country and the
military could be overemphasized. The military itself is dependent upon a national
ideology that rationalizes its existence establishes its expected aims (Howard and
Prividera, “Gendered Nationalism” 135). Following 9/11, “national patriotic sentiment”
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increased to a point that there was also a “blind faith in the military” (Biesecker 148).
This” blind faith” created a condition where the government and military could do no
wrong in terms of reacting to the terrorist hijacking, but that kind of faith comes with a
price. Having such strong trust in the government and military without any logical
reasoning results in unconditional loyalty and commitments to the ideals of nationalism
and militarism without reservations about being deceived or misled by those you blindly
trust.
The blind faith Americans had in the government after 9/11 and the entrance into
the “war on terrorism” was a direct result of the U.S.‟s political leaders‟ use of
nationalistic rhetoric (Byerly 285). This rhetoric was appropriate in this situation because
“nationalism is dependent upon a shared conception of past history and future goals, it
marginalizes those who do not embrace the shared vision” (Howard and Prividera 136).
That shared history was what happened on 9/11 and that shared future goal was that
“justice” Bush outlined in his address to the nation. The president had the national media
to help create an “official national discourse” (Byerly 283) about the impending war(s) to
come by “employing communication strategies to unify Americans across ideological and
racial lines” (Byerly 285). Byerly contends that these strategies included promoting the
ideals of democracy, blaming others for the 9/11 attacks, upholding the U.S.‟s stance as a
superpower, and framing an enemy that is evil (285). Accepting and agreeing with all of
these ideologies of American unification without any reservations is what leads to
nationalism.
Nationalism is “the exalting of one‟s nation and its culture and interests above all
others,” (Baker 78); similarly, militarism would be the exalting of a nation‟s military
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forces. These two concepts are connected and intertwined because “Nationalism tends to
produce militarism and militarism supports nationalism” (Howard and Prividera,
“Gendered Nationalism” 135). If a person believes that his or her country and military
are superior and can do no wrong, it means the nation‟s soldiers must be ideal and elite.
This is even more necessary during war because Americans tend to rally around the
president and government during times of conflict, but will hold the leaders responsible;
assigning blame for the negative results of the military‟s perceived outcomes (Murphy
608). For this particular point in history, Americans rallied behind the president and the
potential of war because of 9/11; the emotional reactions to the plane hijackings included
a revival of American nationalism (Byerly 286). Going to war was not only seen as a
justified reaction, it was also considered the honorable option (Murphy 609). Once again,
Americans have “embraced nationalism and by acclimation its gendered consequences”
(Howard and Prividera, “Gendered Nationalism” 134). The gendered consequences of
course being the feminine voice of peace was again subordinate to the masculine voice of
war.
Along with nationalism comes militarism; along with militarism comes the ideal
soldier. These terms nationalism, militarism, and the concept of an ideal soldier are interrelated with conventional ideals of patriotism because the topics all have a male-gendered
connotation (Howard & Prividera, “Gendered Nationalism” 135). The ideal soldier is a
subjective concept, but contains images of strength, bravery, sacrifice, and manliness.
Howard and Prividera detailed the male-gendered role of soldier by exploring how “men
are fighters and women are what men fight for…The masculine/militaryfeminine/civilian model promotes and reinforces gender inequity” (“Gendered
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Nationalism” 136-7). This reinforces the binary division of gender because the ideal
soldier is framed as masculine, strong, and dominant, meaning it is not feminine (Howard
and Prividera, “Gendered Nationalism” 136). This is the gender dichotomy that Sheehan
must navigate as she attempts to rebuff the war efforts that are a result of 9/11.
R.W. Connell, a critical feminist scholar in sociology, explains that some of the
characteristics that define a soldier, nationalism, and militarism include toughness,
competitiveness, and subordination of women (qtd. in Howard & Prividera, “Gendered
Nationalism” 136); militarism, nationalism, and perceptions of an ideal soldier are all
considered masculine and part of a patriarchal system which holds the male as the
dominant authority. The national discourse of this particular time in American history
aligned with exactly these concepts and research shows the mainstream media “coverage
of the events to be masculinist [sic], pro-government, and pro-military” (Byerly 281). In
such frameworks of discourse, women continue to have a subordinate role and be
dominated and discriminated against. In fact, it is a study of such masculinity that
“denotes specific images and qualities of what it means to be a desirable man,” (Howard
& Prividera, “Gendered Nationalism” 136).
All of these masculine characteristics have been used to describe a solider
throughout history. A soldier is defined by his courage and willingness to be obey orders
and sacrifice his own blood and life for the cause of the country. Within this traditional
conceptualization, the term soldier has many connotations including being patriotic for
enlisting, making that soldier a national representative of his or her homeland (Howard &
Prividera, “Gendered Nationalism” 140). No matter the specific definition, an idealized
soldier would do anything for his/her country and would put the country‟s well-being
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ahead of his own personal safety constructing a warrior hero who sacrifices for his/her
country (Howard & Prividera, “Gendered Nationalism” 140). The U.S. is built upon the
strength and determination of its soldiers from the past and in the present and it is
because of these soldiers‟ willingness to fight for and defend a cause that that the U.S. is
a free nation and all citizens have specific rights and freedoms that have been outlined in
the constitution for them. Soldiers dying – or sacrificing – for their country is not a novel
idea, has been expected and praised since there have been separately governed countries
fighting one another.
The idea of honorable sacrifice has existed since Homer who said in The Iliad that
“it is not unseemly for a man to die fighting in defense of his country,” (trans. 1948).
Homer‟s claim is that it is far from unusual for a man to give his life for his country. It
may be a usual occurrence according to Homer, but it is when her son and so many others
begin to die that Sheehan appears to believe that questions should be raised about the
necessity of those deaths and the need for war. If a soldier is ideal, he readily obeys
orders and recognizes that his willingness to sacrifice his life for the country is not only
honorable, but is expected (Howard and Prividera, “Gendered Nationalism” 140). For
Sheehan, the meaning of war and necessity of death changed because of her son‟s death
and her growing distrust of those who were in power; these were reason enough for her to
begin protesting. Such a personal trauma not only inspired her efforts, but resulted in
Sheehan attempting to counter and attack traditional patriotism; it was the cause of too
much destruction and too many lives for Sheehan to justify the masculine concept.
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Non-Tradition of Matriotism: Counter to Traditional Patriotism
It is clear in her rhetoric that Sheehan recognizes the traditional views of
patriotism in the U.S. as less than appealing. The fact that patriotism, at least partly,
includes being willing to sacrifice one‟s life for one‟s country is the main reason it is
unacceptable to her. In additional to self-sacrifice, it is that a soldier‟s bravery and
courage are also partly based on the willingness to fight and kill (Howard and Prividera
139) that is debatable to Sheehan. This debate about being willing to die for one‟s
country is not new; “many characterize war and peace as manifestations of men‟s violent
tendencies and women‟s peaceful ones” (Byerly 288); a repetitive theme in the
dichotomy of women and war. In addition to the blood-loss on both sides, Sheehan also
questions the blind loyalty to the government that results from traditional patriotism.
Sheehan not only questions the necessity for the military action taking place, she also
questions the decision-making abilities of the nation‟s top leaders. These questions
become more glaring when the reasons for entering this particular war are found to have
been misleading. It is because of these questions and her unwillingness to accept the
traditional concept of patriotism that Sheehan searched for a new way to conceptualize
one‟s love for country and gives a counter-solution through her use of the long forgotten
concept of matriotism.
Historically, many U.S. citizens have simply taken a patriotic view on how to love
one‟s country because the matriotic view did not survive the test of time. Many believe
that the most recognizable way to show one‟s love for his or her country is to defend the
country, to bring honor by sacrificing for the country (Howard & Prividera, “Gendered
Nationalism” 140). Matriots, however, believe there are other ways to love one‟s country
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involving acts of devotion and freedom. The concept of matriotism did not originate with
Sheehan; she did not coin the term. Sheehan adopted it after hearing it used by another
protestor, but it cannot be found in modern dictionaries and websites. After being
introduced to the unfamiliar concept, Sheehan wanted to fully consider its ideology so
that she could use it to “catalyze a new paradigm for true and lasting peace in the world,”
(Sheehan, “Dear President Bush” 111). Sheehan felt this term would finally help her
define a person who could love his/her country without having to fight wars and sacrifice
human life for it. According to Sheehan, “matriotism is the opposite of patriotism. A yin
to its yang, a counterforce to the violent militarism of patriotism,” (“Dear President
Bush” 113) but still a “love of country” that will nurture instead of sacrifice lives.
Sheehan had been called unpatriotic for her efforts to end the war and impeach Bush, and
the concept of matriotism could help confirm that she was indeed anti-patriotic because
she was matriotic when it comes to her feelings for the country.
There are two main differences between being a matriot and a patriot; the
definition of sacrifice and the everyday familiarity of the two terms. The sacrifice
required to be a patriot is a willingness to fight and defend his/her country, but a matriot
does not believe that war, fighting, and a potential death is necessary to sacrifice for
one‟s country. This willingness to sacrifice goes back to the idea of having a blind faith
in one‟s government doing the right thing; Sheehan wants to see less of this faith, or
obedience, to the government and more accountability to one another. She does not want
the government to send any more of the nation‟s “babies” to war and does not want to see
any more bloodshed or death, but instead wants the U.S. (and the whole world) to be a
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society that can rely on each person being dignified enough not to create violence and to
find an alternative solution to problems that might arise.
A second difference between matriotism and patriotism is the basic familiarity of
such concepts in society today. Patriotism is a term found in any common reference book
or website and in everyday discourse, while matriotism is no longer found in modern
references. If a person would use the concept of matriotism in a conversation today, he
or she would have to explain the term to his/her receiver These terms are related and are
both about one‟s love of country, but it is the method of demonstrating one‟s love that is
the major difference. Both ideas are used in Sheehan‟s writings to help her audience
fully comprehend her reasons why the U.S. government should bring the troops home
and end the current war in Iraq.
This discussion of patriotism and matriotism brings to light many obstacles that
Sheehan must deal with to have any success with her protests. First, Sheehan must
navigate her anti-war rhetoric through a wartime period in history which is when dissent
is the least accepted by citizens. Second, Sheehan has to navigate the masculine and
feminine dichotomy when discussing war, a masculine topic, while being a woman.
Discussing patriotism resulting from 9/11 brings with it discourse about nationalism,
militarism, and ideal soldiers, which are all considered masculine terms. The additional
challenge is to recognize this dichotomy exists, but that there are women involved in the
military and there are men who are anti-militarism. Finally, Sheehan must also attempt to
handle these initial challenges while incorporating and using a term that is unfamiliar to
her audience in a way that they can not only understand, but also potentially agree and
adopt the term themselves.
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Sheehan posted a blog titled “Matriotism” on January 22, 2006 to not only
announce her adoption of the term, but also as another opportunity to renounce the War
in Iraq. In a close reading of this particular blog, it is clear that Sheehan is aware of the
obscurity of the term as she attempts to conceptualize it in opposition to traditional
patriotism. Sheehan blatantly attacks patriotism, praises the characteristics of a matriot,
and personalizes the protest rhetoric by incorporating the loss of her son as a vital
component of the discussion.
In her rhetorical repertoire, Sheehan‟s protests include many attacks on traditional
patriotism. In her attacks, Sheehan specifically targets the belief that a willingness to
sacrifice is necessary, the blind faith in government and leaders that results in a form of
obedience (including attacks on the government officials themselves for abusing that trust
of its citizens), and the restrictions on the first amendment that make speaking out against
war such a controversial action to begin with.
These themes are consistently found throughout her protest rhetoric. In one
speech, Sheehan attacks the required condition of willing sacrifice when she asserts that
President Bush is exploiting soldiers‟ willingness and the “only way he can honor my
son‟s sacrifice is to bring the rest of the troops home, to make my son‟s death count for
peace and love and not war and hatred” (“Not One More” 65). Sheehan attacks
patriotism in this instance by declaring that with this type of sacrifice comes “war and
hatred”, and not a justified honorable result. Her son‟s self-sacrifice was a result of being
misled by the government and it would be the hardest thing for Sheehan to fully
understand:
Casey died for a country which cares more about who will be the next American
Idol than how many people will be killed in the next few months while Democrats
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and Republicans play politics with human lives. It is so painful to me to know
that I bought into this system for so many years and Casey paid the price for that
allegiance. I failed my boy and that hurts the most (“Good Riddance Attention
Whore”).
Sheehan appears to blame her own misunderstood patriotism and love for the country for
how she raised her son. Casey‟s upbringing resulted in his willingness to enlist in the
military and ultimately sacrifice his life for a war that she does not believe can be
justified.
The second theme in Sheehan‟s attacks on patriotism is her questioning U.S.
citizens‟ willingness to blindly accept the government‟s word at face value. This blind
faith is a form of obedience that could result in danger (such as sending soldiers to war).
Sheehan tells her audience that it is their responsibility to hold the government
accountable because “as soon as the leaders of a country lie to you, they have no
authority over you. These maniacs have no authority over us” (“Not One More” 67).
Sheehan also makes known that her son‟s death was a result of blind faith in the
government to uphold the soldiers‟ best interest and it led to the ultimate sacrifice, but for
what cause? She says that “Casey was willing to serve his country and die to save his
buddys‟ [sic] lives. You should be ashamed of yourself for exploiting Casey‟s honor and
the honor of everyone in our armed forces” (“Dear President Bush” 88). Not only should
the citizens be responsible for holding their obedience in check, it is the role of the
government not to take advantage of that trust in a way that would put anyone in
unnecessary danger. For Sheehan, this blind faith “is dangerous whatever side it occurs
on” (“Good Riddance Attention Whore”) and is one reason why she is willing to attack
patriotism and the U.S. government as a whole.
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In addition to concerns about sacrifice and blind obedience, Sheehan attacks
restrictions of First Amendment rights during times of war. She was told that her
brashness was the reason more people did not support her efforts, but she felt that being
told to censor herself was a barrier to free speech so she told her critic that “If you fall on
the side that is pro-George and pro-war, get your ass over to Iraq and take the place of
somebody who wants to come home. And if you fall on the side that is against this war
and George Bush, stand up and speak out” (“Not One More” 68). In this particular
instance Sheehan attacked her fellow citizen detractors who might question her
willingness to speak out against the war. She also uses her first amendment argument to
question the president in her protest pieces. In an open letter to President Bush, Sheehan
tells him (and her other readers) that “Your kind of freedom and democracy smears brave
patriots as cowards and traitors for daring to speak out against your murderous policies”
(“Dear President Bush” 87). Sheehan wants to publicize the risk of allowing free speech
to be suppressed, especially during wartime, because it allows leaders to continue
unquestioned which could result in “murderous policies”.
Matriotism: Sheehan’s Contentious Rhetoric
While all of these examples illustrate her use of the main themes to attack
traditional patriotism, only Sheehan‟s blog “Matriotism” uses these attacks to explicitly
define the alternative concept of matriotism. Sheehan begins this blog by explaining how
she came upon the term and then focuses on defining patriotism before getting into the
concept of matriotism. Sheehan tells her audience that another woman had used the term,
which caused her to do some research because she thought this term could be what is
needed to launch a new standard in peace activism (Sheehan, “Dear President Bush”
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111). This opening sets the stage for Sheehan to begin a direct attack on patriotism,
starting with the definition. Sheehan quotes the reference website dictionary.com as her
source for the definition of patriotism which includes the components of “love of
country” and “willingness to sacrifice”, but she says this definition is too simplistic and
asserts her own by describing patriotism “to mean exploiting others‟ love for country by
sending them off to kill and be killed to protect the interests of the rich” (Sheehan, “Dear
President Bush” 111). The “rich” she is referring to are the corporations and people that
are profiting from the war efforts.
Sheehan continues her denouncement of the political system of the U.S. by
reframing the definition of patriotism. She does this by asserting:
I believe the notion of patriotism has been expediently and nefariously exploited,
and has been used to lead our nation into scores of disastrous wars. The idea of
patriotism has virtually wiped out entire generations of our precious young people
and has allowed our nation‟s leaders to commit mass murder on an unprecedented
scale…After the tragedy of 9/11 we had an opportunity to become a fledgling
Matriotic society. Instead, the Bush administration exploited patriotism to fulfill
their goals of world domination (“Dear President Bush” 112).
Though she attacked Bush and his administration, Sheehan goes on to explain that this
type of patriotism is a result of the American educational system and what it teaches
about culture and history as soon as a child enters kindergarten.
First, children are taught the Pledge of Allegiance to instill patriotism within
them. Second, students learn “The Star Spangled Banner” which Sheehan calls “a hymn
of war” (“Dear President Bush” 112). Finally, U.S. children are taught a history that
omits the negatives of the country‟s conflicts to complete their indoctrination into the
exploited type of patriotism Sheehan described. The specific omissions that Sheehan
brings up include “the genocide of the Native Americans” and how “the doctrine of
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Manifest Destiny was expanded to justify the U.S. conquest and “civilizing” of Mexican
territories” (“Dear President Bush” 112). Sheehan explains that these negatives are
glossed over in school history classes because Americans were “driven by the notion that
we have a special mission from God” and the worst part is that “all through school we are
brainwashed into believing that our leaders are somehow always right, and that they have
our best interests at heart” (“Dear President Bush” 112-3). Sheehan describes American
education as indoctrination into a patriotic frame of mind in such a way that it cannot be
viewed as appropriate or acceptable because it is based on inaccuracies in the historical
accounts being told; but what other options do citizens have?
At this point, now that patriotism has been sufficiently demonized by Sheehan‟s
descriptions, she moves on to encourage and reinforce the adoption of matriotism into her
audience‟s lives. She starts by stating that these two concepts, patriotism and matriotism,
are basically opposites in terms of violence and peace. Sheehan also takes the time in
this first description of matriotism to stress that anybody can be a matriot, it is not a
gender specific term even though it has a feminine connotation. She then maintains that
“a Matriot loves his or her country. A Matriot knows that this country can do a lot of
things right…I know of no other citizens of any country who are more personally
generous than those of America” (Sheehan, “Dear President Bush” 113). Highlighting
the positives of being a matriot after exploring the negatives of being a patriot is
Sheehan‟s way of showing that being a matriot is the only logical choice if asked to
choose between the two.
One major difference between a matriot and a patriot would be one‟s willingness
to recognize the wrong-doings of one‟s nation. Sheehan stresses that:
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A Matriot also knows that when her country is wrong, it can be responsible for
murdering thousands upon thousands of innocent and unsuspecting humans. A
true Matriot would never bomb cities and villages, or control drones from
thousands of miles away to kill innocent men, women and children (“Dear
President Bush” 113).
A patriot, on the other hand, would have a nationalistic and militaristic view of his or her
nation. With this view of exalting one‟s nation and military, it would be hard to admit
that his or her country had done any wrong or that it could be responsible for murders.
This particular statement in Sheehan‟s blog does not specifically say anything negative
about patriotism, but the implications made through this description of a matriot are
striking and potentially powerful.
Sheehan does not continue these implications when she describes what a matriot
would do in the face of a battle, instead making a direct attack on the differences between
the two types of people when she contends that:
A Matriot would never send her child or another mother‟s child to fight nonsense
wars. She would march into war herself to protect her child from harm. Matriots
fight their own battles but take a dim view of having to do so, and seldom resort
to violence to solve conflict. Patriots cower behind the flag and send young
people to die for the sake of material wealth (Sheehan, “Dear President Bush”
113).
Not only are the characteristics of a matriot praised, but Sheehan is also able to denounce
patriots at the same time. Matriots would fight before allowing children to fight their
battles, and such battles would be the very last resort. On the other hand, patriots send
the children to fight for them and it is for unnecessary reasons like monetary wealth,
which would not be considered a noble cause.
Sheehan turns her attention back to the positives of being a matriot by addressing
the gendered dichotomy of using a feminine counterpart to a masculine concept. Sheehan
tells her audience that “men who are in touch with the Matriot inside of them have been
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equally instrumental in working to end war” (“Dear President Bush” 114). Just as there
are women who are soldiers involved with the war or patriotic, the masculine concept,
there are men who are working towards peace which is the feminine option. This blend
of all types of people working for peace becomes important to reach a variety of
audiences in the U.S. Sheehan praises this blend of people by stating that “everyday
Matriots are coming up with new ways to educate and advance peace” (“Dear President
Bush” 114). Sheehan goes on to cite a few of the new protest activities occuring at the
time of the blog posting that were the creation of “everyday Matriots” who found their
own ways to build support for a pro-peace stance on the Iraq War. This collection of
diverse voices allows for innovative ideas to flow between them and create a larger base
of supporters, which is necessary because Sheehan proclaims that “it is time for Matriots
to get together and stridently call for an end to the bloodshed” (“Dear President Bush”
114).
Sheehan‟s goal of ending war is not unique. There are many who reject war, but
her rhetoric is always created and framed through her personal loss of a son. That
includes this blog conceptualizing matriotism. Sheehan‟s final rejection of patriotism
uses her son‟s death as a means to personalize the message she is sending so that others
can relate to the devastation she felt by losing her son for an unacceptable and an
incomprehensible reason. Sheehan says “my son, Casey, who was…a true American
patriot, was not served well by his idea of patriotism” (“Dear President Bush” 114).
Sheehan goes on to blame herself for not preventing Casey‟s patriotism from leading him
into his death and uses that personal guilt as a catapult or her final assertions against
Bush, the war, and patriotism. Sheehan insists:
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We can end the Bush administration‟s doctrine of preemptive aggression. War
will end forever when we stand up and say: “We will never give another child to
the war-machine.” Matriotism above all is a commitment to truth and a
commitment to celebrate the dignity of all life (“Dear President Bush” 114).
Sheehan has a compassion for those with a loved one in the military, and so she uses this
as motivation to protect others from the pain her family experienced. Sheehan shows her
maternal instinct after losing her son by wanting to protect all mothers‟ children. She
blames Bush and his administration clearly for these children needing protection, but she
is also blaming patriotism. If matriotism is about truth and dignity of life, patriotism is
about lies and degradation of life.
The term matriotism is not commonly used and this is the only place Sheehan
actually mentions the term, so the concept of matriotism as an alternative for patriotism
has to be understood through this blog. To help explain what this unfamiliar term really
means, Sheehan deconstructs the definition of patriotism by demonstrating how it relies
on a necessary willingness to sacrifice for one‟s nation, the abuse of citizen‟s patriotism
by the government, and by addressing restrictions on the free speech during wartime.
Conclusion
So what happens to the First Amendment during times of war? Why is it so
controversial to question the government during these conflicts, especially early in the
combat? The attacks on 9/11 gave Americans a national wound that was in need of
healing. The national discourse, which dominated at the onset of the responding war(s),
was pro-military, pro-government; it was masculine in nature (Byerly 281). Does this
mean that everybody in the country agreed with Bush‟s plans to fight for “justice”? The
obvious answer is no, but the dissent was marginalized. Murphy argues that Bush was
incredible at “defining the attacks of September 11 to his advantage” (608). He was able
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to rally the nation in a way that the impending military actions were expected. Bush‟s
rhetoric about the attacks and the resulting outcomes created a national sentiment that
believed going against the idea of retaliation would be seen as disrespectful to those who
were killed on 9/11 (Murphy 620). This effective use of rhetoric by the president
demonstrates that the First Amendment does tend to evaporate during times of war; at
least at the beginning. One overlooked factor that led to the effectiveness of the
president‟s rhetoric was the misconception that invading Iraq was connected to the
terrorist attacks of 9/11; condensing the two wars (Afghanistan and Iraq) into one
resulted in this misconception and this lack of clear reasoning behind the justification for
the Iraq War was what Sheehan was fighting against. In this fight to end the war
Sheehan‟s rhetoric is not only an example of contentious rhetoric, but also opens a space
for her within the larger women‟s peace movement in the United States that has existed at
least as far back as Jane Addams.
While many smeared her in the media for her actions and/or approach, Sheehan
did not accept the idea of letting the government‟s military actions continue with little to
no accountability to the people. The idea of questioning the president‟s decisions is
considered controversial by itself, but adding to that the fact that Sheehan is a woman
questioning a male president about a perceived masculine topic such as war heightens the
controversy. Traditional norms divide the genders on issues of war and peace, based on
the assumption that men are inherently violent and women are by nature peaceful and
non-violent (Byerly 291). Sheehan is confirming these gender roles by being a peace
advocate against a pro-war male president; but because the pro-war male is the dominant
perspective she is violating expectations by questioning the approach. Because of her
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position within society as an ordinary person and how she is attempting to gain access to
decision-making power, Sheehan is demonstrating a model of contentious rhetoric during
these protests.
Calling Sheehan anti-patriotic was supposed to be an insult, but instead Sheehan
demonstrates that this is a positive label in her piece “Matriotism.” In this essay she
justifies not wanting to be patriotic if it means the sacrificing and killing of people,
especially after her son‟s death while serving in the war. Though “Matriotism” was
written to specifically counter traditional patriotism, Sheehan‟s collective rhetorical
repertoire evidences her choice to renounce patriarchal values because of the impending
death associated with war. This is why she willingly accepts being called anti-patriotic
and why she would want to be called a matriot because it would not require a necessary
willingness to sacrifice soldiers‟ lives or a willingness to kill for one‟s country.
Three conclusions can be drawn from a close reading of “Matriotism” and an
exploration of her rhetorical repertoire. First, Sheehan is clearly aligned with the
conceptualization of matriotism, once it is understood properly. She not only says that
she is a matriot, but her rhetoric embodies the essence of the term. Second, Sheehan‟s
use of matriotism is evidence that she belongs in the discussion of the American women‟s
peace movement. Her use of matriotism clearly upholds the theme of attacking the
patriarchal political system of America, but her matriotic rhetoric is also consistent with
the other three themes of the movement. Finally, I conclude that this is evidence of
contentious rhetoric.
Sheehan‟s contentious rhetoric in this blog, and in general, attacks patriotism by
questioning three characteristics of patriots: the willingness to accept blood-loss, the
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willingness to have blind loyalty, and the willingness to restrict dissent. It is in how
Sheehan addresses these characteristics and constantly reinforces the themes of woman‟s
anti-war rhetoric that she is able to navigate the gendered dichotomy of war. While the
women throughout the rhetorical history previously discussed found different ways to
attack the patriarchal political system in the United States, Sheehan attacks the president
for pushing a patriotic agenda and she attacks the citizens who support this blindly
without asking for additional reasons.
In her “Matriotism” blog, Sheehan attacks the ideal of patriotism by exploiting the
necessary condition of willingness to sacrifice one‟s life or kill others in the name of
one‟s country. Sheehan‟s rhetoric not only attacks the traditional patriarchal political
system when she is making these declarations, but also reinforces the three other themes
found in the women‟s peace movement. Sheehan‟s use of her experience losing a son in
the war sets up the argument that she does not want any other “her child or another
mother‟s child” to be sent to die (“Dear President Bush” 113). This concept has an
obvious connection to the theme of motherhood in the movement‟s rhetoric, but it is also
an argument to preserve culture and prevent all war. Sheehan‟s arguments are that she
wants to protect all mothers‟ children, which would be every person on earth because
everybody has a mother who gave birth to him or her. To protect all children would
continually preserve the cultures of every person because there would be no mass
casualties resulting from military invasions and occupations. If Sheehan is able to
prevent all mothers‟ children from going to war, she would also be preventing all war,
which is the fourth theme of women‟s anti-war rhetoric.
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Sheehan‟s ability to reframe the discussion away from the masculine concepts of
patriarchy, nationalism, militarism, and soldier is what creates the path allowing her to
continue her anti-war discussion. She discredits the traditional concept by comparing it
to an unfamiliar one. When Sheehan compares patriotism to matriotism, she does so by
showing that neither demonstrates a lesser love for one‟s country but simply has a
difference in how one shows this love – with or without blood-loss. Sheehan is
attempting to replace the accepted masculine concept with the unknown feminine
counterpart, opening the door for a woman to discuss a masculine topic by reframing it as
a feminine one.
Though Sheehan‟s success in altering her audience‟s perceptions of the terms is
debatable, she, nevertheless, produces a conceptualization that contentiously attacks the
characteristics of a patriot through the same themes developed by the women who
protested war before her. While this chapter has focused on her attacks on the patriarchal
governmental system in the U.S., it also demonstrated that her arguments embodied all
four themes established in the rhetorical history of the women‟s peace movement. The
most commonly used theme, the use of motherhood, is evident in Sheehan‟s rhetoric each
time she brings up her son Casey‟s death in the war. This presents Sheehan with a unique
voice of motherhood that many of those who are peace activists cannot use. While many
of the women who have protested various wars have used the argument that women
create life and should desire to protect future generations, Sheehan actually lost her son
and uses that emotional experience as her driving force. While the protests of the Iraq
War should not be considered an independent anti-war movement, Sheehan‟s protest
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rhetoric aligns with the four main themes of the women‟s peace movement over the past
century which places her rhetorical repertoire into this larger movement.
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Chapter Six
Conclusions about Cindy Sheehan’s Contentious Anti-Iraq War Rhetoric
The Bush Administration justified the invasion of Iraq on March 20, 2003 under
the codename “Operation Iraqi Freedom,” by claiming Iraq had weapons of mass
destruction that posed a threat to the U.S. and the rest of the world. But these assertions
have since been proven false (“CIA‟s Final Report”). The invasion turned into what is
known as the Iraq War, which continued until combat troops were fully withdrawn on
December 18, 2011 (Arango and Schmidt A6). While this invasion and subsequent war
were mostly supported at the beginning, it has come to be compared to the quagmire of
the Vietnam War. In fact, polls show that public opinion actually turned against the Iraq
War faster than it did against the Vietnam War (Hayden 16). While it remains unclear
how much Sheehan‟s rhetoric had an effect on the change in public opinion, the fact that
the war continued for almost five years after her announced retirement makes it clear she
did not have any impact on government‟s decision to end the war.
Cindy Sheehan was one of the first to publicly call for the withdrawal of U.S.
troops from occupation of Iraq. Motivated by the death of her eldest son, Casey, she
made it a personal mission to end the Iraq War, bring home the men and women of the
U.S. military, and end George Bush‟s presidency. As the Bush Administration‟s reasons
for the invasion were proven false, Sheehan questioned the “noble cause” her son died
for. Her response could be dismissed as a grieving mother seeking closure. However,
Sheehan became a public figure surrounded by controversy because of how she expressed
herself in her protests. On November 4, 2004 Sheehan joined the public dialogue over
the war by posting her first blog “An Open Letter to George W. Bush”; exactly seven
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months after the death of her son. Sheehan maintained her position by continuing to blog
and speak about her anti-war stance almost daily until she formally announced her
retirement from what she calls the “anti-war movement” in her farewell piece, “Good
Riddance Attention Whore” posted on May 28, 2007. During this thirty month period,
she became the media “face” of the anti-war campaign after her month-long stay outside
of President Bush‟s Crawford, Texas ranch in August 2005. Sheehan stated that “I‟m
going to set up my tent there until he comes out to talk to me. I have the whole month of
August off, just like him. It‟s just the way it worked out” (“Not One More Mother‟s
Child” 67). Sheehan waited for twenty-six days in the August heat in hopes of speaking
with the president. She was never granted a meeting with the president, but her protest
rhetoric and this specific event make her an interesting figure in recent U.S. history.
Therefore, the purpose of this dissertation was to analyze the protest rhetoric of Sheehan
from November 4, 2004 to May 28, 2007 to better understand how she fits within the
study of social movement rhetoric.
Studying this collection of protest blogs, speeches, and actions as contentious
rhetoric, not as a social movement has been an attempt to fill a gap in current scholarship
by exploring a significant, yet under-studied, contribution to a much larger peace
movement. The foundation of this study was the concept of contentious rhetoric. This
concept is based on the idea of contentious politics, and in its simplest form “occurs when
ordinary people…join forces in confrontations with elites, authorities, and opponents”
(Tarrow, “Power in Movements” 2); an example of such a confrontation would be
Sheehan‟s campout in August 2005. Following the work of Tilly, Tarrow, and McAdams
in political science and sociology I not only developed a conceptualization of contentious
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rhetoric based on contentious politics, but also situated Sheehan‟s rhetoric as a case study
of such. By placing the concept of contentious rhetoric within the rhetorical history of
American women‟s war protests, I was able to position Sheehan as a protestor within the
larger peace movement that has spanned no less than a century in the U.S.
Chapter one is an overview of the situation that leads to the rhetoric explored in
this dissertation including a brief look at Sheehan‟s entrance into the public debate, the
history of women and war, and why this is a topic deserving of further study. Chapter
two situates the connection between women and war protest within a rhetorical history of
American women‟s war protests and peace organizations. This chapter begins with a
chronological timeline from World War I to the Anti-Arms Race protests in the early
1980s. Then, it details how the rhetoric of women who protested over the past century
consistently addresses four themes: motherhood as a fundamental source of credibility,
attacks on traditional patriarchy and the American political system, cultural preservation,
and total prevention of all wars. The chapter concludes by establishing that these themes
provide a framework for understanding what Sheehan does in her anti-war protest
rhetoric.
Chapter three has two parts: the first part explores Sheehan‟s contentious rhetoric
and the second part considers it within the parameters of a social movement. Part one of
chapter three begins with a conceptualization of contentious rhetoric based on the
scholarship for contentious politics. Once the main criteria for contentious rhetoric were
established, a sample of Sheehan‟s rhetoric was examined to demonstrate the contention.
I also establish that Sheehan‟s twenty-six day campout in Crawford, Texas was an
archetypal example of contention through visual rhetoric. Through this analysis of
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Sheehan‟s rhetoric as contentious, I also establish that her use of both online and offline
activism strategies work together and how each works to create contentious rhetoric.
With the contentious rhetoric and politics explored, part two of chapter three analyzed
Sheehan‟s contentious rhetoric as part of a potential social movement. This analysis
concluded that while Sheehan did not establish a stand-alone movement, she did belong
in the existing women‟s peace movement and should be situated there.
With Sheehan‟s place in the women‟s peace movement established, chapter four
turns the focus onto the first rhetorical theme, motherhood, within Sheehan‟s rhetoric.
This chapter begins with a discussion of the historical use of motherhood to propagate
war efforts through the concept of the republican mother. This is followed by an
alternative description established based on the goals of motherhood, starting with the
goal to preserve the physical life of the child which is identified as militant motherhood.
Subsequent analysis shows how Sheehan extends this alternative conceptualization in her
anti-war rhetoric, with the result that militant motherhood can be identified as an example
of one type of contentious rhetoric. Sheehan‟s motherist arguments are based on personal
experiences and anecdotes using motherhood as a basis for anti-war sentiments and as a
foundation for the three other themes of the women‟s peace movement rhetoric.
Chapter five shifts the focus from motherhood to the second theme, attacking the
patriarchal political system. Following a description of how the First Amendment
appears to diminish during wartime in the U.S., this chapter summarizes how Sheehan
confronted this and the gendered dichotomy of war rhetoric by renouncing the traditional
masculine concept of patriotism and adopting the feminine concept of matriotism.
Sheehan uses her rhetoric to reject the patriarchal political system by enacting all four
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themes of the women‟s peace movement rhetoric. These explorations into Sheehan‟s
rhetoric confirm that her contentious rhetoric aligns with the rhetoric of the larger peace
movement.
Interpretations of the Findings
What becomes apparent from this study is that Sheehan‟s protests are
purposefully designed to be disruptive because she feels the president must answer for
misleading the country, resulting in the death of her son. Because of her status as an
ordinary citizen she is limited in resources and access to power, but she uses changing
public opinion about the Iraq War to confront President Bush. Sheehan based her
confrontation on the fact that her son was killed while he was deployed to Iraq. This was
the catalyst she needed to ask the question: what are we fighting for? It is not just the
question she asked, but how she asked that stands out.
Sheehan stated her goals in speaking out against the war. She wanted to end the
war, end President Bush‟s presidency, and try to prevent any other mother from ever
experiencing what she did when she lost her eldest son. To do these things, Sheehan
began with her online blogs, taking advantage of the internet‟s wide-reach. She was able
to say what she pleased about the situation and only those who chose to read her blogs
were exposed. While she did participate in several protests in various locations around
the U.S. and spoke at these events, the internet was where she focused her attention. She
began with her first blog on November 4, 2004 and continued until the following August
when she became a recognized agitator in the mass media. August 6, 2005 marked the
day Sheehan began her demonstration outside of President Bush‟s Crawford, Texas
home; this action was taken in hopes of securing a face-to-face meeting with the
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president. He was scheduled to be on vacation in Crawford for approximately five
weeks. Sheehan set up camp right outside his property entrance and remained there until
August 30, 2005 when President Bush ended his vacation early, claiming he needed to
focus on relief efforts after Hurricane Katrina struck (“Katrina”).
With her camp-out in Crawford attracting media attention, Sheehan was more
visible as a grieving mother; she was somebody the American citizens could relate to and
eventually polls showed a majority believed Bush should grant her a meeting and answer
her question (Hayden151). Hayden described this event and the subsequent shift in
public opinion as the necessary means for which the anti-war movement could re-emerge
and possibly be successful (151).
Despite Hayden‟s assertion of an anti-war movement, the scholarship and
historical context demonstrate Sheehan did not create an isolated movement. Through an
understanding of the history of the women‟s peace movement in the U.S., it is clear that
Sheehan extends their work over the previous century to include protesting against the
Iraq War. Sheehan began her journey with an open letter to the president that she posted
on a blog, asking him for the real reasons for the invasion and occupation because it led
to the untimely death of her son. This demand advanced to the point that Sheehan
positioned her mothering techniques against those of the president‟s mother claiming that
his upbringing was responsible for his lies and willingness to pursue war.
Attacking former First Lady Barbara Bush is questionable; however, it is the only
time that Sheehan is quite so abrasive toward anyone other than President Bush and his
administration. The features that stand out most in her rhetorical repertoire include her
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use of motherhood as a reason for her protests and her transformation of patriotism into
something negative.
My analysis of Sheehan‟s use of motherhood begins by discussing two competing
concepts of motherhood. The historical ideal of the republic mother, a woman who raises
her children to support the country no matter the cost, is compared and contrasted to the
protective mother whose inherent goal to protect the lives of her children takes priority.
To support country, which puts her children in harm‟s way by sending them to an
unnecessary war, is counterproductive to a mother‟s primary goal; Sheehan extended this
argument in her anti-war rhetoric by declaring she does not want any other mothers to go
through the loss she has endured. She is fighting to end the war to protect all the other
children who are involved in the military conflict, in an ultimate act of motherhood – an
attempt to protect all children from the harms of war. Sheehan takes this role of
protective mother seriously when she asserts the war must end so no more of “our
children” have to die. This use of “our” makes her more intimately connected to the
soldiers who are still involved in the conflict. Sheehan is using her maternal
responsibility and authority to protect the country‟s children, even though she is not the
biological mother of all of them. She will also call for an end to call war based on her
maternal responsibility to protect all mothers, including mothers of other countries, from
experiencing the loss of a child to war.
To support these motherist arguments, Sheehan used her personal experience as
the foundation. Sheehan often described personal moments of motherhood such as when
she found out she was pregnant, the unconditional love she felt when she first held Casey,
and also the emotional events of the day three Army officials arrived at her door to
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inform the family that Casey had been killed in action. Sheehan used these personal
anecdotes as a basis for her efforts to prevent other mothers from experiencing the
ultimate pain of losing a child; making this a personal fight against the war. Her loss was
very personal, so she used it as a guiding force to bolster her anti-war arguments; who
could understand the pain a mother feels after losing a child more than one who actually
experienced the loss? It is difficult to discredit Sheehan‟s maternal experiences; using
her motherhood as the foundation of her arguments was a powerful choice.
Building on her motherist arguments, Sheehan attacked the patriarchal political
system of the United States. By questioning the government, especially the president,
during wartime Sheehan was smeared as anti-patriotic. It was supposed to be insulting,
but Sheehan actually agreed that she was not patriotic. In her blog “Matriotism”,
Sheehan justifies this stance by defining patriotism as a willingness to sacrifice one‟s life
and kill other people in the name of the country. Sheehan claims to be matriotic; and this
is demonstrated in her collection of rhetorical pieces. She is willing to be called antipatriotic because she cannot justify the sacrifice of soldiers‟ and civilians‟ lives for her
country.
Sheehan‟s rhetoric embodied the four themes evident in the rhetorical history of
the women‟s peace movement. The most commonly used theme, the use of motherhood,
is evident in Sheehan‟s rhetoric each time she brings up her son Casey‟s death in the war.
It is a unique voice of motherhood that many cannot use. Sheehan also uses her maternal
approach to question the patriarchal system of politics in the U.S. claiming it is this
masculine approach that has led the U.S. into a misguided war. As she makes these
arguments, she is trying to protect all people from the tragedies of warfare, which in turn
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means she is arguing to preserve all cultures, not just her own, and she is arguing to
prevent all war. These four themes are representative of the women‟s peace movement
over the past century in the U.S.
Sheehan faced such extreme criticism in the media and by the general population
that she retired as “the face of the movement” (“Good Riddance Attention Whore”) in
hopes it would help the cause. This was her farewell to her public identity, but not to her
stance on war and violent conflict. In this blog she details how she used to have support
of some elected officials from the Democratic Party because they were able to use her to
devalue the Republic Party and its representatives, but because she held the Democrats to
the same ideals she eventually was made the radical villain by both sides of the party line.
Her “retirement” provides an end date for this exploration of Sheehan as the
leader of a social movement. I believe Sheehan gives a contemporary opening to explore
the discourse in and around protesting the government‟s decisions on issues that affect
the population with a realistic ending that not all activism results in immediate change.
Although there are times when the discourse of public dissent does not actually lead to an
immediate change, it does not mean it is not worthy of study. Sheehan‟s rhetoric did not
create a massive social movement like the movements seen in American history, but there
was something striking about her rhetorical action that I was drawn to understand more.
Upon learning of the political science concept of contentious politics, that moment of
disruptive politics that may or may not last long enough to become a social movement, it
became clear that was exactly what Sheehan was doing. It was also clear that there
should be a concept of contentious rhetoric because these disruptive political actions were
grounded in public address. Sheehan‟s rhetoric did not mobilize the masses into a
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complete political revolt, but she shed light on an issue that became more and more
debated over time. Sheehan was not able to end the presidency before the term was up
and she did not bring an end to the War in Iraq, but through her contentious rhetoric the
personal discussion became a public one.
Limitations of the Study
This purpose of this dissertation was to analyze the anti-war protest rhetoric of
Cindy Sheehan as a case study for the concept of contentious rhetoric. While this has
been the focus, this project has been limited in four main areas. First, this project was
limited in terms of the texts selected for the analysis. Second, this study was limited to
Sheehan‟s rhetoric and did not include other protestors. Third, my dissertation is limited
to the activism in the United States. Finally, this study‟s analysis was based on the
criteria I developed for contentious rhetoric while other approaches might have been
used.
First, this project was limited to my arbitrary selection of blogs and speech
transcripts of Sheehan‟s rhetoric. I made this selection based on what was available and
what would be of most interest, but it was only a small sample of Sheehan‟s body of
work. There is over 900 days‟ worth of blogs, speeches, public interviews, events, and
visuals that may exist, but they are not all available today. Additionally, because of the
currency of these events there is a limited amount of previous research available to
explore. What I discovered by contacting Sheehan directly is that some of her speeches
were not archived or transcribed, and not all of her blogs were readily available because
some social network sites are no longer active and some of her blog sites were forced to
shut down due to the controversial nature of her messages. With these constraints
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reducing the availability of some, I was still forced to make a selection so this project
could be manageable.
While my selection made this project manageable, it did limit this study to
Sheehan‟s anti-war rhetoric. There were thousands of people who participated in any
given protest of the Iraq War, meaning there is a real possibility other rhetoric exists. In
addition to other protestors, there were speeches and other forms of public discourse that
discussed the war in neutral or pro-war terms that could have been included to balance
the debate. While selecting work from additional rhetors from these various perspectives
would have resulted in this project being an exploration of the Iraq War rhetoric, not just
the anti-war protests, making it a more well-rounded examination of a specific rhetorical
situation in American history.
While the focus of this project was limited to Sheehan‟s work, the entire historical
foundation for this project is also limited to the American women‟s peace movement and
activism. Anti-war messages about the Iraq War and all the other conflicts and wars
throughout history can be found world-wide, but I limited my historical foundation and
analysis to the work of American women. While practicality was a big component
because international rhetoric would require additional means to collect resources and
translations, I recognize the addition of these types of rhetorical artifacts could enhance
this project as a whole.
Finally, this study is limited in approach. My approach was to develop a
conceptualization of contentious rhetoric, a concept not seen in current rhetorical
scholarship, and show how Sheehan‟s work is contentious. This results in a
conceptualization that is based on a limited amount of previous research and scholarship.
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I took this limitation into account at the beginning and tried to do research across many
disciplines to obtain as much scholarship as possible, but not been much written about
contentious politics beyond the work of Tilly, McAdams, and Tarrow. Many other
approaches could have been deemed appropriate for this project, and could have
produced a variety of other results. I understand this and recognize that my approach to
this project was itself a limitation.
Suggestions for Future Research
My first suggestion for future research is to gather and use additional texts,
videos, interviews, and/or rhetorical protest events of Sheehan‟s. These additions would
provide an opportunity to expand the analysis and compare more of her rhetorical
repertoire to allow for a more detailed and deeper exploration into her work. Moreover,
including videos of events and images of the protests would provide a visual component
to this rhetorical movement; this addition could improve this study.
A second suggestion would be to conduct formal interviews with Cindy Sheehan
to include in the project. While I had the opportunity to speak with and email her
informally, to have her give an oral history of the time period in question would add an
additional component of this exploration into the Iraq War protests that would enhance
the research and even make the assumptions made about her goals, strategies, and
intentions more reliable.
An additional suggestion would be to expand the focus of this project to cover the
entire available anti-Iraq War rhetoric. While I focused my work on Sheehan, there are
many more people who spoke out against the war at one time or another and several
organizations that exist or developed to protest the war efforts. Adding these additional
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voices to what has already been explored would further expand the scope of this project
and result in a more reliable discussion about whether or not this is an isolated
movement.
Finally, since my focus was on Sheehan‟s work, my last suggestion would be to
include all of her rhetoric that is available. This would require hours of transcribing
speeches from videos (since Sheehan did not write out any of her speeches) and digging
through internet archives in attempts to retrieve those lost blogs. In addition, it would
require time to document and organize photos, videos, news articles, and personal
memoirs of Sheehan to ensure that all of the rhetoric was retrieved. This addition would
expand the analysis and provide an opportunity to explore detailed changes in the rhetoric
that might occur at various times or during various events. Even with these limitations,
however, this study adds to the scholarship on American women‟s anti-war rhetoric,
particularly in its examination of a gap in the study of the rhetoric of social movements,
the place and function of contentious rhetoric.
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